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uvor the Nast twenty yea ra:, our uji3orstandiny of solar
ilacrt. has been au%jitonte ► d tfreat:v by the 41vont of rocket-,
balloon-, .1ud satellito-torne instrumentation dedicated to
obsw9vaclunb of the Slln. In particular, the uAs. of
*j , acweratt -noine detectors hat; pormittod lan.t-tetre coverages
ui the shortarr-wavelength regions of the olt ect romagnotic
bp*ctrum, inaccessible to yroun,f-based facilitios. 	 Hard
X-ray caisscon tros solar flares provides Airect evidonce of
thee
	cola+ of	 ener,letic electrons	 in these	 powerful
e:aplutciuus. Analyses of flare-associated har,l X rays, in
cun)unctlon with coincident covwrage at other wavelen.lthq,
have coutrlbuted much of our current understanding of tho
tunaame ntal eneryiziny Frocesses and rosultant lie rticle
.1CCWI@Ldt10U which characterize the flare phenomenon.
	
uutiny tna previous solar maximum, 	 the har.l X-ray hurst
apectrosuter oa board the 030--5 satellite observed hundrods
of hard I-ray events on the Sun,
	 cn the energy range+ 14 to
l54 kov.	 The 1.8-second
	
t erlx► ral resolution of the
detector enat)le,t detailed t;tudies of the evolution of
burst	 lnteniity rich tiro,	 as well as the spectral
eVolutwuu.	 Furthermuce► ,	 than	 temporal resolution was
cosparatlea to that of	 most :solar radio cbservatories
ul, oratrny at that time,
	 thus facilitating sisultan0ous
iiitrtccapatisons of hard X-ray and radio data.
the analysis and interpretation of a sot of complex hart
x-ray bursts, selected from tht , oso- S data, are presented in
this work. . ue multiply-impulsive ovonts were chosen on the
basis of morphological characteristics; each event appoars
to consist of a number of over lapping t:pi krs, vi th no
ai-pat%-nt gradual component of signiticance.
	 The tvo-stage
events wera selected on the basis of both morphological
characteristics	 and association
	
vith the
	 appropriate
pneaosut,a .tt othrr wavelen, i ths.	 Coincident microwave ani
sutet - wav y radio,	 soft X-ray,	 H -alpha,	 intorpl .inetary
partxcl%^, and aa g notoyraphic data wore obtai nod from several
ubsetv.ttorLos,
	 to aid in drvoloping a compreho-nsive and
su.t-cunsisttint picture of the physical proce s sot. un4er1yin4
a cumplwa burst.
:ne atessnt research is focu::s3ed on thre. ,
 .pecttic
aspects of the multillr-spike and tvo-stayt* hursts;
1) lo look for the causes of multiplici t y in complex
aspulsive events;
21 To .:4.aIlar y and contrast the phys ical
 aechani:sos
respousible for the multiple -spike hursts with tholes
associated with their simple cou titer tm rt s, the
siayle-spike bursts (Crannell ! SJ_A j < 1978) ; and
1) ,o ecapare an.i contrast the impul sive emissions with
as:iociated gradual omisnion:i, in order to pit:point
the tasic processes which art+ applicable to the
impulsive i ha=lt • 1101ie.
the investlyation it concentrated on the hard X-ray and
sicrevave emissions, with roterence to associated w-tor- wa y .-
phuncat • i,a, ru., vo a1• propriatt , .	 Tho hard X-ray and microwave
radiations err	 hrtoassttah 1ung and	 •Tyro_ y nchrotron,
rwupwctively, true tl ► e electrons aeceleratd ►1 in the relevant
reyicns oL tam solar atmomphere. Together, they are u red to
ouducw the cudracteristies of the source: electron density,
tWmperatut.0 ur spectral indett of the electron diKtribution,
n ayuetic-field strength, and area. Thy• hard X-ray omissions
alone at.0 ujwd to determine the paretut o lectron spectrum an.l
its evolution throu,1hout an evunt, to Search for correlate,1
variations iu spectral Faranoters which way in.licate the
underlyiuq acceleration mechanism.
.h. Wdit, conclus:,;is of this; work are:
1) ,hu eultiFlicity of the impulsive events ntudtel
requlres at least two distinct causes. On th y+ basis
of uuriv.►d source parameters,	 the burst s
 fall into
two categories: ev.vntb whose component g) ► ikos
apparently originate in one locatiot ► , and events in
whic:u gxouEs of sfikus appear to ma o frcm separate
regions which flare se.luentially.
2) The oiiyin cf multiFlicity in the case of a single
source region remains unident if ied. Progress was
m.sdv, however, in critical evaluation of postulated
ex j • 14nations. One hypoth esis, which attributor
intensity variation s to betatron acceleration of
electrons in a maynetie trap, 	 was testu.l.	 It was
Loui ►d that Furely impulsive emissions ; how no sign
oL uet4tron acceleration, t :%us ruling out this
Mechanism	 as	 a	 candidate	 for	 inducinq
&uItip1y - spiked	 structure.	 The	 socon .i-stage
emissions of sevoral complex
	
bursts also were
tasted, with results differin q markedly from the
analysis of the iRpul s ive tursts.	 The majority of
the two- sta ge tursts exhibited spectral behaviour
consistent with the betatron model,
	
for the first
Lew minutes of the second stage.	 Therefore, it
appwats that betatron acceleration nct only is
L
p C
^ wL^ / J It^
.M
I
conspicuously absent during the impulsive phase of
solar bursts, but also may be an integral feature of
the early stages of the second-stage acceleration,
for aany two-staye bursts.
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INTRODUCTION
"he was aliYi2q hiss 1f tp scir 0, for what was cience but
thu abb u ucd of Pre,u^ice Cackc, ,i t,y the resenco o^ money?"Henry Ames, IhLst__t21 ea Bum!
:he bun is the most powerful laboratory of astrophysics
aL;ctJ1 b:; 1b1e to humankind.
	 Physical processes within and on
this neurest star are tha subjects of fund a mental fields of
study, ranging from nuclear and elementary-particle physics
to piasmd 1.11ysics.
	 h1though sclar flares are more
perturbatious in the total vnergy output of tho sun,
atfectiDg only d "skin -Jeep" layer of its .urface, t heir
complex and ill-understood nature encompasses a bewildering
variety of ^hysicdl mechanisms.	 Atomic interactions,
hydrodynamic and maynetohylrodynamrc effects, plasma- and
eiectro&agnetic- wave formation and propagation, and other
bdsic krocesses all play crucial roles in the f la re
phewcmet ►on.
in older to understand flare activity,
	 a two-pronged
approach is necessary.
	
Flares must be ob3erved over a wile
range of tt ► e electromagnetic and particle-energy spectrum,
to obtain the characteristic signatures of the underlying
pnysical processes.	 This effort must be parallalel by
ti,eoretical research into t hose physical processes
ivadamental to the triggering and subsequent unfol-ling of
fare activity, to provide models of flare phencmNna which
- 1 -
2
con..lstwntIy reproduce all t h. ► concurrently observed
t eat ures.
It 18 ditticult to de ► f lne a "typica 1" f Is re, t1e► caus« nose
luvel of what could to donotvtt flare activity exists on tho
sus, at all t lmo s.	 Furthermore,	 ind iv idua 1 sclar f 1 otreq
4atfer vuotmuusly in their energy output and its Aotectabl ►
m anlfestatlon y .	 The basic, co n mcn elesent is a rapid,
tla1101611t h ► O ,,tin•1 of a conftnod portion of the	 no1.1r
chromosphvtu and coronet.	 4:: much as 10 1 • g of Wlh ly-
iuulte d plasma may be hv4ted in less than a hundred seconds
tuuut 1177) .	 In many canes this disturbance extends
dVwl,waL%1s, to disrupt the photosphere, and upwards, to vioc't
w.,tte1 into luterplanutary :space. In all cases, however, it
1:, clear that th ► ► primary explosion occurs in ,% n agnetixwA,
cuibulunt pl-Asma,	 which evinces ntronq Deviations from
tuvr sod ynamlc e,juilibriun, 	 ! ' laces es::entially ht*lin with
reconnection ameny th.o magnert is-tield lines found a bov ► -
,unsiot yroutls.	 lhrouyh reconnection, the eneryy stored in
the co.1 1 e.c ma ,lnetis taFoloyy of t^v corona ie: liberated and
tLat.btulmed luto bulk heatinq and mass motion:: of the local
plasma.
	
Thu sheared-field contiyucation in a coronal loop
c,in result In a driven reconnection proceg s, whore m,tltiplt►
rucunnectiuns occur throughout the y arch until saturation is
Leached (splcur 197th , 1977) . Tho physics of thy ► reconnection
pLocco y anti , in particular, th ►► role of the plasma in which
ter luteractitiq fields are imbeJ, l ut ar e not fully nntlerstood
at present.
	
Labotatory ext • eriments involvinq simulation of
solar Clare conditions haves proven usofu1 	 but
CUIALOVk I LSldl, ill this area	 Paum ant erate'nahl 19'h).
Iue magnetic-field strengths atd topolo.lies,	 electron
vun31L1k--, and tom porat ures achlevr+d .fur lnq Such oxper iment4
a1v not the same as those in  solar flares, however, an4 it
15 unc ivar whether simi l le scaling laws at - applicable.
,t,tenLlve develotmont also is in progress in the theory of
3rwcon ►iectiou -slid related plasma interaction s, 	with many
dxcitiuy ruuults.	 However,
	
the	 langers of
oversimpliticatlon,	 often used to make a pro hlem
dualytically or numerically tractable, must be recegni zed.
.he energy imparted to the aabient modium throu(1h
reieoauection eventually mar	 s itself in a variety of
detectdble Torus,	 ineludin	 .ting and mass actions,
visible in H - • alphd and soft X rays; plasma waves, which c1 n
be transtorm-ad into radio waves; and particle acceleration,
vnich ib characterized by hard X-ray, EUV, microwave, and
luwer - tteyueucy radio emission. The relative proportions of
tt.ebe flare ptoducts vary throughout each flare, as well as
trun faare to flare.	 Lea jitea these differences,	 an
iuealized picture of a flare emerges fr ,iw the myri ad
ObsrrvdtiOU6 obtained over the century since the first
iueantification of a solar flares (Carrington td^)9; 	 Hodgson
1bS y ).	 On the basis of intensity profiles as a function of
tame,	 t lare emissions can be classified as either
"iepulaive" ut "gradual" ( also " extended") .	 Impulsive
emissions arm characterized by rapid ri!;e to, and fall from,
Waxisium inte nsity, and often by spiky structure on even
;),e► orte'r time scales.	 Gradual/extended emissions, 	 on the
other han d, appear as they are name 1, with much slower rise
ai,d tall times and, usually, little or no internal structure
uc, bhorter t.Lwo scales.	 Both or eithor of these kinds of
emissions can he seen in a particular event.	 ?he
distinctive tedtUTQS of both types of emission acr.
illustrated by the hard X-ray burst of 1969 March 30, shown
iu fiqur•' 1-1.
,he Significance of these two classes is more tund:amental
tt.an mere aurphology,	 however.	 ;he	 observe,i
cbaracte:ribt.cs indicate tasic differences Ce:twe'en the
physical circumstances resulting in impulsive radiations and
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taose giving rise to gradual/extended emissions.
	
Thus,
Laare activity often is classified into impulsive and
yradual "phases".	 Du ,lager
	
(1969)	 first identified
1&pulsive emissions with a stage of rapid particle
acceleration, and gradual emissions with a second staye of
particle acceleration to even higher enet vies.
	 The
relationship between the observed raliation and thb
(interred) particle energizing Erocessos is discussed fully
its L:haptur 3 of this work. An introductory explanation is
seeded here, however: the association of hard X-ray and
microwave radiation with flares strongly indicates the
presence of energetic electrcns, of energies greater than 10
k.-v, in t latiny regions.
.he short duration of the impulsive phase emissions
iol,lies a corre:;pondin^lly rapid acceleration process, while
taco slower risk- end tall of the yradual-p'tase emissions
point to a pnysical mechanise of comparably l.on,lvr duration.
i.he rapid acceleration thus associated with the impulsive
stage appears to affect mainly the electrons, raising their
awl;ient eneryies frcm the order cf 100 eV to between 10 an,i
IUU keV.	 .0 score instances, 	 the appearance of gradual
cmitibiuu attar the impulsive stage merel y indicates a simple
t.ecitiny of the post-flare plasma.
	 This tyFe of gradual
phase usualiy is characterized by a microwave " yradual rise
auU ta11" event, with nc signs of associated particle
accele'L " tion.	 Other events,	 however, P y hibit grad unl
vWlsFious welch ate manifestations of second-stage
acceleration processes.	 Observations of flare-associated
interplanetary particle events indicate that, during the
.gradual phase of this type, 	 protons and heavier ions are
acce:etated to energies in the MeV to GeV range, while the
eiectroi.s a.:nieve relativistic energies,	 of order 1 MeV.
.ut idei.tiLication and ccmilrehersive theoretical modelling
uL the phy:;lcs involved in these different	 particle-
6acceleration processes are among the most outstanding
cuallenges to solar physicists today.
The irescut work is devoted primarily to a study of the
cumplex solar emissions, as observed in hard X rays,
n Ictovav's, and, to a lesFer extfnt, other portions of the
wlwctrc &ayadtic tpectruw. These observations are used to
cuu:.truct a yalf-ccnsistont picture of the physics of the
iwpulsive and yradual stages.
	 To avoid the dangers of
uveryeneraliiation and consequent vaquene3s,
	 which can
cwsult easily fzom large-scale studies of tLe type described
ILL. Le 	 twe ap, icific approaches were chosen for in-depth
.I. vest iyaLiail.	 These two topics are related by a common
taewr: the ;,Edreh for an explanation, or explanations, of
the Multiplicity in impulsive emissions, 	 as manifested
pOrticulatly in hard X-ray and associated microwave hurgts.
;;e lice,
	 the first topic is concentrated directly on
%2vaivatiag tue evidence fcr separate flaring sites, within
tne adwe active region, being responsible for multi ply-
iwpulsive emissions.	 In the course of this; research,	 it
quickly became evident that,	 to comprehend the unJerlying
processEb aitecting impulsive radiation, 	 on#- oust compare
and contrast impulsive with non-impulsive emissions. 	 The
second study is focussed cn other plausible explanations for
wultiplicity in impulsive busts, and on the ramifications
ut these models of mliltiply-impulsive emissions for the non-
iwpulsive phei.omena closely associated with the impulsive
stage. Brier summaries of the two major lines of attack on
the questions posed above are incorporated into the
following outline of the thesis cr(lan.ization.
.his dissertation comprises six chapters:	 the
introduction;	 two chapters providing information on
ic.stfumEntai and data-analysis characteristics and relevant
physical Ffocesses;	 two chapters wherein the research,
V
7
mutivataad as described abovo, is presented; and a final
" t'. oda" which includes a summary of the results and now
yuaastieus puaw,l by the research presented here, together
with a;uyy.aartlons for future investigations.
	 Chapter 2
consists of a comprehensive description of the hard X-ray
spocttumeter flown on toard the OSO-5 satellite,	 and it
yeneLvl uutliue of the m.athods by which the X-ray date were
obtaiueu from they
 slaceborne detector and the parameters
were extracted for use in the present anal y ses.	 Those
readrlb who are familiar with this information might wish to
ba1N luLt or all of Chapter a.	 Thu physics; of the hart X-
Lay ai,d microwave emission mechanisms which are relevant to
bular flares is veviewed in Charter 3, 	 with particular
empuasib or conceits and formulae which are used in the
obsacvational analyses and interpretations of the later
chapter&.	 the purpose of this chapter is to previio a
cumprehEnsive base for understanding the specific physical
JLUCtSlitS ua, which the present research is bamid, and to
ea-tablibu tue scope of this work within the wider context of
curLCt,t solar-flare research.
	 Chapter 3 may be rend in
Lull, buiectively, or not at all, depending on one's
LamlliaLity with the material.
.he ,nalysis and interprq?taticn of coincident hard X-ray
at ►d u.CLuwave evolution in a set of multiply-impulsive solar
events is discussed in Chapter 4. This study resulted in
the idorttitication of two classes of multiple-spike hursts:
events whose component slikes alparently originate in one
lucatiut,; dud events in which groups of spikes appear to
come trcm separate regions which flare sequentially. Thus,
the multiplicity of impulsive emissions is explained for tho
latteL type of events, but another mechanism is required to
accuur,t for tho multiply-spiked emissions which originate in
a sioylc source region. 	 Chapter S is devoted to the
critical evaluation of a promising can,lidate for explaining
8
burst multiplicity:	 thy butatran acceleration of X-ray-
emitting electrons in a magi ► etic trap, which was proposed
originally by 9rown and Hoyng (1975).	 TFe betatron model
LILSt was tested for consistency with the multiply-impulsive
events; it was found that the betatron mechanism is
conspicuously absent in the purely impulsive bursts, thus
eliminating this process as a potential source of impulsive-
panbc multiplicity. However, the serendipitous inclu p ion of
two two-stage events in the initially-selected set of
multiply-tmpuisive tursts enabled the discovery that the
&jctatrot, process apparently is associated, instead, with the
second-staye emissions.	 The application of the tetatron-
cLCCUlecation Model to several "classic" two-stage x-ray
eveists,	 and teiatCA meter-wave eMiision, provided strong
support for the identification of betatron acceleration as a
cusson &Ocond-stayE phencsonon.
	
The final chapter to a
bummary of tue cogent points of this thesim,	 and of the
u ►.solved questions, raised by this work, which are in urgent
i.eed of further scrutiny, perhaps during the ongoing studies
of the iresent sclat maximum.
TM
Chapter
 2
THE I MSTRURRIT
2.1 k"^"k1i4j1_4LaPA-1511ALLIS	 a
	
The tiicn urbitiny Solar Otsorvatc._; (OSO-S) 	 was
la uuched on 12 January 1969, at 16:48 3MT.	 The orbit was
nearly circular (e - 0.002), with an apogee of 560 ke, a
perigee of S35 ka, an inclination anylo of 33 0 , anti a periof
of 95.b sin.
	
The satellite ockit was located well within
the taith's aajnetosphero, and pawed through portions of
tue innt.i trapped- particle belt.
the hard X-ray `pectrometer on board OSO-S occupied one
of the nine experiment ccepartsents in the rotating wheel of
tae bpacocratt, as shown in liqurP 2-1.	 The dotector axis
ros i.acFendicvlar to they satellite spin axis, so that luring
each wneel rotation a strip of the sky in the plane of the
wneel was scti . ned.	 Each of tht three eyeb locks Ehown in
tiqure i-1 contained 3 photodiodes, separated by 40 0 , which
ttiygeted upon viewioq the Sun. This enabled each sky Oscan
to be diviuesd into 9 sectors of 40 0 each. operations in the
:.vctov toutaininq tte Sun we Le UnctEd the solar mode, while
uota outdinuu in the remaining 9 sectors constituted the day
blly bcan o 	the observational format is discussed in detail
in section 2.2.
The detector has been described by Frost, Jennis, and
Lvncho (1971) and Cennis, Suri, an.t Frost (1973) . It was
uebiyned to detect hard I rays from the full solar disk,
with quod time resolution and n odcrate energy rNsoltition.
tiyure 2-2 snows a cross-sectional view of the instrument.
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ib& baui.: components are a central CsI (Ma) crystal (a disk
0.6% ce tbick s 71 cm* cross-sectional area), actively
shielded by a roll - shaped crystal of the same mat aria 1 (3.2
ca thick) . 1ho sodium-activated tore of CsI was chosen over
the thallium -activated variety because it yields throe times
sure light per unit energy,
	 in the wavelength range over
which available photomultiplier tubes are most sensitive;
as,d bab a taster tine constant, so that it is less subject
:o extrauwous light from slow- decaying scintillations duo to
c:haryed -partacle passages.	 sodium iodide ( t ha lliu s-
activatnd) also was rejected because it is deliquescent and
brittle,	 and thus such more difftcult to handle
(u. 6. s.w onis, private cicmunication). 	 Two photosultiplier
tubes (tM1s), operated in coincidence, via-wed the central
crystal trod behind.	 Tht shield,
	 operated in
auticoiucidwuc:e with the central element, was vewed by four
NM1s, as , d included an aperture which gave thf. detector an
as,yular rwspon3o of 39 0 PMHM.
	 The resultant geceetrtc area
a solid -anylw factcr ranged from 34 cm' sterad at the low-
es,eryy limit ( -20 keV)	 to 47 ca t sterad at the highost
wuwryie& att4lnad (-250 keV).
Zhu 14 to 2`54 keV energy range of the pulse - height
vial ycet was divided into 9 approximately linoar ly- q Faced
cn all uelh.
	
Channels 2 t:irouyh 9 wore about 28 keV wide;
Channel 1 was only 14 ^oV vide.	 Table 2-1 lists for each
wnerSy chsnual: the energy range, t
	 mean energy, the
scaler capacity, and the area -efficiency conversion factor.
.he en%-tyy teEclution cf the instrument is given
appro xl matciy by the follcwiry exkxession.
OE i 6 E« keV	 0	 ( 11
enure Oc is the FWHM of the Gaufsien resolution f unction of
13
tt,e detector for photous of energy E (Cranno ll $j_j" 1978) .
1AbL:: 2-1
PAnAAdTEAS
	 !Gk 1Nt CSU-S X-RAY
	
SP!CTiOMdTiF
p
-wuibac `' nati a Jjnq• Meerl ke^^rgy Cspac^y ConPcesicn orioetra*
-- -- ----- --- ------- --------------- ...------ --- ------ ---- ------ - - -
1 14-2d 22 4095 9.70E-02 3.71E-01
2 !0- 55 is 511 1.19E-03 1.31t-03
3 ^5-a 2 6S 127 7.42E-04 1.42E -n4
4 dd-111 93 63 6. 349 - 04 6. 34r- 04
5 1 11- 141 122 31 6. OOL-04 6. OOr-0u
b 1 #4 1- 168 1 5 1 31 6. 96 I- 04 6. 96 E-04
7 1otl-200 179 15 6.417!- 04 6. 41!-04
tl 200-225 210 15 8.94E-04 A.94E-04
_2_1:-254 236	 _  1_S d. 23 E-04 N. _23F-04
• The*v are	 the area-efticienc conversion factors for	 the
eriods
l uunt
re- and	 ost-
Aarnalrates
1969 Cc otir
irctc	 dent
26 .
fiux I
hey conva
n	 units oU
t observed
P-r
etkotcus cm-j 	 a- t 	kev-1.
the idealized efficiency of the detector is Flotted in
t.yute d-i, after Frost, tennis, and Lencho ( 1 g 71).	 Tho
S p ar j decrease it. efficiency below 30 kPV is due to
auaotptloo in the two aluminum windows, of total thickness
0.15 y cm- •. The purpose of this rel 4 tively thick window
was to attel.uate the intorse soft X-ray flux present riurin7
n e,bt solar bursts; without this attenuation, pulse pile-up
cuuld occur in the lowest channels during lar-le flares,
causing distortion of the neasurcd hard X-ray spectrum. The
actual efficiency is lower because of two additional
ettects:	 ausorption in the dead layer which formed on the
surtace of tue central CsI crystal (Crannell, Kurz, and
VlebmdUL
	
1974; Goodman	 1976) ;	 and the co i n ci d ,?nc 4!
tequirement on the two rMTS viewing the central
crystal-- photons below 30 kep i do not necessarily Eroduce a
siyual abcvea threshold in both EMTs. 	 The coincidence
requirement reduced the background events produced by random
i
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nuise in the two IM 14, 11,	 which generally	 is not	 in
coincidence.	 Thus, X rays in channel 1 (14 to 29 kev) of
the julsee-haiyht analyzer were attenuated by a factor of
approxioatwiy 15 (e. R. Dennis, Frivate conatinicat i3n) .
ln- tliyat calibration of the energy scale+ of the
ii,struaernt weer achieved by usiny the decay products of an
AW f•e sLurcu, which was eatudded in a pioce of Flastic
bcintillotor and mounted in the aperture as shown in figure
d-l.	 She Aa t•e decays by isotropic emission of gq.4-keV
ptiotoub, bumv of which stop in the central crystal, in
coircideance with 5.5 -MeV alpha particles, which stoF in the
t , aabtic bcuetillator and Vroduce pulses in the FM2 viewing
the As ••l -activated scintillator. The calibration data thus:
obtaincd demonstrated that the gain decreased gradually by
.iu-.IOA betivule launch ano1 26 OCtOb% I L 1'469,	 roquir inq a orii e -
iae:«L m. • e,t cnauye► 	 in the amplitier gain to maintain the
conL,tac,cy of the channel edges, 	 and remained stahle
thereat twr. Them threshold level of the active shield was
meet at approximately 100 koV b.-fore launch and appeared to
rasmain constant throughout the liftatlmo of the+ instrument,
da indicated by the loner-term stability of the shield
countiny rats an,] the total dead time+.
They batullite passed through the South Atlantic Anomaly
(SAN), a region of exceptionally high trappNJ-particle
tluxe?:. wht•ru the inner radiaticn belt intersects t he
batellite ornit, about 6 adjacent orbit: per day.	 To
prevent saturation and subsequent impairment of the FMTs,
the aiyh-voltages source was turned oft .luring Nach passage
tarouyh the jAA throughout th ) lifetime of the- satellite.
1ne backyrouud level of the y detector was affected by passage
through the South Atlantic Anomaly and by high-energy cosmic
rays, Loth of which induced radioactivity in the central
crystal anti all the surrounding material, 	 including the
lh
ullioId.	 lit a backgtoun4 countinq rate reeachel a peak
immediately after each SAA
	 passage and 4ecayed
wiponun tiall y, as the shorter- li vo d isotopes decal ed, until
tae nett paroaye throu.lh the SAA.	 The build-up of longer-
lived isotopes, however, caused a gradual increase in the
udckground rate superimpcsed on the regular orbital and
daily valiations.	 Over tho lifetime of the satellite, the
L)dcky:ound rate changed by less than 1t)% in channels 2 and
J, and by less than a factor of 2 in channels 4 through 9
(Y. r. ,.ennic;, privdte comt4C6caticn) .
ine hard k-ray spectrometer operated continuously from
launch until 1 ,172 May.	 After this, data Wo re e.311ected
al-orauically, with partial coverage available for 1472 July.
the inxtlume ut. tailed fatally scmetise between 1974 Au(lust.
v, 1319 U1 0 and Auqust 10, 0549 L1.	 Because the failure
OCCUire3U dut;n,l d	 thee e- crbit gal , in data covOra,1e, the
cause of iaiaurae could not to estatliuheed firmly;
	 failure
ui the hiyh-voltage power supply was strongly suspected,
ho we , veer
	 ( D. a. Dennis and b. lhcma: ,	 intern .tl	 i;SlC
Be sotal,aum) .
j• 2 ^^sY1t:1:4^4L^dT^^S2LL^^Ti4Y^14Q^^
ttum launch until about 1969 January 28,
	
the satellites
upear at ions we:i a devoted to spacecraft checkout	 a n.1 no
uNeLul solar data were obtained.
.he hard A - ray Epoctrometei viewed 1bO d strips of sky in
each rotatiou of the wheel, approvinately every 1.4 s. Each
scan wai divided into 9 sectors, as noted previously, one of
wi,ich included the Sun.
	
In the normal mode, the 4ata
cospriscd the nuater of counts in Each channel, the elapsod
time, at.0 the instrument dead time; these times are deflnel
bellow.	 c:cupt during very intense flares,	 data were
obtained in the' solar sector fcr 0.17 to 0.19 s each
17
rototioI.,	 da detetsined ky the photodiodo puls. a s signalling
toe beyiisniny and end of this sector.	 These pulses also
detetmined toe elaFsed tires of Each solar observation, 	 by
btartiny and stopping a :scaler which counted pulses frcm the
tsUU-Hz telemetry clock.	 Thus, the elapsed time in sec:onis
equalled the countc,i ntimber of clock pulses divided by P00.
Tho ttue ov3erviny time, that s, the live time requirod
to Jetive the rate of incident :: rays from the observed
counts,	 is the difference betwee 1 the elapsed time, ++s
defined above, and the total instrumental dead time. The
dead time war measured during each solar observation with
Lair afOLementionod clock-pulse counter, which was gated by
pulses in the shield and central crystal and by the busy
siynal ci the pulse-height analyzer and related electronics.
During very intense flares, however, a different mode of
data collection was utilized.	 It the counting rate were
yutticiently intense to exceed the scaler capacity of any
codnnel beturt the photodiode-signalled end of the solar
observation period, then the accumulation of data and the
cock-pulse counting wore stopped when the scaler reached
capacity (that is, earlier than the diode pulse) .	 In this
ray the true count rate was recorded evon ,luring the largest
events, instead of teing lost due to scaler overflow.
Observations in the eight non-solar seztors differed
irum those in the solar mode only in that larger scaler
liwits and ionyer integration times were implemented, and
the total count rates in both the shield and the central
crystal wets recorded.	 lata were accumulated for a wheel
rotatiol.s in the sector immodiately followinq the solar
sector (denoted sector 1, in the clockwise dirEction when
viewed along the positive spin axis of the wheel) and was
rollowed by readout to a mewory. 	 This process was repeated
L_
18
wits data accumulation and readout for the next non-solar
bwctor,
	
while the previous sector's data were being
transferred from the buffer memory to the spacecraft tapes
recorder.
	
ibis sequence was implesenteJ for the remaining
nun- solar bectoca and repeated continuously throughout the
day-tine period of the satellite orbit. 	 Each cycle also
incauded a calibration ptocfdure,	 in which they Aar •'
calibration data l S; ,L, Secticn 2.1)	 were obtained for six
rotatioub between se.*tors b anJ 7. A complete cycle lasted
for 10e b, during which a total of 10.8 s of non-solar data
were colAected: 1.2 s for each of the 8 sectors and 1. 2 t of
calibration data.
&)urinq satellite night, when the spacecraft was in tho
Lsrth 'b shadow, yet another mode of data collection was
used.	 the dtad t ive and the nine-channel energy spectrum
were accumulatekl for U.28 s every 1.18 s, for whatover part
of the rky nu^pened to be in view.	 The region of the sky
be cint,ed curing this period could be roconstructc l from the
bedcrcraft attitude, as dettrinined from the y m.%gnetometer
udta obtained stiaultaneouEly.
2 - 3 1"AlIalki
the intoimatiot. stored in the spacecraft tape recorder
was cuwmunlcdted to the Earth - based grounJ stations via the
b,-ac:Vciatt teletGetry systrw.	 hithin they format of the
telemetry data Stream, each instrument on board OSO-5 was
oalotted specific wards in the continuous data flow; the
particulars of this arrangement teelevant to the hard X-ray
^.peactrcaeter are described in this section.
The transmission rate of the CSO-S telemetry was 800 bits
kut. b42 cot.d.	 Tha data were telemetered in 8-bit worts anal
otganistd within main frames and ma jor frames. A main frame
conslstcd of data in a 32-word (320 ms) readout cycle; 	 128
19
Wdlll traneb (40.96 s) comiriseJ a mejor frame.	 Within oach
a4ain tramv, words 1r,, IN, and 19 were devoted tc the hard X-
rdy bilectrcmeter.
	
The order in which data were inserted
into tht ! words per mnin framt is shown in Figure 2 -4.
-^olnce 14 wcrdb were required to include all solar-sector
unto In eacn readout cycle, transmission of each otservation
(,ems, per wheel rotation) tcok 4 main frames (1.28 a). The
iutulWatiou contained in these 12 words was commonly
letetred to as the "xain frame data." The non-solar sector
dud bhield dota were transmitted at a slower rate: word 29
(in d main trdme)	 was devoted to these data once every few
asaIU trdml3.	 This procedure was referred to as
"sut,multiplexlnq" or "subccmmutating" the data. The digital
submultiplex word usage acd locations within the major frame
(,uSh uuaber) ar y shown schematically in Figure 2-5.
kiyute 2-0 is a representation of the data organized
within each major frame, showing the designated words filled
by the hard &-ray Spectrometer data.
	
The data telemetered
in this idsuion were relayed by the various ground stations
to the intormation Processing Division (IPD) 	 at Goddard
Space Flight Center
	
(GSFC).	 in the next section, the
statage of this infocmaticn cn nagnetic tape and subsequent
data ptccessing are discussed.
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.nu teleautored CSU-S data wero recorde d on i-track
ulylta ♦ sagnutic tapes in binary mode, with oil parity and
at a uaumlty of 800 BPI.	 Two type3 of tapes were generated
by &tL at G,iFC, under th y► direction of Mr. John Schmidt, for
ulstribution to the experimenters: 	 Main i rdm at Data (MID)
dud tocreldttid Data (CD)	 tapes.	 The MFD tapes contained
main Lrame data, in%.iudiny the raw observed counts, elapsed
time, dad dead time.	 The ceL res fonding CD tapes contained
intoLautiun un the satellite attitude, observed counts in
the ncn-solar sectors (sutcsmmutator data), and recorls of
ai.y coa yandsi issue) to the instrument.
ay aeans of sof tware developed by Mrs. A. Andersel:, GSFC,
ooth sets oL tapes were corhined into a single set of
1-tracK takes;.	 C, . Brian Dennis than processed the
liAuLmatlon on these inter mediate tames t o construct
ff k:ncyiupedla' l tapes,	 which contained all necessary
11.StLUmrlat data plus the instrument orientation, 	 is
cdlculeted Lrom the sdtellite a5l)ect iata.	 A set of
compressed eucyclepedia tapes was made by CUATECH, Inc., in
which the tormat cf the original encyclopedia tapes was
reurgauized to reCUCe th.r total number of tapes required by
about a factor of 4. Programs written by CO MTEC H, Inc. use
tlae Lelevant satellite and instrument information on these
tapes to obtdln the flux observed in all 9 channels at a
given time, in physically useful units (^_^_, 	 photons cm-2
- I kev - 1 ) .	 Thus,	 spectra can Le generate) fer time
intervals as short as 0.1e s every 1.8 s, or averaged over
lcnyer times, to improve statistics or to obtain a measure
oL the hard Y-ray background before or after a flare.
Chapter 'd
PHYSICS Or BIRD I-RAY AND HICROSAVB tpISSI0 n
the first observdtion of hard X rays from the sun vas
sported over twenty years ago by Feterson ane Minckler
(1958, 1559) .	 in these paperb, this authors interpret the
tlare-absociated X radiation an bremastrahlung Froduced in
the solar phutosphere from electrons of energy 0.5 to 1 Me Y.
Ic►ey also infer that the accosFanying radio hurat is
yyrobynchrotron radiation from the same electrons,
spiralling in d 1000-gauss tagnetic field in the flaring
Legion. Subsequent observations, obtained with rocket- and
ballcou-borne instruments, ccnfirmcd the association of hard
a-ray ealssi.on with other manifestations of solar-flare
activity, particularly type III ani microwave bursts (Kundu
1vbl; Chubb, triedman, and Kreplin 1960;
	 Winckler, May, and
nusley 1901;	 Vette and casal 1961; Anderson and winckler
19b1). Altaouyh the discussions of the nature of the hard
A-ray suurce in these papers were qualitative, for tho most
putt, they did present the differing viewpoints that still
seark lively contrcverrsies &tong solar physicists.
,he preseace of high-energy electrons during solar flares
c,ud reel, deduces f rcm observations of f lore-associa ted
interplanetary electrons, prior to any of the hard X-ray
UbSetvations. the detection of photons at energies ahove 20
xc:V,
	 simultuneous with other "flash-phase:" flare Fhencoona
(K, (_1,,	 IULUton 1964) ,	 was the first indicaticn of the
existec,ce or eneryetic electrons "ia situ",	 within tho
tinting region itself. 	 Most of the early observations
lucked good temloral resolution or energy resolution, or
butc► , and so could not Frovide precise informaticn on the
c,oture of the hard X-ray spectrum (and thus the electron
- 24 -
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vt.ergy distribution) and its evolution throughout a flare.
At web GALUmwd by several authors, perr ►aps due to their
La maliuLity With allLOrAl A rays and solar cosmic rays, that
the bllar-L lard I rays originated in a monoenerget is
(Peterson and dinckler 1959) or a Folder-law (vutte and Canal
t y bu; ,.t.dersun and Yinckler 19t2) distribution cf electrons.
uh the c.thur banJ, Chubb, Kreplin, and Frie,lman (1166)
presented A-ral spectra for soveral flares,
	
otserved in
1 y 59, whit ►►
 appeared to to consixtunt With a thermal plasma
at temporstuces of order 10 4 K.	 The non-thermal versus
theksal argument has continued to rage throughout the past
lu y earb, desjite Frogress in the quantity and quality of
Observ. ► tionb and in tho	 theoretical calculation.-; relating
tt►e physical conettions within ttu source and various
piauvible election distritutions to the resultant hard X-ray
bLemssttLauluay ipec:truw.	 It has become clear from these
eLLOrtb that the question is tar from being resolved, and
teat tht chuice of a therldl or ncn-thermal (jw", power-
low)	 Lit to a particular spectrum usually is dictated by
putsonai pLeLurc-nce rather than ty actual knowledge of the
"true" electLCn epectrum.
it iF nut the intention of this thesis to discuss the
LeldtivV merits of all extant flare models; reviews, with
vaLious biases, are given by Kane (1974),	 3vustka (1976),
btOW(' ( 197b) ,	 Melrose and Drown (1976) ,	 and Report UAG-72
(1179) .	 1nt! purpose of this chapter is :o review those
phybica. mect ►dnisms which are relevant to the analyses
presented is %.hapters v and 5, 	 with brief attention to
alteLnate processes.	 The specific focus is en the
interactions between energetic electrons and the ions cf the
mdynetically-structured solar medium, and the resultant hard
.-Lay aiA micLOWave emission.
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As f irst recognized by Peterson and r inck ler ( 1 9SH, 19S9)
tow hard X-ray emission during flares in attributable to
wIAWL90tiC: electrons.	 The close association betwoon harA X-
ray bursts, aster-wave tjFe III tursts, and aicrcwave events
wAu interpreted tree the b4o ginniuy ( Peterson and Yinckler
1 956, 19t y ; Kundu 1961, 1965; A nd*rson and Mi nck ier 1962) as
t.ttorg tvidwuco of a reason origin for these impulsive
puencsuua: electrons significantly acre energetic than the
asbient thersalized Farticles of t^e solar atmosphere, most
rtobably acculerattd during the flash phase of a flare
(notetol. 1964) .	 these authors all suggested breasstrahlunq
as tl:u eaiabioh mechanism resp onsitle for the hard X
radiation.	 Oe Jager and Kundu (1963) pointod out that,
aitbough botu type III tursts and hard X-ray/microwave
bursts are ispulsive phenomena, they probably originate in
two dittwreut electron populaticns.
	 As a result,	 the
apparunt " teased" nature of the type-III-emitting electrons
cannot Le interpreted as eupiort for non-thermsl models of
tow impulsive hard X-ray/microwave source. Other meehanisoR
Proposed to explain the hart X-ray bursts include
bynchrutron radiation tree highly relativistic electrons
(6ubtiiicv 11b3; Stein and Nay 1St)) and inverse CcmFton
raJiotiUn tica interactions between flare-associated
ilsttareu photcn5 and relativistic electrons in the flaring
region (Gordon 196J;	 Shklovskii 1964,1965;	 Zheleznyikov
IV05). e:aretul analyses cf coincident flare data at several
wdvelenytnb and theoretical investigation of the relative
•writs ut towse three competing emission processes Foon
elisinated all but treasstrahluny a= the most likely source
of hard X rdy3 during flares (Acton 1964;
	 Korchak 1967;
DLQW1I 157b) .
bLes_1 Sttanluny, or "hrakiny radiation",
	 dl ,-,o i s referred
to as tLee-tree, radiation.	 This emission is produced by
Lubt charged particles accelerated, or decelerated, in the
27
^.vulomb fields of ether cher ,led Farticles.	 At the
tespw taturw. and dentitios typical of solar - flare plasmas,
the ob&crved nresssttahlung emanates from electrons
ttavvIiiny M ast Lens of various charge states; electron-
elwctroi. btemautrah:unq is a second- or.fer process (dipole
rad.4t1o4 lm forbidden), while the icns have relatively far
luwut vv loci ties and so produce negligible ion-ion
ereassttabluog.	 In a single encounter, the electron in
accelerated in the Coulcmb field of the- ion, and changes
u:rectica; the intensity of radiation re.iultir.g from en
c&.counta.e de fends en tho scattering anglo, 	 the initial
Veiucity ct the electron, and the charge (Z) 	 of th- , ion
nucleus.	 .14 a ilafma, of course, many e lectrons are
tt,,v%liing east a large nusLer ct Una,	 thereby modifying
tee Ftoc .-s4 according to collective ani statistical
cu psidetatiour.	 thus, for tremsstrahlUng emitted in solar
hares, the intensity is a functica of the ion density ani
the isotopic distribution in the esission region, is well as
tue eiectrou densit y
 and enorg y distribution.
Ot'v%!lal early attempts to analyze solar hart X-ray A vents
d..SUso" relativistic electron energies 	 (2etorson and
ainckler 19id, 1959; Gordon 1960; 4useinov 1962;	 Shk lovskit
1 vb4, 19b5; Lheleznyakov 1565) .
	
Cbsorvat ions of sc ld r flares
cuveriag the energy range 10 to 200 keV (Chubb,	 lrielman,
ai,u Kreklin 196U; Winckler, hay, dot Mosley 1961;	 Anderson
ai.d winckler 19b1; Frost 1964;	 Chubb, Kreplin, and Friedman
IVbt,; arnoidy, Kane, and vinckler 1968) soon dt-mcnst rated
that the Y-coy-producing electrons, suet be primarily mildly
Lr 1at1V1St1C, vith energies in the range 10 to 100 keV. The
discusblons of breisstrahlung in this chapter therefore are ►
valid tct wiidly relativistic particles only.
,he use of batillite-torne instruments	 (!^_- 1_,	 Frost
1964,19b9;	 Aruoldy,	 Kane, and Yinckler 1968)	 enabled
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comprehensivu studies of .. large number of flares, .-)bmerved
over tisespans of a few years ( jer satellite) .
	 The
c:omparibun of such extensive data bases with concident radio
drid particie observations resulted in the identification of
two, fundamentally different, types of hard X-ray emigision:
impulsive and gradual (see Introduction).	 Because the
characteristics of the hard X-ray and associated emission of
these two cldsses are quite dissixilar, it was concluded
that the underlying physical processes also must differ (ate
Jdyer 1969; ELOSt and Dennis 1971) . Iherefore, this chapter
iucludea sections cn several hard X-ray and microwaves
m ission mecnanisms, most of which are applicable prixarily
to the impulsive stage.	 These discussions are Cased on
relevant material Futlisted by Jackson (1962),	 Bekefi
( 1966) , BLOWO ( 197 1, 1S75, 1976) ,	 Brown and McClymont ( 1975) ,
de FeltCL (1975), Tucker (1975), and Crannell
	
(1978).
l()
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Ubsutvations of hard X -rays from solar flares provide
crucial insl •Jlkt, unattainable frc n other observations,	 into
tue rCle of energetic electrons in these ccoplox e•vients.
with the e:;tablLuhoent of bremsstrahlung as the eeiseion
suchanie. n rasponsitle for the X radiation, the- dove+ lopment
eat l)r eciae quantitative relationshiFs between the source,
uiuctrons oud the resultant X-ray apectrun became the focus
of IiUM4, 1 LOUS theoretical analyses (si^i ,	 Molt and Ramat y
lvb`!; hand 4nd Anderson 1970; Prcwn 1971) . 	 Theso endeavour:
ptovwd ct tiiwly importance in conjunction with satellito-
burne instiuOentation, whip:b o nabled hard Y-ray coverage of
hundreds of solar events, over a wide range of intensition
" I ' d ene? ryies.	 In order to interpret theso data in torms of
tfiea lhysici. of the y Fourcu teyions,	 it is nocessary to know
the sh.Al'o of	 they photon aFectru p valttu,l by a particular
eleCtton sped rum,	 as a function of thy • density anil
tveperature ut the y relvvant site in the solar at no.sphere.
'Ahis pertiun of Chapter 3 is devoted to Analytical
ueavele. Ereut of the relationship between specitic oleo: ron
et.ergy distrit-utions and the asFociated breasstrahlunq hard
, ► -idy spoors,	 arrivin.l at practical formula.ea which are•
appiicatle to quantitative • analysis of solar-flare
ubbetvAtionb.
because the caission of bremsE trahlun•1 is the product of
cullibic.ns, tl._ basic formula to the owissivity is n'milar
to	 tt, ',t et	 any collisions1	 process.	 They total
L• 1e,ms5trahiuny emission frcm a volume V, in photon: per
be • cond per unit energy, is given by the y expr ossion
J (k;) I (W) W (w) { jn f , (W) (IV } air(2)
V 
o .
	
v
i
whete	 E(s)	 is the cross-section for electron-ion
1JceMbbtta111ung at Fhcton energy E, as a function of electror
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eaetyy r; v (M), the electron velocity corresponding to
euoryy r; u i , the ion density of a function of position in
tuv souicu volume; and f' (W) , t he dif ferentia 1 electron
number distribution as a function of energy in units of
electrons per unit volume per unit energy (Brown 1911) . for
purloseb of ccskarison with actual observations,	 it it more
ubetul to obtain the predicted intensity as soon at !;arch.
t u[theLSOLt, b#.cause the hard X-ray coverage to date is not
i.patidlly teaolved, the volume integral in Equation 2 mutt
be solved ai ► proximately,	 with the terms replaced ty
qudt,tities which are averaged over the source volume+. Thus,
the tui.dasuatal equation for the total bromsstrahlunq
emibsion true s solar source seen at Farth, in photons per
i,econd ier unit area per unit erer , ly,	 may bo written As
tollowb:
to:(c)	 (1/4nlit) 
n 	 f Q E1W) v(W) f (a) d6	 11)F:
where l+ ib th y! earth-Sun distance	 (1 A.1.);	 and the
qudr► titit,s it  and t 1W) are averagal over the source volume,
sv that f (W) is in units of electrons per unit ener(ly.
lnt? Lcem.::trdhlunq cross section, 000 ,	 has been
evaluated analytically by several dut hors (grail Koch and
110tz 1959, dud refs. therein), for various ranqus of the
ratio ../W (pnoton energy to electron eneryy) .
	
The form of
the Electron distribution function, f (W) ,	 is specified by
tilt, phybicai conditions of the Assumed source: 	 if the
eu issica otilinates in a fully ionized, thermal plasma, a
NaAW011idn distribution is used; if the emission ori(tinates
iu a stdtiondry non-theinial Eopulation of electron F, as in a
tr dp (set, Section 3.1.4) , cr in a non-th(-real	 team of
ciectrors trdvollinq through the ambient solar plasm, ► , then
the tore of L(W) is non-theredl in nature.	 A combination of
tl ► ersal and non-thermal distributions also tuay be usel, as
described later in the last section of thi.; chapter.
it
Ab mantiouwd previously, one of two forms for f(k)
yvnc:rally is d iupted in analyses of solar-flare X ray q : a
taei•al Mazwellian distribution, 	 or a nun-thormal power lam
ii, uneryy (laSls•
	
f (b) ­ W- 6 ) .	 for the thored 1 situation,
there iv no separate "backyrouni" plasma, 	 because the
eldc:truab an-: ions constitute a single charge- neutral qas.
4n the case of an electron beam, the density of the ambient
AedIum thrOUyh which the team of electrons travels dictates:
wit et Ile r the electrons will lose all their energy in
%;ullisicns with the amhie,,t ions ("thick-target" ca so) or
travel tDrou,lh the medium without significant energy logs
("thin- taryet " case) .	 Thermal bremsst rahluny emission is
uiscusbed iu Section J. 1. 1;	 thick-taryet and thin-taryet
nun-tnerudl bremsstrahlunq are ccnsidered in sections 1. 1.2
and J. 1.3, L espeCtiVO ly .	 Ervw:•:;trahlung in modals which
lacurForat%	 tt3tur.s of both	 thermal. an.1 non-thermal
dlstrlbutlunb is discussed in section 3.1.4.
3. 1_ 1	 l^gC!!11_Q^9llf>iS,I4Q151Q9
As originally noted by Chubb, Frie,tman, 	 and Kreplin
( I9bU) , the A-ray spectra of many events are best fit by an
exFonential d istribution function, suggesting a Maxwellian
distribution of the enor g ies of the electrons emitting the X
Ladidticn.	 Lntorpretaticn of cbstirved X-ray spectra is
c:uwplicated Lurther by the tact that a power-law sp44ctrum
c:au be duilicated by emission from plasmas at several
tt-wieratures (Chubb 1972; Brown 1974).	 Fur tho X - ray events
describtd iii Chdpter 4, •:)mt of the instantaneous spectra
(deteLwis,ed dt every pea ► within each burst)	 ire Letter fit
ny	 binyle-towporature thermal	 toil onentia1 times	 E- c ),	 i
rathtr than powt-r-13w, ferob.	 This section ccmErisvr i
yudiatitative discussion of the Eruperties of X-ray em ission
LLOw 6 tnermdl Elasma.	 I
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The i.umi.ar of electrons of energy w, per unit e rn ► rqy, in
a tharmdl plasma follows a Maxwellian distribution:
f (W) s In-& sn
,
 T- xrt VI's exp (
- W /T) V	 (4)
where ue is the electron density; T, the plasm a temperature;
(in eneLyy unit_:) ; and a, the electrcn energy.
in yeneLai,	 the photcn-energy and plasma - temperature
ut-pende ►,ces in the formulaticn cf the brem.strahluny cross
Section, V E (•) , are combined into one parametNr, 	 the Gaunt
Ldctor.	 Thus, Q E.(W) can to exFresse.l as:
JE(W) : Qo Gf f ( E , W • T ) /E 	,	 (-S)
wneLf the constant Q 	 is t
GLerssttahlung cross ^iecticn,
Lactcr.
	
for ncn-r,:lntivistic
Ve locity ccLrespondiny to 4 is
et.eL yy relation:
he clasi;ical high-energy
and G ff (E,W,T)	 is the Gaunt
velocities, the electron
given simply by the kinetic-
v (A) = (2W/m) 14	 (6)
wuert a is the electron mass.
Substituting Equations 4, 5, dn('. 6 into Equation 3, with
g f f (L,,) representing G f f (E, W, T) averaged over all W for a
paLticular range of 7, yields the following exFression for
ttie, tpectruw of omitted radiation at a distance of 1 AU from
the souLce, iu phctons cu- 1 s- t keV- 1:
:(z)	 1.0x103 E (n e n i 2 : ) ) V exp (-E/T) g ff (EIT) '	 (^)1
wiieLt V is tae voluxe of the emitting region, as before;
yff (c , 1) is the temperature-avera ,led Gaunt factor,	
and the
Y
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summation is performed over the charge, Z, ion ,tensity, ni,
and electron density, n e , for each ionic species, j, in the
paabma.	 1n.a t e mperature -averaged Gaunt factor has been
de Lived, Loi various ranges uL temperature and the ratio
&./1, by KALLds and Latter ( 1961) anJ Gorenstein, Gursk y, and
Garwlta ( 19bd) ; t he for mulaf used tc derive g f f (F , T) in the
nard A-Ldy at ►d *oft X-rdy analyses of Chapters v, 5,	 and 6
ale yiven 1u ls ble 3-1.
TA13LE 3-1
TNs Lx;MiI iaATURI-JVIhAuID GAON': tACTCF, for T > 3c10 S K
R
t/ ^ 	 gf f	 T)
---------------------------------------------------- -- -------
	
<c1
	 (3"/n) In (2.2 T/E)
	
1	 1
s
n
> 1	 (T/E) 0.4
	
'.hE :' uma"It1311 in Equation 7 de Fends oil 	 ionization
:..Late at.d the elemental abundances within the source. 	 For a
Lully-ionized plasma (T > 10 s K) , charge neutrality demands
that n e e E Zn ( .	 'Thus, taking solar abundances into account,
we have
1 
( n t n t ^ ]	 = 1-2 n^,2-
	
(f11
;he tsLssion measure, FM, defined such that EM=ne t V, is
coWmoni) employed in X-ray astronomy to incorporate the
uvaslty and volume dependences cf the spectrum into one
para neteL.	 This is particularly useful when analyzing
oiLse rvations LLG n instruzents without spatial resolution,
wuich can not provide irfotmaticn on .tensity gradients
within the source volume.	 the substitution of Equation A
and the detit.ition of EM into Equation 7 yield (ir units of
pLotons cm- : s- t keV - 1):
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1(b) = 1.100 3
 EM exp(-E/T) T-ts! E-9 9 (f (E, T)	 (4)
by definition, the particles vithin a thermal source obey
du isotropic velocity distibution in space; otherwise, a
sinyle-tesperature plasma could not be maintained.
tanservations which are sensitive to X-ray directivity
achieve prime importance in estatlishial thi s thormnl or non-
thersal nature of hard X-rdy burst sources because, nF
kiiscusstd iu tho tcllowiny section,
	 nun-thermal models
predict significant etfects due to anisotropy.
	
Recent
ubbeLvations roported by Kane ^^^li (1980) are consistent
with essentially isotropic hard X-ray emission durinq
impulsive bursts, over observation angle, between 11 0
 and
7 y °. 'Ibis iack of directivity 1LCvides stronq support for
thermal models, taut it reAdins to be seen whether a leryer
sample of inFulsi ve events exhi tits a similar degree of
.5cttopy.	 Similarly, a neyligible degree of hard X-ray
kjUlaLlzation is predicted for thermal sources in the solar
ntsosphere, in contrast tc the large polarization expected
LLCr i,oLrthermal beams (gfi
 Langer and Petrosian 1977; Rai
aL,d L%dwuty 1 )7d) .
i kl otentidl cause of spectral distortion for both thermal
aLd Don-taeLaal sources is the altedo due to Ccmpton
L,acKScdtteriny of the hard X-ray photons from electrons in
the ihotospheLe.
	 Althuu4h this cftect is most Frosinont for
aLaisetriupic non-thermal cases, the contribution to observed
theLSal slvctrd can proaucc mtasuratle listortion At
`urrgies dLJUD,l 30 ke V (Bai an,l rdmaty 1978;	 Mffltz ler tt_A1_
1978).	 ine main effect is to lower the JeJuced source
temperature uy d few keV at most, vhich, for the OSO-5
Ubse rVdt1OLa, is cn the order cf the uncertainty in the
derived teaEexature value itself. Because the lowest energy
l5
cony ldeLad 1 ►► the spectral-fittinq technique outlined in
I.t► apteL 4 i^ 28 keV,	 the albedo contribution has baen
&.uglactkd.
1. 1.2 P.4D=UMLltIA&VSiiAILAkINJU: _Th19A_AICY2&_r.l§g
.he tera "tt ► ick- target" tremsstrahluaq originally was
vaployeu by experimental Physicists to denote the radiation
emitted by a bola et high-energy electrons striking a target
thicker than the energy- loss range of the electrons heinq
cousldeLed.	 in sclar-flare modelling, tLe analogous
bltuatier. cowprises a dilute beam of energetic electrons,
dlLected dowi . war,ls through the solar atwosphere, which .wits
ti ► ick- target bremsst rah lurq upon reaching a r.egicn dense
enouyh Lor the .p lectron., to lose all their energy in
cullislcns with the ambient me,lium_ 	 :n all thick-target
models, this target region 1= locatcJ in the chromosphere or
tr4nii1taon tune, dependinq on the assumed energies in the
rlectLOU bedw anti on tht chosen model for the density
1	 structuLe oL the solar atmosphere.	 These models usually
assume a power - law el e ctron energy distribution function,
that is,
f (W) _ 1 Y- b	,	 (10)
wheLe the Leal number d is called the (power-law) spectral
index, and h is .1 constant.
:be simple power-law distribution in Equation 10 cannot
by aiplled sirectly, because f 1W) as Jefined apfroaches
ii.ilnity as the electron energy teconcs smaller anA smaller.
7o avoid su.:u unphysical conditions, a low-energy cut-off,
usually of uLder 10 kev,	 is isroscd on the electron
bpectrua. :n crder to duplicate observed spectra, which
ulten icclude steepening at high phcton energies, a high-
energy cut-oLL (usually of order 100 kev) may to adopted as
b..^.
lh
well (ji" Kd ►,e and Anderson 1970) .	 The calculation of
bcemssttahluny under tbeae conditions differs markedly from
tue thermal care, covered in the last ek•ction.	 Instead of
dealiny with a single plasma, 	 in which the number and
dvnbity of the us ittiny electrons are directly related to
the Number and density of ions, two distinct components must
be considered: a team of high-etergy electrons, cf number
density n wuch less than in the target region; and the
uvnset,	 tht-6 1.9al plasma of p lectrons and ions in which the
bedmad iaeutrons are stopted. The directional anisotropy of
the eltctrun beam also causes Potentially significant
moditicotions to the obsotwed X-ray spectrum, primarily due
to dlbedo, pularization, and backscattering effects.	 Tho
ettects of directivity oil the brembstrahluny X-ray spectrum
have teen studied in detail ty Pctrosian (1973, 1975), Langer
el1.d	 Petrosiau ( 1977) ,	 and Rai and namat y	 ( 1978) .
,vlacizotion of hard X-ray emission has btfen studied by
clvert and Hduy ( 1 1970), Haug ( 1972) , 	 Brown ( 1972) , Langer
dc.d tetiusldn (1977) ,	 and Eai and Famaty	 (1918) ,	 with
vmphabib on i,ou-therm,il beams as the origin of the X rays.
ii,eix ltsults remain to be tested, though,	 bec4use reliably
pularizution measurements of solar hard X rays are not
dvailatie at present.	 These additional complications are
out included in the intentionally-simplified treatments
within this chapter.	 As Pointed out by MNtzler gJL_21s
j1978),	 the photuspheric altodo primarily affects the hard
♦-ray bjectrum at photon energies around 30 keV. The OSG-5
dotd analyses described is Chapters Y and 5 utilize the X-
tdy spectra dbovo 28 keV only, thereby allowing the effects
ut the dlbedo to be neglected (see Section J. 1. 1) .
bilklldrly, ibotropic emission is assumed throughout this
wurk, bu that directivity and its effects on the X-ray
bj.ectru n acwJ not be discussed here.
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to sclar flares, thick-target 000ditious imply that the
eiactroub lose all their energy, 	 mainly throu,lh olectron-
•lectron collisions, in tte chrcmospha,,ric " target rogion".
.i ► ON dosindnt	 radiation mechanism,	 electron-ion
bteaasttahluny, only expends 10- 5 tievs as such energy. The
rate of collibicnal energy loss per unit time is, therefore:
dw/dt " - 55. Ino , n i v (W) /W	 ,	 for 20 <W< 100 keV .	 ( 11)
tut target dutisities typical of the chromosphere, it can be
dssuxed that a trakinq electron emits co ach photon
iubtdutdneoutiy, relative to the energy -loss time scale. In
othet words, the electron energy .foes not change during a
btembbttahluny - producing enccunter.	 An electron cf initial
et.etyy wo will emit photcns of energy E as long 1s W o > E.
:hub, tare total number of photons of energy F, per unit E,
emitted by a braking electron of initial energy W e , i,,:
F
m (E, W o ) = f Q F, (W) n i v (W) It	 (12)
Wo
wt,ete w - Milt); and 0 E (4) , the breesstrahlung cross section,
ab introduced in Section 3. 1. 1. Substitution of Equation 11
into tquation 12 yields
E
io(E,W ) =K f W Q^(w) dW	 (ill
Wo
whale K -(55.7re0 ) - A .	 Note that m(F,W o ) is independent of
the iota density, n i .	 For ccepatiecn with observations, it
lb implicitly assumed that the energy - loss timescale is less
tndt, the temiotal resolution of the detector.
Thus, the total photon emission rate seen at Earth can be
clostly approximated by the product of two quantities, the
initial electron spectrum, f (W O ), and the total number of
photons emitted by each electron in the distribution,
m (i,w o) , integrated cver all possible values of Wo:
14
.o
(t) n (1/4UP S ) I f (w0 ) •( E, h0) dw 0 	( 14)
E
aith V E (w) evaluated according the Betho - lleitler formula
(V,^L btown 1971) , anti • ( E,w c ) defined accor ding to Equation
ld, the total Ehoton emission rate seen at Zarth is:
.o	 W
. (t)	 ( 1 /4nHr) G c K F.-t I f Iwo ) j In i. 1- ./W dw ) dwo
E:	 E:	 " ( 15)
uy teVOLsing the order of integration snd defining the
iLteyrai ele.;trun spectrum	 F (w) x j f(W0 )dw ,	 e reduced
expression to I ( E) results:	 W
1 /4n R S )
 Q K ! - I j F (w) In I	 - E,'W 1 w	 (16)
	
E:	 1 -%
kur a juver-law injection spectrum, this expression is
solutle analytically.
	
Taking into account tho necessity of
o low-tneryy li:it on the electtcn distribution,	 as
PLeVioubly discussel, f (W) is redefine d as follows:
	
L (W) - A (Eo/M)6	 i	 (17)
it. utits of eluct[ons s- 1 keV - 1 ,	 wferP c0 is the low-energy
cut-oft (in K#--V) .	 Therefore,
t (M) a j x (E B /W) 6 dw	 A2	 W - 6.11(6 - 1)	 (lA)
E
1L units of electrons s- 1 .	 The tabulated Beta function
(^L L= brcwn W1), B (n • 1, 1/.') , which is defined such that
B (n • 1, 1/1) _ (n• 1) 
r1 
x n In i^ J.^ d 
	
U 
	 ,	 (19)
I (c) _
also is used b•31ow.
Jt
lquations 16,	 19, and 19 yield the intensit y of t hick-
tatget A rays tram a solar plasma s t•en at Eart h,	 in
phutcnm c•- • a- % kev- 1:
(1/Ynnm)KJOAI^(6- 1) - ^[ - ^ j'^ w - 6 01 lnl+	
_ WE/	 11kE:
0/ 14na s ) KJ O At6 1 - 6+1 (6- 1) - 1 ^ 1 (;/Y)6- m In 4	 /W I (E/w)
0
_ ( 1/'4na+) 9 9 0 @ (6-2, 1/2) [ (6- 1) (6-2) 1-1 A ( v0/E)6-1.	 (20)
lbus, we see :hat the spectrum of the emitted X rays in
Liatter than the injected electron spectrum , such that the
A-Lay &pactsl index is less by 1 than the electron spectr+kl
index, 6.
lnus far, the Derivation presented in this section has
oven concentrated on deterxinLag the photon spectrum
pLoduceo by injecting a give n electron spectrum into a thick
target.	 .0 solar-physics research, however, the electrnn
bpectrui^ obviously cannot to measured Ja_jit1i -	 The
calculation of pertinent alplication,
	
therefore,	 is the
LvveLSe of the process described abcve:
	
to determine the
characteristic3 of	 tho flare-acceleratod	 electron
distribution tram an observed	 (or hypothetical)	 X-ray
bpectLus.
	
The inversion technique can be invoked, in
principle, for any choice of elfctEon Jistributicn and of
emission modal; in practice, the form of the observed X-ray
bi,tetruu	 exvonential cr power law) often is assumed
to indicate the appropriate electicn Epe ctrum. Because this
type of andLysis is necessary for the model testing in
t-ndpter 5, the eftEctivc thick-target parameters which can
be derived from X-ray observdticns and their relationship
with actual physical conditions in the source region arP
included nere. The motivation for focussing cn specific
corms of thv thick-target parameters also is discussed, to
clarify the aethod of model testing presented in Chapter 5.
uo
1hr inversion of poser-law pbotca spectra to yie14 the
parent electron spectra is described In detail ty Brown
(1971).	 In the tbick-target case, the injected electron
distribution in modified ty collisicnal energy losses in the
tacytt tuyiva, which preferentially deplete+ tho low-energy
portion of tow, spectrum (FL.L Equation 11).	 As noted earlier
(8yuatiou 13 and following teat), the relationship between
the ia)ected electron spectrum and the thick-target X-ray
by ec trum is independent of tho target density, a feature
watch ib unique to the ;hick-target case (see Sections 7. 1.1
and 3.1.3).	 At present, no method exists for direct
awtersioation of the doesiti*s in hard X-ray sources; model-
de pendent calculations based on coincident analysis of
vaissio[.s at other bavelongths (iiyi , Crannell S:J_11a 1978)
ap pdcently yield reasonable density estimates, but remain
cuutrovttsial topics.	 As a result,	 the thick-tar;;et
assumption ottan is Freturred for deducing electron nFectra
tiom X-tay observations.	 For a power-law X-ray spectrum of
tae tors I (z) = A E- Y photons cm - 2 s- I keV- A , where Fhoton
ei.eryy c is in keV, Brown derived the followinj expre9sior
tot the aumber flux of injected electrons, with energies
•Dove a yiveLi low-vnergy cutoff, required by the thick-
target model to account for the observed X-ray spectrum:
c (w l )	 2.00031 A ()- 1) 2 E (Y- 112, 1/2) W l	 electrons s -18
(21)
wn.:tr . 1 is the low-energy cutott, in keV; A and 1 are the
parameters waich characterize the hard X-ray spectrum; and
b (Y- 1/d,'&/2) is the Beta function (Equation 19) .
	
.he thict-tdryet paraseters F(Y 1 )	 and Y provide a
cuuveniEnt description of the instantaneous X-ray spectrum,
rand are used accordingly in the analysis presented in
++
	 thaptec 5.	 It must be stressed that F(W 1 )	 does nr
1
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nucesbatily reflect the actual electron distribution
"mittiny too observed X-ray spectrus; it can bo interpreted
as a purely ettective parameter, representing the number
Llux (electrons s- t ) Lejuired by tte thick-target case to
roiroduce tuo cbsetved X-L ay f lux and spectra 1 index.
4kocstically, if there is continuous rtaeeeleratien of the
eiecttots in the source, as in a magnet' c trap ( gin Sect ion
d. 1.6) , then it is more ssaningful to consider the
ic,stsntaneuus nou-thermal emission m easure. Tho non-t hermal
uaissiet mesbure is det intd as 	 tclluws ( 14ruwn 197 1;	 Ncyni
19?^) :
n N (w l ) a 1.46x IU a wl IT (Y - 3/i)- t F (1 1 )	 cm - m	 ,	 (22)
wuert n Lb cue background ion density, in cm- 3 ; and N(wl),
the total number of energetic electrons with energies
yL eater than Y 1 .
Zhu parameters F 1 Y 1 ) and rN ( Y 1 ) play crucial roles in the
analybib of Chapter S, wherein the applicability of the
1)CtaLLQh-accU1eraticn Model (Erown and Hoynq 1975) 	 to
complex buler emission is evaluated.	 Bec*ab::e the test of
tue model requires ccspariscn of observed X-ray spectral
parameters with those predicted by the model,
	
for each
obsetVational interval within a turst, 	 it is convc-niont to
formally characterize each instantaneous X-ray spectru4 by
the apptoprlate values of F(w l ) and Y.
	
The effects of the
betatrOG FXO,;eFS on the eneryetic electrons, as reflected in
tad bard X-Lay spectral tehaviour, can be characterized
cunsibtci,tiy by parameters which are directly ccmparatle to
the- LkdUCed X-ray otservations.	 Tte findamental premise of
the sudel, the reacceleration of the X-rny-emitting
rlcw tLU[.s by seal	 of the tetatron process,	 naturally
buyyebtb the use of the non-thermal emission measurW
(Lquatiun 21) to express tte X-ray characteristics predicted
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by the model.
au introduction
puLaeeters whit
betatron wouel
ex iresslons Lor
conttxt of that
!hapter 5.
The forugoing discussion is intended only as
to the concept of the effective thick-target
h are utilized later in this thesis; the
itself, and the derivation of specific
the t .,ick-target parameters within the
acdel, are presented in more detail in
The electrca kinetic energy needed by the thick-target
case to reproduce a given X-ray flux can be determined
through inversion of Equation 20, and subsequent integration
oL the resultant electron energy spectrum (g:1:, Erown
1 75) .	 lais pLocedure was applied to the lar-le flare of
1'i71 August 4 by Hoyny, Brown, and van Beek (1976), yielding
the Lollo •^iny requirements: 4x1C39 electrons with energies
215 keV, with a total energy cf 2x10 3:
 erg.	 'These
requirements increase by an c y der of magnitude if the low-
eLeryy cutofL is placed at 10 keV (Brown 1975). 	 To
illustrate the prcble n in accepting this estimate, we note
teat the acceleration of 400 31 electrons implies the
ei,eryization of Vv_gj:y electron in a volume of 2x10 30 cm3,
assuming a reasonable corenal density of 200 9 cm- 3 .	 A
more realistic view of the acceleration mechanism, which is
expected to bo much less than 100% efficient,	 would
Gecessitatt the invclvement of an even greater volume to
provide sufficient electrons. gone of the observational
evidence presently availatle indicates that volumes of this
waynitude are involved in flares (cf.
	
3vestka 1976).
furthermore, the rapid intensity variation cbserved in
impulsive hard X-ray bursts require acceleration on
cox^dLably snort timescales.	 No acceleration mechanism
proposed to date is capatle of accelerating such large
numbeLs of elEctrons, to such high energies, at such rapid
Lutes.
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Another aspect of tho Fo-called "particle - number" probles
bocumeb appaLent uton considering the numtkr and energy of
tav electrons responsible for mictowavo emission associated
with meet impulsive harp1 x-ray bursts. 	 Although the
thWULO O tIcal trt^Ata t , nt of th is
 emiasiou an .i absorption
aacbanisam dtfectiny the observed microwave spectra is
conbldetably more ccsplex than that of the hard X radiation,
the chaiactoristics of the emitting electrons ma y to 4cductekt
it. a mat.n e r bimilat to that described abovo t or the X-ray
Spee: tta.	 Fur the ispul-tivo , even! of 1966 July 7, Takakura
(1972)
	 tuuuJ that the electron energy noeW4 to produce tho
pi-aK mlccuwave intensity is approximately 10' s
 erg 9-1,
while, iot tut+ associated hard X - ra y evont, a total electron
rheryy ct 2x1U P " ety a-', for electrons above 100 kev, is
required to pKo.tuca the y observed ptak flu: (,te Foitor 110S).
wubeyutntiy, the total kiretic encryy of the- ulectront,
produciuy the hard X-ray o vent is approximately	 10 3 timrta
tbat of the electrons responsible for the microwave burst.
bevetal anal ybos have attemttud to reconcile the discrepancy
betwWOU the hard a--ray and miciowave %%lectrcn -entxrgy
e:.tisatts (^=y=, Pclt and Ramaty 1969; ;akakura 19,2;	 7.irin
at► d launha 1473; 4ak a kl o ra 1975), mostly through manipulation
ut the Et ► ybicAl pat,tmetorb which determine the relevant low-
tLoquelicy auriorption mechanism (see Section	 ). 2. 2) .	 At
pre:.-tnt, at is unclear whether tt'eSc effects are reasona',le
vicubur tur ulimicating the problow, as the, applicability of
the vaciuu. ab sorpticn prccesaes is still uu.ter detato.
it shouiJ Liu noted that the 1-article- nun tier problem is
alleviated sryaificantly if the thermal cnse is nsS11Me1,
alth(juyh the Jeyree of improvemcnt depends on how " ttiormal"
the source actually is.	 The hard X-ray /microwave eloctron-
euaryy Jiscre j, 4ney also disappear s,
 if a comaon source is
a;,:.uaeJ for both cmission: (i:^, Crannell i^_^j_ 197H) .
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.t solar-tlare elscttonS -Areas outwards throutlh the
CulOna, the lc+w densities unceuntered result in x-ray
tn,i:,bton associated with thin-target con,litions;	 this
curr%• :, pc,uAb tc nrylf ,lfblo eollisienal enueyy losses from the
enwryetic: dlwctrons to the aintient aedium.	 Consequiontly,
the electron spectrum i s not modititd by collisions, as
occurs ltl thick- taryet situat ions,	 but remains, in its
i,aitial t.otm.	 Equation 3 thus tisplifitis to the following
sex pression:
OD
	
I (a) _ (.1N/4nL	 j f (W)	 (k) (i a	 ,	 (23)
E
wnVte Ah 1a the target column density in protons per unit
aiba.	 ! or the power - la y in jection spectrum of Equation 17
and the bethe-Heitler totwula for Q^(W) ,	 this equation
bacuses:
.n
	
1(i) n (AN/4n4'? )Q^AE6	 OB- c j (^/W) 6 lnl * ` 1-E/W ,iW	 (24)
E	 1 - Ei W
As Ln the thick-target case, this expression c•tn to solved
,AI.a Ytically, involving use of the Eeta function ( Equation
l y ).	 The result is
(qtr/4na t ) QO B (d- 1, 1/2) (6-1) - 1 A (--O/g)h	 (25)
.n COnttust to the thick-target resUlt,	 we find that thob
thin-taryet •- ray fpectrum has the same, slope as the
injected electron spectrum, so that the thin-target X-ray
bpectral index is .lreat0l' ty 1 than the thick - target
spectral index.	 The most important characteristic of tho
thin-taryet case, however, is that most of the electrons
escape the "tarklet" region with little or no energy loss.
A" d result,	 tho thin-target case require.; more electron
rt,aryy tnat, Jo g s the thick-target c-se to reproduce a given
4%
•-tag intausity.	 The thick-target model itself re.(uirPs
uuuessonably large electton nusters an,1 total energy to
account for ali but the smallest hard X-ray events, as
discublicd to Section 3. 1.2.	 Tte discrepancy tetween the
kinetic ruwrgy of tht elections needed to produce hart X-ray
L)urbts and that of the associated microwave ovents (soe
Section 3.1.2) also is exacerbated icr the thin - target east.
lherE(otU, Lho thin - target emission models have been
dLaccunted, for the most part, as viablo explanations for
most hard 1-ray bursts (`^ i ^j , de F'eiter 1975) .
J. 1.4	 111k_A2A21§
hvither thirk-target nor thin- taryat noitels for
prouuc:tion of solar bret!ietrahlunt; X rays can fully explain
all Le .i tuLet, of the flare pheuomenon.	 the shortcceings of
uoth cases have been discussed thorout;hly by several
authors, inciu tiny Hudson ( 1973) , Kane ( 1974) , Brown ( 1975),
dud Sva rtku ( 1976).	 To sumrariz p , we point out the major
1	 taults iu	 model.
	
;n a purely thick - target situation,
all tht electron energy is deposited in the dense
ct,romobihoLe/transition zone; consequently,
	 this cannot
provide typo 1.. burst:.,	 interrlanEtary olcctrons,
	 and
"c,ehind - the-listi ll X-ray turns,	 which are observed at
:ieliyhta well abevt,
 the chromosphere. On the other hand, the
turn-target case cannot account for the flare emissions
which must cane from tho thotosptere and chresosphere USA;_,
h-allha, x;uV, and soft X rays) , and re. ) uires ewon more
eueryy than the thick-tarqet case to reproduce a given X-ray
y pectrus (see Sections 3. 1.2 and 3. 1.3).
7tluc,, it seems natural tc cor.siler sources which combine
the teatures of both thick- and thin-Uryet Models: the
electron trap models.	 As originally proposed by Takakura
. n
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ai,d Kai (196u) , the prototype, trap model described hard X-
Lay and microwav e bursts in terms of onorgetic electrons
mdynetically trapped in the corona. The discovery that soft
k-Ley flares occur primarily in maynetically-bounded loops
is the ch±umuaphere/corona added further credence to the
ided that the impulsive emisfions also originate in a loop-
shapcd trap. : he initial hyfothesis of Takakura and Kai has
been greatly modified over the y*ars, for better %gropment
with the hard X-ray and microwave observations end with
dJvdneeb iu theoretical tLEatments of the problem.
	 Major
wurk ou the subject has been done by Brown and Hoy ng ( 1975) ,
vLowu and Mc6lymont (1S76), Melrose and Brown (1976),
	 and
Lsslie, Mc"iy, and Brown ( 1979) .
The most striking difference between the earliest trap
models and the currently-acceptEd versions is due to the
LV&llZdtIGn that Erecipitation of electrons mu:;t occur in
trap model,	 thus providing the more appropriate
isomeuciature " trap- ilus- precipitation" models (Melrose and
uruwn Mo) .	 the inclusion of a precipitating cemponNnt
results Lrcm Coulomb scattering of electrons into the loss
tune , (1jX1 , ditfusicn in pitch angle), at a rate which is
estimdttd to be 2 to 3 times tte collisional energy-loss
rate ( iiudson 1972; 4elrose anti Brown 1976) .	 Unlike thick-
dI,J thin-tdrget models, the traf-Elul-precipitation model is
compatible with the high corcnal location of behind- the-lish
vvet . ts, yet also allows heating of the denser chrcmos[heric
laycLS ty the pLecilitatirg electrons.
for convenience, the X-ray emission in the trap-plus-
pLecipitatiou model may be divided into two components:
: T(c) , the eAissicn cru u the electrons within the trap, and
P (^), the thick-tdrget X rays frCn the precipitating
electrons.	 following Melrose acd Brown (1976) and Sections
3. 1_^ and 3. 1.3,
	 explicit expressions for I T (E)	 and Ip(E)
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dr y+ ceLiveu billow.	 In this treatment, wavy+-particle
i ►,teractions and ccllective effects hdvo been ignored, it
dLQ Mxpicted to be negligible	 (llelrobo and drown 1976) .
rLUm oyudtaons l and 6, the X-ray spectrum trom the trapped
vieCtLut,s is :
•
• 7. ( t ) _ ( 1/4nh : )n i (21 m ) t/a f it 	 'j E: ( W ) f (A) dW .	 (2h)
E
The precipitatioq comFcm-nt produces thick-target K ray_;,
wuich can be evaluated by the same method as in Suction
J. 1.2.	 tivLe, however, the electron distribution is relatel
to the trapped-electron spectrum by the precipitation rate,
L p ( ► ) , so that there are r p (W) f (W)	 precipitatinq electrons
pvr ui.it energy range per exit time.	 In the weak-diffusion
11Wit,	 the prucipitation rate is s I mply twice; the Coulomb
energy -Atisb Late, that is,
r ), (W) - 2 rO W- AN	 ,	 ( 27)
wnevc r O -Sz10- 9 lip s- I (koV) 37.	 :hus, following Equations
11 througi ► 14, with .)W/dt_-r 0 W- t4 , we have
GV	 W
(1/4rRj) 11 1 (2/m) L: rp if r 1,(W) f (W)dWJ Wo o (UO)dWO.
E	 E (28)
substitutLug for r p according to Equation 27,	 the
pLecipitdtinq electron X-ray spectrum is found to be
,W	 W
i P (c)
	
(1/4na r ) n i (l/m) ►z f 2W- 17 f (W) dW f WO U ( WO ) dWO .	 (29)
E	 F
..tier partial integration of Equation 29, the exEressions
LuL I T dnd . P may be corbined to yield the total X-rny
sijectrus frum the trap-plus-Frecipitation model:
1 (") = . T (E) • I P(E)
YP
	
_ ( 1/4n9=) n 1 (210) vI f W 1z f e f (M) 0 E (W) d 	 (30)
E
where
so
Lt' ( m ) . f (a) • 1 wta f WO - sr t (M0 ) dWp	(311
W
f ,f (w) can ue interpreted ab the equivalent electron energy
vpectrum in a trap model without precipitation. 	 In other
word b, t (w)	 produces the g ame X-ray spectrum in a trap-
pius-precipitation situation as does fef (w)	 in a trap
without precipitation.
	
In the ca:.t ct a power-law electron spectrum, 	 we note
tact the 1-rd) spectrum from the Frecipitatinq electrons is
piopertioaai to that from the trapped comi-onent, so that the
bpectral indices are identical. 	 The spectrus of
precipltat*d electtons is steerer than in the trap itself,
due to its col.lisional origin, 	 just etkough to balance out
tike greater haidness of a thick-tarqet X-ray spectrum
relative to a trap omission spectrum.
!rap notiale, in general have an additional advanta,le over
pure thick- or thin-target sodels in that the trap itself
can account for rapid variations in the X-ray spectrum. In
hull-tLdl situations, intensity increastia within a burst can
Lebult (-Illy trom injection of new particle: ; and even for
moderato events,	 an unreasonatly large number of
accceleratcd electrons would be require -t to account for the
oLsetved tlux (S-," Section 3.1.2). A trap allows for
continued reacceleration of the trapped population of
electrons, Eerhajs through pulsations in tho magnetic
structure of the tra[ (set Chapter 5), thus avoiding the
particir-number problem. The energy re.luiremonts in either
cosy remain problematically large, however, as a difficulty
ii.tiinsic to all rkon-thermal models (rj i Brown 1476) .
. n
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10 mitiyato this extreme energy demand while retaining
Lite advautdyers of a trap, several recent efforts have been
t
acvoted to the dovelopmunt ct a "quasi- t hormal" trap model
(uLUwn, Atirose,	 and Spicer 1919; Smith and Lillieyuint
I v 7 9 ; ^lat,os 1179	 Vlahos and Fapadopoulob 1479;	 Brown,
trrsry, dud KaLPCn 1980). 	 Ir this model, the X rays emanate
pL1Wd11 1y from a hot (T	 of crder	 10 8 K)	 therealized
electron plasma, ofisentially continfd to thi- toF of the loop
by d pd 1r of conduction fronts which propayate at the ion-
acoustic speed down then lfys of the loop. Electrons with
velocities greater titan 2.6 times the electron thermal
v.rloeity are not ccofined by the *lowly movinq fronts,
It0We Vt?I, and precipitate dowta to the footpoints.	 Some
tnle: k - taLyet X rays are emitted ty this precipitating
cusionet,t, but the bulk ct the X radiation comes from the
thermal electrons.	 icccrding to Smith and Lillioquist
(1979), the Maxwellian-plus-tail model is it least 20 timers
Wore, ettrcXent (jy,:, requires 20 timer less energy than
noiu-theLmdl trap models.	 ComFlexity in they intensity
structure oL d burst may be achieved by means of numerous
flariuiy "keriAels", instead of a sinj1e bulk-heated plasma at
the top of the arch; this possitility has been inveGtigatel
by brown, Craig, and Karpen (1980) .
he basic connection totween hard X-ray and n tcrowavo
emission during flares was recognized quite early in the
history of coincident observations at these wavelengths
(hundu 19bl, 1965) . 	 Intensit y-versus-t iet- profiles of
impulsive microwave events closely resemble the associated
hdrd X-Lay profiles, although the resonblance generally
deteLroLates during the decay phase. 	 The temporal
coincidence between micrcwave an,i Fard X -ray emissions
during a flare was established originally by Kunlu (1961)
•ndearson and Y inck ler (1962) , and de Jager and K undu (1963) .
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In recant years,	 the availability of coordinated
ob s.rvatious with improved temporal resolution has led to
the contireation of this striking correlation, -oven in small
structural details of the flux Flott ( .ta .U, Figures u-3 and
v-d). however, our understanding of the physical mechanisms
behind this relationship remains incomplete, with several
cumpetiny yodels ctrrently leing promoted to explain the
observed characteristics.	 This section of Chapter 3 is
devoted to the impulsive microwave emission: 	 what the
ycoperties of sclar micrcwave tursts indicate about the
physical nature of their sources; and how these sources may
Ibe related to the source of the associated hard X-ray turst.
the early (pre-1965)	 history of solar microwave
observations and interpretations is reviewed comprehensively
by Kundu (19b5).	 Microwave bursts from thy! Sun were first
obsOrved by Covington and coworkers (Covington 19u8, 1 g51).
Systematic studies of these events initially appeared during
the 1957-195d International Geophysical Year (IGY) , and have
coutinueu thereafter.	 Throughout this dissertation, the
treyuec,cy regime denoted "microwave" is defined to be
betweeL l mud 100 GHz; most sicrcwdve observations, however,
only cover selected freluencies in the range 1 to 20 GNz.
At present, the technology cf microwave observations allows
more cuspreneusive coverage than is attainable for hard X-
ray cbs*Lvacions. EolariTation data and spatial information
have been obtained for numerous microwave events, while the
temi-ordi resolution of many facilities has reached the
millisecond ran 1e.	 Microwave events associated with the
impulsive pnase are classified variously ds Type A/Simple
bursts and .apulsive Cutbursts (Kundu 1959, 1965) , as well as
the Simple 1, Simple 2, 	 Spike, Ccmplex, and Great burst
categories used by the Solar-Geophysical I ►dta reports 1cf.
Solar-Geophysical Data Descriptive Text 1970).	 The Complex
and Great bursts often evince a seccnd, non-impulsive stage;
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the followlnq discussion is applicable primarily to the
ai mple/Spike bursts and the impulsive portions of Complex
ac,d Great busts.
AF rd:, the case for the hard X-ray omission processors,
eaL.Ly microwavo observers correctly identified the general
raaKsioi, mechanisms resi.onsikle for microwave bursts during
Solar IlarEs:	 the gyrosynchrotren or the synchrotron
process.	 loth types of radiaticn originate in high-energy
e.r.:troub, spirallinq around n aquotic-field lines.	 In
coui,aribou tc the tremsstiahlunq process,	 the intensity,
po.Lerication, and directivity of (gyro)synchrotron emission
deperd en the same source parameters, with an important
duditioi.. tns magnetic-field strength and gecmetry along the
e.ectro ►,s 	 lath.	 As a result,	 tine analysis aill
iateLPLctation of microwave spectra are considerably more
complicated than for hard X-ray spectra.	 Furthermore, the
SUidL atmospnere is practically transparent to hard X rays
but not to Imicrowavcs.	 the effects of the plasmd above the
source greatly modify the outgoing microwave emissi o n at
.Lower rLeyuencies, and mutt to taken into account.
Gyroxyncnrotron	 an4 synchrotron	 omission	 are
uiffereGtiated by the energy of the emitting electron:
sluchrotron emission comes from relativistic particles,
wniic yyrosynchrotrcn denotes a mildly relativistic source.
because very high election energies and extreme brightness
te n ietatures are required by the synchrotron process for
ayLeezent with observed spectra, this process is considered
CL viable emission mechaniEm only in large bursts,
!	 paLticula,ly to exFlain the so-called "microwave type IV,,
pneucmer.a.	 tither features support the Iyrosynchrctren
hypothesis:	 the electron energies inferrer from
observations ty means of this hypothesis, whether a thermal
oL a noc,-thermal spectrua is assume J, compare favorably with
S2
the predietiuus of most models of electron acceleration in
t larva; the de	 a of polarization, usually circu lar (Kundu
1965) # in tyl , al of gyrosynchretton radiation; coherent
plasma asission, as suggested by Bhatia and Tandon (1911),
would require unreasonably large magnetic- field strengths (B
> 10 . 0;	 thermal bressstrahlung (Haehenberg 1958;
Hachenbary aiid Wallis 1960; Te . kakura 1967) cannot reproduce
ttiw spectral shape of the majority of sicrowavo- bursts.
iheratota, tad gyrosynchrotrun process is preferred as the
source ct impulsive microwave radiation during flares.
within the past decade, several theoretical analyses of
gyrosynchrotron emission under conditions relevant to solar
t1ar6s have appeared in the literature (Ramaty 1969; Holt
and hasety 1969; Takakura and Scalise 1970; Takakura 1972;
L^amaty ai.d Petrosian 1972;	 Rovalev and Korolev 197
iar nstto n 1976.1977; Metzler 1978; Lulk, Melrose, and White
1979).	 Although solar microwave emission and its
implicatiotis abuut the flaro pheacmenoi are not thoroughly
ui,derstcod,	 the atovesenticned analyses have enabled
biynificant progress in the formaticn of a clearer picture
oc the Wler, played ty energetic electrons and the cosFlex
mdyt ► etic-tieid topolotly in flares.	 In all studi ps of
yyromaynetic emission and proFaSaticn through the antient
medium,	 the electron plasma frequency and -plectron
yyrotteyuenCy play presinvnt roles. 	 The plasma frequency
UeSCLi bts the oscillatory pericd cf electrons within a
(.la;^xsa, the Corona in this instance, due to tho lenq - tango
tutees c: oupiiny the particles; it is defined as follows
(hLali at.d .civelpiece 1973) :
t p _ (n
e
 e Z /n m ) OA
x e.7x10- 3
 ne e- %	MHz	 (32)
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where n e Ls tao local electron density in ce- 3 , and m, the
•ass of the electton.	 This electron yyrofrequency is tho
treyuency at which an electron will spiral around a
particuier magnetic-field lire, and is defined as follows:
L 8 n e e (1-t + ) ors /ln sic	 ,	 (331
wuwrd u ib tee naynt-tie-fivld strength; c, the speed of
11yht; al.d b, tho ratio of the p lectron velocity to C.	 The
(1-b+) as term is a relativistic correction,
	 sore
LvcugnlZable as the inverse of the Lorentz factor, 1, whcbre
1' : ( 1/ ( 1 -bj) 1".	 In the non- relativistic limit, this tern
iL approximately liuit y, sc t ha `.
f 8 . 2.3 H	 MHz	 0	 (34)
Lur b to yaubs. This approximation is aJequate for the
LueL0,11 case, bocause the steep electron energy spectrum
vi.suLes that the contrihutice from :elativistic electrons i:.
ss.j11. however, the Lorentz factor reappears in the non-
tuwLmal case, discussed in Seetien 3.2.2.
section J.1.1 comprises a quantitative overview of
yyrobynchrotron mictowavir emission from a thermal population
of electrons, as a counter Fart tc the hard X-ray sourer.
vLesenttd 1a becti.on 3. !. 1.	 :.yrosynchrotron radiation from
a nun-thermal electLcn boaa is considere.l in Section 3.2.2.
.a pardllei with Section 3.1.3, the final section of tLis
chaptrL coveLS micicwavo emission in no3els which combine
theism and non-thermal scurce characteristics.
3. 2. 1 1k"B1k1_ i1L2J1AfhL4SI4fl
The briyntuess temperatures of impulsive microwave tursts
dLe typically ct order 10 7 tc 10 9 K (1 to !00 keV)	 at flux
idxlmUm (Kuudu 1165) . 	 These high temperatures,	 together
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with the obxwrvel polarisation of many bursts, originally
lerj bolar radio observers to conclude that the esissinn must
come tree a ncn-thermal population ct electrons. 	 This
&u sumption nas been challenged recently, 	 as a response to
mountiny evidence that some hard X-ray bursts originate in a
nut thutmal plasma 	 (Crannell $s_A,, 1978;	 Elcam 1978;
Mataler U.1—ILIA 1978) .	 Also,	 tte spectral xhapes and
iutensity prutilPs otserved during many microwave bursts are
consistent with a thermal origin, as originally suggested
(but wrongly attributed to bremsatrahluny) by Hachenberg and
.allis 119b1).	 Models in which the impulsive X rays and
mtct,waves emanate trom the same electron population dre
atttactive because, in these models, the closes sibilarity in
i.ard X-ray and microwave intensity structures during
coincide::t events is a natural conslyuence of a ccmeon
Uuutce.	 Ine yyresynchrcttcn emission evaluated in this
bection can re thought of as originating in the sass • thermal
plasma that ptcduced tho hard X-ray emission of section
.no characteristics of microwave radiation from hiah-
temptrature plasmas were investigated oriyinally ty plasma
physicists ("ja, Irubnikcv 1961; ifirshfield, Ha14win, anJ
ntuwr. 19bl;	 Hirshfield and Brown 1961;	 Drummond and
aoseijulutn 1163;	 Shukla and Singh 1 1972).	 However,	 the
bource conditions of intorN gt to EIasma research,
particularly those applicable to tokamak and other plasma
wachines, utn not necessarily apptopriate for solar-flare
situaticus.	 More recent analysts by solar physicists, as
well ab plaaaa physicists interosted in thy , solar-flare
p•tobaem, have concentrated on the density, temperature, and
magnetic-fiend strength rcyimes typical of solar flares.
nffltzler (197x) and Culk, 	 Melrose,	 and White (1979)	 have
calculated tnea yyr , )synchretrcn emission from electrons with
a ha:wt,llldn energy distribution,	 for temperatures above
SS
lu e K and uonsitie: tyFical of the solar corona, tith
sasilar rwadits.	 tha tol low inq discussion is based
piisarily ou material in these papers, as well as r^levant
port ion& of dekef i (1960) .
► ur thermal plasmas with tooloraturos ibovo 7 kt b V in
which tuw m,,yuetic energy Jensity exceeds the thermal oneryy
Jvnbity 0 tn.t total yyrosynchrotron emissivity exceeds the
bier sttahluny emissivity by several orders of r Atude
(M1tzlei 1 10d). In the nicccwavf range, the gyrosynchrotron
component	 dominates	 completely.	 Con3equently,
bresssttanluny at microwave frequencies is neglected hero.
:h thw non-relativistic limit, tie yyromagnotic emission
spectrus ftos cne eloctrcn or an onsemtle conbists of a
varies of liuws, each at a harmonic of the ;yrofrequency fB,
with intensity decrtasiny and halt-width increasing towards
ulyuwr harmonics (f Lyj , Ecket i 1966, F iyuro h. 1Ua) .	 hs
uiynet electron enetyieb are considered, the Lcrentz factor
taco&os i;iyniticant and the electron velocity distributica
oust to considered. Consequently, the spoctrum loses its
uibcietc-line character at all taut tht- lowest frequencies,
while the fruyuency at which the naximus intensity occurs
bhifts to nl4nur harmonics. 	 In their study of microwave
e&ibsicn from luasi-thermal electrons in solar flares, Dulk,
flelrose, and Ohite (1979) conclude that the harmonic numbers
ut interest are in the range s -f/f B ^• 10 to 100.
re ttirtiy consider FxoFa ,yation effects on thermal
yyrubynchrutron spectra.	 Mest of these effects are such
BOLO imFortaijt for non-thermal sources, and will to ccvered
in depth in Section 3.2.2.	 The influence of the corona on
the outwardly-propagating microwave emission is confined
primarily to tho lowest harmonics of the yyrofrequency, for
the tollowiny reasons.	 kadiation at and below the local
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plasaa frequency will be suiprersed totally.
	
Because the
aiectron density decreasci with height in the solar
atmosphtLe, the highest plasma frequency of concern is that
of the source region.	 For typical burst densities,
u e -10 4 -10 10 cm-j, the ..urrt: 1)ondiny plRsmd frequency is in
the Lange i p -  100-1000 MHz--at s ,!st equal to the lower limit
of the frequency range considered "microwave". 	 The process
of yyrcresonance absorption is sal'-explanatory: 	 the
absorption of yyrosyuchLOtLOn emistien by thermal electrons
in the ambient medium,	 with ma.leum absorption at
"resonal,ces" (harmcr.ics)	 of the local gyrofrequency.	 In
essence,	 the actual mechanism	 is identical to
yyrvsynchrotcon self-absorption laee below) ; jyroresonance
absorption is due to electrons which are not sources cf the
uucst-related emission, whereas self-absorption refers to
dt::.atptlon uy the gyro-twitting electrons themselves.
tiyrorebcL.ai,ce absorption ty theraal electrons in the coronal
pAassa ic. and above the fource affects predominately the
lowest hhLMORiCS: ty pically, the fundamental and second
harmonic for the ordinary mode, and the fundamental, second,
dhd third hdcmonics for the extraordinary mode 	 KundU
i
	
	 19b5; 7akaKu:a 1967; alsc Section 3.2.2). 	 Magnetic-field
Strengths in most burst sources are in the range 70 to
7u0 G, corr •aspcnding to iB_ 200 to 2000 MHz; for the lower
Li eld btrenyths, then, even the third harmonic is safely
below the microwave range. 	 In the non thermal case, where
.,wissioij at flower tarmonic numbers predominates (see Section
J. .2), tneLmal gyroresonance absorption has significant
in ` iu , nce on the spectrum.	 On the other hand, the harmonic
numbers of relevance to thermal scuices are sufficiently
high that yyroresonance dtEorptieu can be neglected. 	 Free-
Lire at.sorktion by coronal electrons may contribute
neyliyitle -zusorption at microwave fre ,luenr-ies	 (Holt and
i
f	 idmdty 1965) .	 However,	 for sources at suf ficier.tly small
l
!	 heights or low temiciacures, this atEerption mecharism could
1
;a
A
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duslnate (s,a&aty and Petresian 1 1471; Met zlor 1976; Marsh 1tj
fi1,, 19a0) . . Jetailed discussion of free-free abscrption is
yiveu it, ieetion 3.2.2; it is shown that this process ran be
ueylectCJ toi the thetei. ► 1 sources studiul in this section.
the t eau Laing absorption process of interest is
yytubynchrotron Belt -absorption,	 which is the reabsorption
of the radiation t y the source electrons themselves. For
tt ► e densities, magnetic-tield strengths, and t.*mperatures
uDbetvad durinkl solar bursts, self-absorption is ar integral
patt of the exissicn Frec4Lss. 	 The Fazin suppression
macnal' iLm (g.1,	 section 3.2.2)	 also must be considered,
biaca the Belt -absorption process and the bazin effect are
hiyhly interdependent (hasaty 1969). A:: is ah;.rn in Section
the densities ai,ii magnetic-field strengths typical of
roost tnt-rsal
	
irstE i4entified to date (j"_, Crannoll S11,
Al_ 197h)
	 yield Razin cut-off frequencies which nre well
urluw the microwave rangc	 tR_ 200 MHz) .	 Dulk,
Melccbe, and hhite (1979) ccnfitm that the Kazin effect h4s
little lafluence on the absorption coefficients of thermal
gyrobynchrotron sources, for the frequency ran,le, magnetic-
Livid strengths,	 and densities relevant to impulsive
Licccwav ­ bursts.
The *mission and absorption of a Maxwellian plasma are
related by Kirchoff's Law; thus,	 to solve the transfer
equation for the intensity as a function of frequency, only
the absc.rptica coefficients need to be known. 	 Both the
CItraordinary and the ordinary
	
(x and o)	 moles must be
considered, since the absorption ccefficients for these
modes can ditter lreatly.	 The transfer equation for an
i-sothersal point source (Fekef i 1 g 66; Metzler 1978) yields
the tollowiny expression for the intensity,	 in each motie,
seen at hartn:
l o'x(f) - 0.08 f 2 	[ 1-43ap(- o,x ) J	 sfi3	 (35)
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wt,ere f is the frequency in GHz; T, tho temperature in kev;
dad ro x , the optical depth,	 is dcf ined more precisely
below.	 lue solar flux unit is defined 3s 1
btu a 1(r- ++ a 4-8 Hs- 1 .	 To find tte omission from an
extended sources, E,luation 35 must be integrated over the
projected area, A.	 The optical depth, r , is the line-cf-
sight inteyrdl of the absorption coefficient, k, ouch that
T n f k dz .	 'I hose micrcwavE tursts observed to he
polarized are nearly always circularly polarized IMa ,lun and
MIltzler 1913) .
	 If mode-coupling is assumed to he
uuyliyible, then the total intensity equals the+ sum of the
intensities in the two modes,each of which is expressed as
follows:
iox (f) n 0.08 f 	 T A [ 1-ex11 (-T^ x ) J d 	 sfu	 (36)
1hu total intensity, I, then equals the sum I o +I x .	 The
aeyrte or circular polarization is definel to be ( Ix-Io)/I.
Lqudtior, 3b cdn bey fimplitied for two limiting cases:	 r «1
C1 14 	 r >>1.	 thus,
O.C8 f i 1 A	 >> 1
	lu,x(f)	 0.1 08 f r 1 ATi.x d 	 <<1	
(37)
it lt,teLOUdldtd optical 11epths ( r	 1) , of course,	 neither
dppicx1& 'At1ou is valid.	 However, the frequency range over
which r W 1 is vary narrow, due to the small physical depth
UL this "skid" tetweFn the' cptically-thick inner volume and
ttse furtuu1W1Aq optically-thin plasma.
f	 1e helve for I ( t), fuuctional foLms for e .x (^_'
	 k u.x )
{I
	
	
and for OA must be chosen.	 Thf absorption coefficients,
k o x , inc,.- Eorate a ccm E le x dependence on the plasm++
i
temperature; magnetic-field strength; 	 electron density;
tidLmo ; . 4 c nuwL : vr, or f /f B ;	 and the angl e between the line of
sight and : ,ied naynetic field of the source.	 The angular
-	 -^	 A
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dependence can bu eliminated either by assuming that all this
emission is in the: extraordinary mode, so that the? radiation
is ptopagated perpendicular to the field lines (N_gi, Dulk,
deltOse3, add white 1979) , cr ty averaging k
,,, 
over all
uirectiur,s, yielding an average value which is al,proximately
1/ u of
	
the n d xi mum value	 {1: y= , Metzler	 1978) .	 The
fullowiuy exJte,.sicn for r is liven by 48tzler (1978) , for
tesperatures, densities, and magnetic fields tyFical of
flares:
To 
x 
a r i, z ( f n K /f)(Y	 f	 {3R)
vaere n' is a slow function of T ((Y< 10 for 'I > 20 keV) , and
LO 'X , the turnover frequency for the mop ie of interest, is
the frequency at which TV x = 1.
The cetecmination of d  as a function of frequency is
derpendei.t mainly cn the densit y and magnetic-field gradients
within the source,	 neither of which can be measured at
present with adequate temEoral and spatial resolution.	 The
caoice of source-parameter geceetry is at best an
intelligent estimate,	 althcugh the set of Chysically
teosUnalle cases is limited ty theoretical considerations as
well as avaiidble interfercmetric and magnetographic solar
data.	 At a given frequency,	 the projected source area
consists of an optically-thick irner region, sur:cunded by
.An optically-thin region;	 as mcnticned previously,	 the
buunddry between these twc cowponents is relatively sharp.
aecause the brightness of the optically-thin region is
smaller, by a factor of T	 than that of the optically-
thick part, the integration in Equation 37 can to reduce('. •o
the Etoblem of deriving the total optirally-thick area at
each fre:quericy.	 for example,	 k8tzler (1978)	 defines a
monotonically-decreasing disti ibution function for d  (f)
exprtssiny the fractions of the total area with turnover
E -
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trequencieb in the ranye to,x to fo,x*dfo,x • 	The form adopte:i
for thin distribution function allows certain magnetic- fiel(t
tu^oloyies within the source to be incorporated in the
calculated bpectra.
Uimteyarding the dA term for the momont, we now see the
yeaerdl iota of the isothermal yyrosynchratron microwave
spectrum: telow the turnover frequency, the emission follows
the naylvigt ► -Jeans expression for black-body radiation, an(t
15 ptopertioual tc f t ; while at frequencies above the
turnover:, the flux ,tensity follows a power law, 	 decreasing
s1,atFly with incrcasiny frequency. 	 The oxFonent of this
power-law fit to the optically-thin part of the spectrum is
(-a+ 'e), according to Matzler
	
(1978);	 thus,	 microwave
ubseivdtiunb at high freluencies could be used to derive a,
and hence the source tewr.erature, T (fit_ Affl _zler 197H; Dulk,
ht: lrose, and %bite 1979) .
Unturtuhately, Mood microwave coverage at frequencies
above 15 Gitz is = 1 arfe,	 al thuuyh this situation is being
.&IIevidte d
 through recent additions and improvt , monts to
receivers r-t 3erne,
	 Wigoya,	 Toyokawa, and other
ot,seavuturie_.	 A mere feasible method of determining tho
suurce temperature is by modhs of spectral fitting to tho
har.1 X-lay ddLd (see Section 3.1.1). 	 Coincident hart X-ray
aacl microwave coverage provides a powert ul tool for
uvtetmiLatiou cf conditions bithin flaring regions.	 The
ar ddb and temporat ures derived for the sing le-spike bursts,
throuyb joii,L analysis of hard X-ray and microwave data
(..rar,nral
	
_a^_	 1578), are comparable to the values
ubtaihed frow high-resolution interferometric observation:,
or ILpulsivo microwave burst:;
	 ( Alissandrakis and Kundu
1974,1578; harsh and Hurt ord 1980; Marsh ^^_
	 1980).	 one
application for coincident data analysis, described fully in
LiiapteL u, onables the calculation of the magnetic-field
h1
stLvnyth eituin tht source, ax well as its evolution
turvuyhout the flare.	 This tochni,lu• is ht iefly sumaerixel
mute.
	
the tu:mulae for the total flux, I(f), as presented
oy MetAitwr (19713) or Culk, Melrose, and white (1974), can ho
invoLted to yi•+ld the frequency at which a particular tlux
19 ObbULVO4.	 The telationslaip is simplified greatly by
cuuceuttatiuy on the flux at the turnover frequency, which
1b at oL near maximum intensity.	 Because 70,x M 1 at this
ttequency,	 the detinitien ro.x -ko,xs,	 where z	 is the
ettectLve doetl ► alcng the lim o of eight,	 dud s.i analytical
ax l.tess iou tot K v x ( La1L. net z ler 1 S7H,	 Lq uat ions 1 and 1)
ray be used to derive t	 Tot al-f lux observations include
emissicr itua both modes, ao, for comparison to observed
spectra,	 it is convenLeni to introduce the turnover
Ltwquency 1 T, defined a:; the a-ithmotic average of f e1 and
L X .	 ihV Lt'sultant expressicn ter : T is determined by than
a,%Ource laramrtaflu I,
	
t',,	 ai,d n e,z (-,cc Section 4.2).	 the
ueeendence on the cclumn density is slight, so that adopting
a value typical of the lower corcna will be sufficient. 	 As
ptevioubly n outLoned, I can be detived from tho heal X-ray
'Id td.	 Thu:.,	 d : imple rclationsG hiE is obtained between t 
'Ls,d b.	 Ihc mexistim ma,lnetic-field str*4ngth in the tlerinq
Leeyicn,	 at , given time,	 can	 It, tound from the cbsaorveil
WLCLOwdvv oud h.trd X-ray spectra. 	 It is crucial, when
imi1cwtutiny this iroccdute, to ust simultaneous hard X-ray
acid DicL0WdVe spectral intoreation,	 preterahIy with
cumpardtle tesporal rescluticn.
contrary to Earlier beliefs, a thermal plasm.e "p emit
I)oldLi:ed gyrosynchLOtron enis:sion. A signi ficant degree of
circular polarization can be expccted trom thermal microwave
bources, pLiwari1y at high, optically- thin frequencies. For
the simile cdbJ where the temperature and magnetic field are
cuubtant throughout the source and sharp boundaries are
dstiumeu, tue optically-thick pertion of the srectrum will
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bhow no polarization, while the optically-thin part will be
hlyhly polarized (up to 90%) in the extraordinary mode.
(!ldtzlet 1974;	 Dulk, !Melrose,	 and White 1979) .	 In real
buurceb, however, the density m,.y well be non- unifcre,	 the
aaynetic-field topology may to cceFlex, an,i vdye effect:; may
prove biynLticant.	 As a result, the degree of polarization
observed during a solar burst protably will deviate from the
"ideal" Cabe.
3. Z. Z	 1^4II.^^gII^LS:YI4$YBS^L^LQ^L4iM
In Sections J. 1.1 and 3.1.:, the hard X-ray emission from
d dilute bear of accelerated electrons was described. These
t2iectrous also will emit yy:osynchrotron radiation upon
iisteracting with tee dabient magnetic field of the solar
otW..sphere. The calculation of the gyrosynchrotron emission
iecm a uoa-thermal electron distribution is ccnsider.rbly
sure complex than for the theimdl case: the directionali!y
of the Leas g ust to considered and, because Kirchoff's Law
114) longer apklies,	 the omissivities anJ absorption
coefficients must to determined separately.	 The actual
derivation ur the emissivity and the absorption coefficients
is yuitt cumElicattd an,i not directly relevant to the
purposes or this thesis.	 Thus, this section comprises a
mostly yualitat : ve discussion, with formulae for useful
quantities (such as the total flux density)	 presented as
appropr:att.	 betailed calculations are liven by Takakura
(1967), taeaty (1969), lakakura and Scaliso (1970) , 	 Triilson
and tejvr (197U) ,	 bild and Hill (1971) ,	 and Tarnst rrm
(197t,1977).
The emissivity fcr a mingle electron moving along a
helical patn, at an arbitrary angle to the magnetic field
direction, is a function of the electron energy, the
maynetic-field strength,	 and the pitch angle.	 For an
enseet1t of electrons characterized by a known energy
e
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distribution function,	 the total emissivity is found by
bumming the Uscrete contribution from each elertren. As n
result, the yytoeynchrotron emission from an electron beam
duds not appear to be mad* uF of discrete lines, as does tho
binyle-tlectien *Fecttum, 	 tut is "smeared out" ty line
oLoadeniny due to the relativistic chan,le of mass at higher
QlecttoJ, eneryit's (Bekefi 1966; :akakura 19t7). 	 As in the
tuernal cabe, the exissivity for each mkide, 1p and Jx,
	
must
be deterained individually.	 If the line of sight is
perpendicular to the maqnetic-field directicn,	 the
emistivit y is zero for the ordinary no,1e end non--zero for
tl,e rxtiaordinary mode; for this reason, rose theotetical
studies of jyrosynchrotror emission assume this orthogonal
yeometry, so tte extracrdinary node alone can he considered
(y:yi, sulk, MeIrcae, and White 1579) .	 bs long as the
tmittinq electrons are oily mildly relativistic,	 the
emisrivity lit the extraordinary mode always exceeds that in
the ordinary mode (Hclt and Fiamaty 1969; Edmaty 1969).
The tddidtion at low frequencies (harmonic numter < 10)
con to lntiuenced ty several processes: absorption below the
paasma frequency, thi , Eazin effect, tree-free ani
yytorescnance absorption by the ambient thormal electrons in
the corcua, anJ yyrosynchrotron self-absorption.
Absorption below the plasma treluency was discussed in
-)ectioll l.1.1.	 It was shown that this process only could
attect the	 microwave spectrum	 siynific ant Iy if
n e > lo ll cm-- 3 , which is higher than the densities typically
observed in impulsive microwave turst sources.
the rdziu effect is intrinsic to electrons radi inq in a
bdckSround plasma and not in vacuum; for this reason, it is
a.so reterred to as "medium ruFpression". Because the index
of refraction in an ionized medium is less than unity, the
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esamsivity of individual electrons is suppressel, while the
curtespondiny absorption coefficient	 (for self-absorption)
ib teducud os well.	 Hcnce, the basin effect anA
yyroh,yuchrottcn selt-absorption are hilbly interdependent,
ai.0 mutt be con3idered simultaneously in any self - consis+ent
tieat w el ' t of gyrosynchrotron procebse s
 in solar flares.
aamCty and Lin(Ienfelter (1967) and Ramaty (1968) 	 introduced
d critical pdtdmeter, a, which is a measure of whether or
uut the law-ttequency emission from d particular Plectron is
supp rested . this taramoter is defined as
a = 1.5 fB/f p
	(3q)
waere L  is the gyrottequency ( Equation 14)	 and f p , the
p.Lasad ireyuency (*_quation 13).
	 Gyrosynchrotron radiation
trom an erectton of energy I'mc r 1 I' is the Lorentz factor) is
yicatly reduce) at lcw frequencies it aI'< 1; this condition
ubtains whew either the magnetic field is sufficiently low
ai.d/or the ,tensity is sufficiently high to produce an
aj^propriate ratio of f 	 and f p ( see Equation
	
1 q ) .
I urthvrmorc, if a 1' << 1 ( low I') , tte total radiated power is
strongly suppressed; this results from the combined effects
or the bazin mechdnisL and the small emissivity of mildly-
relativistic electrcns at high frequencies (hamaty
19bd, 1969) .
The etfect of Razin suppression on the spectrum as a
whole cau be exFressed in tera q of a cut-off frequency, f
below which tn.► spcctrum is severely modified.
	 This
critical trequency derenE or. source parameters as follows
(6inztuiy dnd SyrcvatsKii 1965; basaty and Petrosian 1472):
f lt = 2x10 - s nC /P 1	 MHz,	 (40)
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where 3. is the	 source magnetic- field component
perpendicular to the line of siyht, in gauss. Although this
formula was derived initially for synchrotron radiation by
ultrarelativistic electrons, Ramaty ( 1969)	 found that this
expressioc, agrees with the value of 
fit 
obtained for mildly-
relativistic electrons frcm detailed numerical analysis, to
within 1011. thus, the parameter f it , defined in Equation 40,
is suitable for apFlicaticn to gyrosynchrotron spectra. for
	
l^
the thermal spike bursts studied by Crannell 21—"s ( 1978)
and Mdtzler	 (1978), the densities and n a ,tnetic-field
strengths within the emitting regions were found to be of
order 10 9 ca- 3 and 100 G, respectively, corresponding to a
pazin cut-off frequency cf f R a 200 MHz.	 Because this
frequency is well telow the microwave range, 	 the Razin
effect is [eyligible for these and similar thermal events.
Yor non-thermal sources at greater depths (higher densities)
in the chromosptere/corona, the 6azin effect does tecome
important. As an example, if ne = 10 1, cm- z , as in some soft
IL-ray bursts, and E - 404 G, then f 	 5 GHz; those microwave
spectra observed tc turn over at 5 GHz might originate in
the same 	 as the soft X-ray emission and be dominated
at low trequencies by the Razin suppression mechanism.
The aL)sorFtion coefficient for free - free absorption is a
function of frequency, source temperature, and electron
density.	 Aa was done to evaluate the effects of Razin
suppression, the free-free absorption can be charecterizPd
by a criticai frequency, f br , below which the spectrum is
strongly absorbed by this process. 	 Thus, after Ramaty and
eetrosiau (1972) :
fbr = 1x10-'= (Eh) as/TO-ls pos	 MHz	 P	 (41)
where the emission measure EM = n r =V in cm - 3	(see Section
3. 1. 1) , V being the volume in cm 3 ; T,	 the temperature in
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to V; and a, the projected area of the source in ca t ( where
it is absused that V • iL, L being the 1 inwa r depth of that
source) .	 tot typical	 spike-Durst	 parameters
( t 5 55 10 4• cm- J , 2=32 keV, and Wx 10 I F cm : ) ,	 Equation 41
yields t bra 1i MHz.	 Therefore, we conclude that free-trop
eL,sorption within these thermal sources is negligible at
micrew,i vu trequencies.	 Since the cut-off frequency for
free-tree absorpticn is inversely related to temperature,
however., tail process can becosF eignificant if the lowor-
temperature medium in or around the emitting region , such
a s the corona,	 is considerel.
	 this is of particular
interest in non-thermal mcdels,	 wherein the flare region
comprises a dilute beam of high -energy electrons ismersed in
tue ambient solar cnremosVhere/ccrcna. 	 To illustrato: if
typical values for source ,tensity, n r - 10 10 cm- v , and size,
,. ~500 10 caw, are assumed, we can derive the tesperature for
we,ich the free-free cut-cff is lccated at a particular
microwave frequency. 	 for f br =5 GHz, a commonly cbsprved
turnover, trequency,	 Equation 41 yields T a 2x 10 6 K
(~0.1 kvV), a reafonable value for the quiescent corona.
Sott X-ray burst observations generally yield temperatures
&D order, of magnitude higher (gj, Svestka 1976), however,
and the presei,ce of significant amounts of lower- temperature
yam within the microwave- preduciay regions of flares has not
..^.^:. e.stablisued.
	
Analyses of waft
	
x - ray line data aleo
y&eiu att.6ity astisates which greatly exceed those derived
:Low microwave and hard A-ray coverage, by as much as 4
orders ct Waynitude (Svestka 1916; Doschek and Feldman
1 y 79).	 Couse ) uently, the told of free-free absorption in
uun-tnermal microwave spectra is far from clear. 	 This	 I
yroblew is reelected ire the literature: for example, 	 Holt
and bamaty ( 1969)	 state that free-free absorption is	 .
aeyliyible, while Sasaty and Yetrosian ( 1972)	 suggest that
t1iis procas:> aay be the dominant absorption mechanise,
particuiarik ror the small class of spectra which are "flat"
aVov* the turnover frequency.
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4yroLwsou4nce absorption ty the ambient thermal electrons
&cruuyly iutluivnces the spectral shape at low trequencies.
aa► noted in the travious secticn, both the ordinary end
extraordinary codes are stsorbsd at the funiamental end
wecorw Darmonic of the gyrotrequency, while only thN
vxtLaordinacy nodd is atscrbed at the third harmonic. 	 The
abaoLption coefficient is dependent on the temperature and
density of the thermal electrons,	 aL well an th. • magnetic
tiwld in tha region; for bursts with high teepk ratures
(. > 10 ? K)	 and densities (r > 10 90 cm- 3 ) ,	 absorption of
extraordinary mode radiation at the fourth Larmonic also mey
occur ( &amdty 4nd Fetrosian 1972) . 	 Foraune most micrcwnv.?
ubietvatiuns do not distinguish between ordinary and
wxttaordinary-mode radiation, a single frequency is defined
iu ordeL to evaluate the effects of yyroresonan,e absorption
uc. the total-Sower spectrum. This critical frequency, fg,
is 1efined a,b the highest frequency at which yyroresonence
o^sucptiun cnn modify the spectrum. 'Thus,
f  = 3 - 4 f 
8.4 - 11. 2 B
	 M!1z	 ,	 (42)
(.acdKurn 1912;	 Lamaty and Petrosian 1972)_	 A turnover
Lrequency of 5 GHz would imi ly B- 450-630 G in the source
reyiot., assuming that thermal gyroreconance is the dominant
absorption mechani=m.
Gyrusyachiotron self -atsorptioii was introduced triefly in
the previous secticn. For the thermal case, the emissivity
acid the absorttion coetticiert are related by Kirchoff's Law
roL tae optically-thick pertion of the spectrum, so that the
salt-absorption coefficient is known if the emissivity is
provideu.	 The ncn-thermal case is considerably mare
cosplicateu,	 as mentioned at the teginninq of this section.
The assumption of a power-law electron number 	 (or energy)
fie
ipecttus enables numerical solution it the equations for the
self -abaor pt 1011 end emissivity (Malt and Ramaty 1969; Wasaty
1909). U -dot this assumption, the coefficient for malf-
absorption as a function oft t ! e maguetic- field strength,
density, and area of the emitting region; the spectral index
oL the electton spectrum and the anisotropy, if any, of the
electron pitch-anyle distribution (Sja Hamaty 1969)	 ♦ he
angle tttweeD tte sagnetic field and the line of sight; and
the frequency of otmervation.	 Models which incorporate a
nvD-unitore magnetic field within the esittiny reyion
ldkakUta and scalis.- 1970; Kovalev and Korolev 1976; Metzler
197e; brume x" j, 1977) require, in addition, a dependence
ou the maynetic-field jocoutry.
	
For comparison with
cospetlay absorption mechanisms and with observations, wit
aao t sis(le source conditions (no anisotro fy and uniform
waquetic Lield) and deterc.ns the critical frequency, fair,
Loa low which tee spectrum is attcrbed significantly by
yyrosynchrotron self-absorption.	 bamaty and Petrosinn
(1972) conclule that, f c r non-thermal source paraseters
typicaA. of solar bursts, 	 the value of fsa derived by
uuhriicdl dndlysit (nasaty 1965)	 can be reasonably
ayproxisated by the following exkression, 	 ori,inally
LuliUlated Lor relativistic synchrotron sources (slish 1961;
fucker 197b);
t811 = 2. p x10 - t pa: (Im/^e) oA	 MHz	 ,	 (u 1)
wu(ei. .m is the maximum flux .tensity of the source in Eclar
Llux units ,	 and d, the angular size of the source in
tauians (r," also Guidice and Castelli 1915) . 1hus, for
5aurcc: Eardmetets D - 100 G, I m - 100 sfu, an 1 9 N 10- 9 ( esg_.,
Mat`.irl Yaj,_IAZ 1)90) , f 88 a 2 GMz.
CCLSttaints can to placed on tte choice of absorption
n echac,isa active in individual tursts through inspection of
IL -
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tae spectral slope at low frequencies, for which r » 1 (QL
'uidicv and Uastel li 1575) . loch absorption procesR yielim
a ch4racteclstic slope, under usual con-fitions, as listed in
lable !-2; the spectral slokM, a, is defined such that the
Llus dwiatity is pxoFcrtional to f m
 , for th•^ optically-thick
tryim.^.
TABLE 3-2
SFh#ZThAL CNAFACTEBISTiCS Of ADSCRPTION PRUCZSSLS
Process	 s	 nef eren ces
-------------------------------------- ----- ----------------
tlee-fr^a	 1	 Cagtg Ili g aa^^	 u,
Guldlce af -gJt.b
19?
lli 1975
tL,atmal yyroresonance	 > 3	 Castelli g&_Ala 1974
yyrosyuchrotLon ( salt)	 22.5	 Fa*4qttYy and Petresii44pp 19^^,
GuidiCe and Caste111 19; ,4
.L, princLple, the observed slope of the optically-thick
portlun of the spectrum, in conjunction with the critical
tteyueucies lefiued above for each Frccoss, can be u.,,ed to
d4etelmlL6 the dominant absorltion mechanism for a particular
event.	 For most bursts, however, two or more absorption
processes aru found to fit the otservational requirements
equaliy well.	 If the tource size and density, as well as
the attenyth and yecmetry of the magnetic field within the
source were snown ty independent means, then the relevant
a Lp sorptlon process or processes could be Identified with
certainty.	 since this irfor:. tion is unavailable for the
a,a jc.tity of n ictowave bursts, empirical studies of the low-
ttequency spectrum have teen concentrated on statistical
burveys, searching for trends toward a particular value of
tL.e ctsvrved slupe.	 Schcechlin and Malun (1979)	 recently
aL,alyzeu lUb microwave turst spectra,	 and found that the
must treq^aeut value of the low-frequency spectral ini9ez is
1.4.	 this slope is inccnsiStent with all ncn--thermal
aodels, and nest c-taractetizes an optically-thick, thermal
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source ►ith temp nature and magnetic-field inhomogeneities
iu the source boundary. Schoechlin and Magun also find L
minor peak in tte distribution cf [pectral indices at 1.5,
in agreement with Guidice and Castelli (1975) . 	 This peak
probably is due to a small class of non-thermal events, and
cats be explained in terms of self-absorption of emission by
% power-law electron distribution.
4nisctropy in the propagaticn of the electron beam
turther complicates the 'Issue of absorption mechanisms, by
produciny directivity it the emissivity which is
ii.aistinyuisnable from absorption depenlent on viewing
ac,yle; the self-absorption becomes anisotropic as well.
Non-uniform magnetic field configurations also have been
suown tc atfect Spectral shape, by varying both the
emissivity and the absorption coefficients with positicn in
the source region.	 Most models of this sort assume a
mayi.etic field which decreases with height above the
photosphere and with distance from the central source of the
fieid.	 dote ► half-dipole (e=gZ , Takakura ar.d Scalise 19701
meal Lipolar
	
,s= , Mfttzler 1976)	 yeomet ,7ies have been
cot,sidered, as counterparts to the observed coronal loops
which appear to track the sagnetic fields in the solar
atmospnere.
the difterential microwave flux in each mode, dSox(f),is
given by the fcllowiny expression (Takakura and Scalise
1 y 7o) ;
dz,O'x (f)
	
11 /n2) jo.x Exp( To x ) IV	 .	 (uu)
where 
.10x 1s the emissivity for the ordinary or
extzaurdinary mole; r, the Earth-Sun distance (1 AU) ; To,x
the ocdt-depenlent optical depth, as defined previously; and
QV, tae volume element.	 The emissivity and optical depth
juency, while for non-uniform magnetic-
also de fends on fro-)uency (Qj ,x
 Kovalev
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E'cr tho ideal, homogeneous case, this ejuation sinpiifios
it, the limits of	 T ,:<1 and	 r »1, and can 5e integrated
e 'I8:.Iy to Lind the total flux:
(1/R Z ) j	 V	 T c< 1(r) =	 o,X	 (45)
share V 1s the source volume. At very hig11 frequencies, the
sk.ectLal shuie s.mlly reflects the emissivity shape; a
ppWeL-16W electron spectrum thus yields a power-lai
a'CLCWdVe rlux spectrum in the optically-thin revise.
UIIL0Ltun4tely, this ideal case only applies to a limited
portion of tnv spectrum, and cannot accomoltte nor.-uniform
w.,ynetic-field centiyurationE.
Kundu aad Vldhos (197 11)	 have interpreted the observed
spectral dud polarization characteristics of impulsive
microwave bursts in terns cf an inhomoyoneous source
structure, assuming an asymmetric, bipolar magnetic loop, in
Which the M1CLowave-emitting elections Are contained. Kun4u
and Vla) ►os adopt the analytical formalism for dV derived by
KoValev dad t'orolev (1976),	 plu: the formulae for jpx and
1-0, X given for non-thermal scurces by Takakura and Scalise
(197G) and Ydkakura (1972),
	 for determination of the total
&IC1OW ave tlux originating in a source of non-uniform
Wayi,etic field.,	 Sutstftuticn cf these expreFsions into
&yuation 44 aad sutseyuent integration yield the following
expr:sk.i^.^A tCL the total flux in either mode:
k m2
So X (f) _ ( 1 1h 2 ) G ( f/ fB	) f m-k.i 10X(m) exp[- T(, X (m) ) ('m,
sae• 
m l (4F)
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where G is a tunction of the source area and maximum height,
the ratio oL the naximum anti minimum magnetic-field
strdngtLs, and the arbitrary constant, k, which essentially
describes the divergence of the field lines; f 8^•^, the
gyrotrequency for the oaximum magnetic field within the
source; a = f"f
	 ;
B	
and the limits of integration, m l and
URR
m I , depend on f, f, and fAT^ (Kovalev and Korolev 1976;
Kundu dnd Vlahos 1979, Appendix 1).	 The total flux, S (f),
.is so ( L) +SX(L), and the degree of polarization is (Sx-So)/S.
hundu and Vlahos explain tte polarization struct-ce and time
evcluticn of the source in terms of the relative field
btrenyths ac the fcottoint •- of the loop,	 and f ind
qualitative agreement with chservations.	 flowever, the
qualitative nature of this work precludes critical
CValudtioh oL the model until quantitative predictions are
pLCVlcied.
Unlike the thermal case,	 non-thermal gyrosynchrotron
emisfion is polarized intLit ► fically in both the optically-
thick and optically-thin regions of the spectrum. 	 In nn
uptically-thick thermal scarce, the radiation intensity is
(-i.e sam #  in t,otl. modems (by	 Kirchoff's Law) ,	 whereas in Ai,
optically-thick non-thersal source, 	 the ordinary mode
Lauidtica domiaates (i?axaty 1969) . 	 In both cases,	 the
extraordinary mode radiation prevails through.ut the
optically-t i-in portion of the spectrum.	 Assuming a single
Lon-thet.mat • ounce, Holt and Ramaty (1969)	 attritute the
reversda of polarization at some frequency, cbserved in most
aicre ► ave bursts (Kundu 1565), to the transition from the
optically-thick to the cptically-thin regime.	 The
pularizaticu reversal also could be due to selective
aLbOrption by J a thermal gyroze;cnance process (see atove),
dCcordir.g to Takakura (1967).	 .hus, this polarization
phencmet.on cdnnot be unasbiguou_ly interpretcl as EnEpert
tor either by .othesis. 	 As always, the lotermination of
r
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Polat ization can be come licated further by the introduction
ut multiple source regions (Sam,	 a bipolar loot, emitting
LLOW either or both footp eints), non-uniform magnetic-field
yeon. try (Uayi ,	 an asymset ric loop) , and/or densi ty
inhumoyeueity within the, source.
3.2.3 TC3^_S9^ 44p^^"^4L1!}9^^4^ "^l4els
the Lasic fedtures of non-thermal and juasi-thermal trap
wodels were discussed iu Section 3.1.4. 	 In general, such
models it,clude a population cf energetic electrons contained
within o mdynetic loop, the footpoints of which are rooted
in the photosphere. Most of the microwave emission observed
during iwfulsive events canes frcm electrons with energies
duove IUU keW ( Holt and bamat y 1969) , depending on the
i,umber cf electrons at these high energies (fig_, on the
bpecttal index of the p lectron distribution) .	 In contrast,
the associated harJ X-ray emission ori ,linates primaril^ in
electrons i ►i the energy range frcm 10 to 100 keV (cf_
Section 3.1).	 Therefore, the electrons producing
simult.di,eOUs hard X-ray and microwave radiation could
cut,stitute d cimmon distribution function, but would occupy
cuntiyucus e nergy ranges.
:he effects of this separation become particularly
.mportdut in trap y odels,	 because the highest energy
electrons are expected to preciFitate out of the trap and
down the legs of the loop (Melrese and Brown 1976; see also
Section, 3.1.4 ► .	 According to the quasi-thermal model
pLopcse d by drown, Melrose, and Spicer (1979), the primary
et,etyy release at the tee of the loop causes bulk
eneryization of the local plasma; the resultant turbulence
Causes the icrmaticn of ion-acoustic conduction fronts,
which piopayat.-- slowly towards the footpoints.	 Electrons
with energies greater than 3v th ,	 wtere v th is the electron
tnelmdl velocity in the energy-release region, will escape
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tarough the conduction fronts.	 If the electrons in the
heated klasme assume a Maxwellian velocity distribution
charactericea by temperature T - 3x10 6 K, then all electrons
with kinetic energies above 200 kev will precipitate out of
the energy-release region. 	 These electrons will retain the
6Leek slope characteristic of the original Maxwellian,
ui.lers subjected tc further acceleration within the
precipitation zones (GIs Vlahos 1579, Chapter 4) . In a non-
tnermdl trap, as discussed in Section 3.1.4, the energy
spectrua of the precipitating electrcns remains a power law,
aithcugh cullisicnal processes will change tho spectral
inaex. The existence of a non-thermal component in the
source Legio. can be deduced potentially by inspection of
tUe otbCLVkd microwave spectrum, frcm the presence of an
opticaily-thin spectral inkiex much flatter than would be
expecteu zrun the high-energy portion of a Maxwellian
(assuming temperatures typical of impulsive bursts). This
diagnostic can to ¢isleadinq, hcwever, because the presence
cif a steep gradient in the oagnetic field within the source
rrgicn can Leduce tfe steepness of the associated microwave
spectrum, above the turnover frequency	 Kovalev and
Kurulcv 1976 for exaQkles).
At pLese ►,t, the available data do not lend unambiquoug
support to either the non-thermal or thermal versions of
t ►-ap mudels.	 observations at frequencies above 20 ;Hz are
raz4, so that the slope of the optically-thin spectrum has
riot teen measured for the majority of bursts.	 The poor
coverage or the millimeter-rave region has been improved at
several observatories within the past few years; as yet, the
paucity of impulsive flares in these pre-solar-Qaximum years
has krevented statistical studies of the properties of burst
spectra in the optically-thin regiae. 	 It is to be hoped
tnat coverage during and after the Solar Ma ximl ,.m Year will
contribute enormously to cur understanding of the eeissien
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mechanisms involved in microwave events, as wall a-; the
wiergy distribution of the emittiny electrons themselves.
Cha Fter 4
5FLCTRA1 EVOLUTI01 OF MULTIPLY-IMPULSIVE BURSTS
:he impulsive Fhase provides the most direct evidence
available Lor the rclo of energetic electrons in solar
LA.ares (Kars 1974) . 	 In order tc study these electrons, and
thereby the physical Frccesses responsible fcr their
dCCeleLeticn, cbs.:rvations which determine both temporal and
spatial teatures of impulsive eaissions are required.	 Of
particular significance is the location of the sources with
respect to the magnetic-field tcicicgy of the active region.
.ne difterent dependences of the hard X-ray and micrrwavN
tmissiou on source Fropetties such as electron density,
maynetie-field strength, and temperature or spectral index
(see Chapter 3)
	 enable these source parameters to be
determined and their evolution to be followed throughout an
impulsive ev 'ant.	 lack set of source properties can be
utilized to locate the emitting region in the solar
atmosphere, by means of extant models of
	 :^onsity And
&dynetic-field strength as a function of height above
ph otospheric active regions. 	 the results of such an
analy s: . s provile informatics on the evolution of the spatial
ci.aLdCtertstics of the infulsivc flare source an al further
dues at to the basic mechani.ms of the flare process. 	 In
the current absence of direct, hard X-ray images of flares,
this ib one of the few aothods by which the relative
pusitiorjiny of impulsive hard X-ray burst sources can he
eS t1 9d tkd .
1► ccotdirg to the research reported here, the multiply-
impulsive solar bursts do not comprise a homogeneous set of
events.	 bather, they fall into twc categories according	 to
their spectral characteristics:	 those events for which the
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measured values of the sicrowave turnover frequency and
electron temperature yield the same magnetic-field strength
for the source of each Feak within a burst; and those events
which demonstrate significant differences between the
wagnetic-field strengths of the sources of different peaks
within a burst,
	 as deduced from variations in turnover
frequency and temperature.
	
These two classes of spectral
behaviour are interfreted as evidence for two types of
spatial structure in impulsive bursts: events whose
crmpoa;ent spikes aprarently oriuinate in one location, and
events in wnich groups cf spikes appear to come from
sepaKatt regions which flare sequentially.
	 Although the
couccipt of separate regions contributing to a complex flare
has been discussed '^y many authors (g=y 	 Hagen and Neidig
1 y 71; zirin and Tanaka 1913;	 Alissandrakis and Kundu 19'15;
Norpdhl 1970), the present work is the first analysis
snowing both hard X-ray and microwave evidence for the
existence of these discrete flaring sites within the regions
producing multiply-impulsive bursts.
The analysis of the selected set of multiple-spike bursts
is describes in Section 4.1.	 In Section 4.2, the division
of these events into two classes according tc the evolution
of spectral properties and magnetic-field strength is
t1iscusstd, and specific examples of each type are presented.
ine conclusions drawn from this research are presented in
Section 4.3, and tte results dre evaluated in the context of
observations and current theoretical predictions.
4.1
	 P"j_e A1TSIS
i. total of 66 multiply-impulsive solar flares have been
iuentified i ►c the CSO-5 hard X-ray spectrometer data.	 The
pruperties of the instrument are described in detail in
Chapter 2. These events were chosen fur their apparent
impulsive nature, according to the following morphological
ctiterid:
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1) maximum count rate greater than or equal to 280
counts s-1;
l) Successive peaks which are distinctly separable,
with rapid rise to and fall from an intensity at
least 3o afoul noise;
3) ho apparent gradual component immediately before,
during, or after the impulsive event, above 15% of
the maximum flux.
Microwave data were collected for as many events as possible
from bagamore Hill,	 Bern,	 and other ground-based
observdtories.
.nterest in these events was sparked by the respeblance
or the component spikes to the simple impulsive "spike
bursts" dlbcussed ty crancell gd__$j, (1978).	 The time-
intecsity protiles of the Poltiple-spike bursts appear to
coc,sibt of groups of overlapEing spikes; thus, it seemed
wurthwhlle tc look more deeply for evidence of fundamental
'	 StrurtuLes corresponding to the individual spikes within
each event.	 for tte simple spike bursts, Crannell ^y31s
found that the microwave and hard X-ray emissions during
each tine interval are consistent with a common origin in
the %dau localized population of energetic electrons.
Similarly, for the analysis of the multiple bursts we have
assused that, 4S_&Acj mc .1gat, the hard X rays emanate from
the same source as the microwaves.	 As is shown in the
to.Llowic ,g Sections, however, this common source may or may
not t;e tound at the same location throughout an entire
event.
Zwenty events were observed to have sufficiently intense
hard a-Lay emission and coincident microwave overage with
sufficieutly good time resolution to allow a detailed study
or the spectral evolution throughout each event. 	 The major
peaks of earn burst here iJentif iE in the hard X-ray tine-
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intensity profiles.	 Least- syuarea fits were perforsol for
each spectLUm,	 to both single Fower-law and isothermal
LULab.	 FoL many ct the multikle bursts, including those
uibcussed in datail in Section 4.3, the X-ray spectra of the
aa3oL poakF ate much better fittci by sing le-temFor&ture
thermal aistributi4.ns.
Microwave spectra were obtained for the times
curre:sponding to the X-ray peaks within each event. 	 The
5ayasore Hill and Bern records, the primary sources of
microwave seta,	 provided	 flu: measuresente with
UhCeLteinties of at most 00%.	 Zfe temporal resolution is
aei.LCriadteIy 3 s for the Sagamore Hill data and 0.1 5 for
the bern data.	 becords %ith poorer time resolution were
yiveu .lower weight.	 The turnover f requency f T' t he
LLequency at which the spectrum changes from being optically
thick to oitically thin (see Section 3 2. 1) , was determined
empirically by Lntpection of each microwave spectrum. Then
the following procedure for finding the ambient nagnetic-
tield strenyths tres the FroFertiea of the microwave spectra
was applied.
The sagnetic-field strength corre,ponding to each peak
within alA event was calculated according to the following
Lursula, tdKen LLcm the work on gyrosynchrotron radiation
tron a tnermai population of elections by Metzler (1978)
(bee also 5-action 3.2. 1) :
L T = f 8(5.d+0.406T) (2.5x1C- 7 - nez/B)'/(Y+z )	 M117 ,	 (47)
where L B is the local cyclotron frequency in Mtiz (Equation
34); a, the source electron temFerature in kev, as derived
fLO n the hard X -ray spectrum; n e z, the column density in
cm- 1 ; u, tnt? ambient magnetic-field strength in gauss; and
Y,	 the hlyn- Lrequency (very optically thin) 	 slope of the
•
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aicrcwave spectrum, such that I a
 f- Y (a=Y*2; see Section
J.2.1). She aictowave spectral slope, Y w 6, was Aetermined by
inspection of several mictowave Spectra.	 The value adopted
for the column density, n e : = 4x10 IF cm- 2 0 is typical of the
relevant reyicn of the solar atmosphere (Metzler 1978) . The
accutac) of these estimates is quite adequate,	 becRtise
Gyuatiorj 47 ib only weakly dependent on both quantities.
fot the parameter values given above, the magnetic-field
sttChgth defends on the electron temperature and tLe
turnover fLOqUOnCy according to the following relationship:
b = 2. 2=10- 6 [ fT/ (5.8+0.406T) ]'-t •	 G	 (48)
.t is crucial to note that, without the temperature derived
frua tht hard X-ray spectrum,	 it would be impossible to
deter&it.e the magnetic-field strength for each peak. 	 The
microwave spectra alone are not sufficient to distinguish
whether peak-to-peak changes in the observed turnover
ire-luency iudicate changes in the sagnetic field or simply
lerlect changes in the temperature o.t the source electrons.
Zhu event of	 1970 larch 26 provides a striking
illustration of the necessity for Loth hard X-rny and
microwave data. The spectrum, shown in Figure 4-1, exhibits
a marked shift to higher turnover frejuency at 1728.3 UT,
the peak of highest flux during the burst. Powever, the X-
ray ahalysrs L hcws that this peak Ilso exhibit_ the highest
temperature, 73 keV, as compared to the values derived for
the other 3 peaks, 34 -45 keV.	 As a result, the magnetic-
faeld strength is cceFaratle for all 4 peaks. Without the
teakeratures provided by the hard X-ray spectra, the change
au turucver treyuency mi ,lht be mistakenly Interpreted as a
uhiit tc hiyner field strength.
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4_1 il"11i
un tho basis of observed spectral chars--teristics and the
magnetic fields derived therefroe, the twenty events studieJ
Lull into two cetogories:
1) is events in which the microwave spectra retain tho
same shape and turnover frequency from peak to peak
(toL e:asEle,
	
see figure 4-2), or	 which vary
sieultanNourly in tempere.ture
	 and turnover
freluency, implyin .) that the magnetic field remains
constant; aed
t) lU events in which the microwave spectra charge
significantly from peak to peak, particularly in the
locat.,.on of the turnover frequency, such that the
:emaininq
ayneuic field chan•les with time.
Fos the 
	 2 bursts, the degree of variation is such
teat taty cannot be assigned to either cla:,L. with certainty.
!able 4-1 lists, for the events in each category, the
peak timeb within each burst and the magnetic-field
btrehytLs uerived for th•-se times by means of Equation 49.
lite ranye of field strengths shown for each peak results
Lrom the ti-sijma uncertainties in the hest-fit terperature.
.tie evei.ts with spectral shapes that remain unchanged from
peaK to pear are dircusso d in Chapter 5, where Fosgihle
C"Uhf.S Lot their multiplicity are su )gested and one
candidate, the b*-tatron MkChanisr, is critically analyzed.
.n this chapter the second class of events, thoso with
ouvicub peaK-to-peak changes, is described in detail. Two
of the ten events have teen chosen to illustrate the second
Cateyot}:
	
1470 SeFtember A, 122b-1233 UT, an ,f 1969 Pony 29,
1938-1944 Vi;.	 These bursts contain the largest number nf
c.eaLly saj:...dble Feaks, thus providing the largest number
500
N
x
100
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z
0
X
10
1970 DEC 12
N
E
0 3^	 \\i1843.5-.6
11841.0-.1
1843.0 UT
1	 10	 50
FREQUENCY (GHz)
Figure 4-2. Microwave spectra at the times of peak intensity during the
multiply-impulsive event of 1970 December 12. Note the consistency
of spectral shape and turnover frequency,
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IADIE 4- 1
LLASSiF.LLwTICN GF BUhSTS BY MAGNETIC-FIELD EYULTITICN
L' Ate	 Peak Time (UT)	 H (9auas)	 1
1970 March 1
1970 MaLch 16
1970 Dece n boL 13
1971 August Z2
;119:; 5 t6: 4 -	 6' :167.5 -	 76.81220
9
.2
21483:15 :1 -	 g4:11801.2 56.9 -	 78. 
ZZ1488:55 6 0:4 -	 70:F1400.81401.7 56.951.1 -	 70.5-	 60.31402.0 -
76771.77331777 '777 : 5 4915
2. 4
: 71-	 :71728.3 64.5 -	 7^
184p:g
44:-1 NA 31-	 :9
68.999 -	 792.3
1
1
9
643.5
32
1832: 5o 31 :7216 312.5 26.4 -	 5
g 52 . g
1
83 ,51:4 
77 3 p7 1: l -	 64: 1
11b9 August 11
1969 NovemLer 5
1970 July 23
1970 Llecenber 11
v4LIA!II
-
 ajd St y e 9th
1969 Mach 31
11b9 Ai?Lil 26
1169 May 29
1 ybS uecemuor 20
11  ^J:R I I^:
	
= 152:4
1159.6 27.8 -	 4 4. 3 91.7	 - 1 U6. 4 31.2 - 67.4 11002. 4	 - 222.75Z13315993 .4
23 g 3:^ 69100:3	 - 11bQ72303.8 80.4	 - 86.2
2304.5 100.3	 - 110.023C6.15 62.6 - 72.62306.75 50.1	 - 54.62-- 07.4 45.3	 - 58.5
Rikl X3:9 = 91.41933.4 35.6 - 55.31941.95 66.0 -	 71.7 160.6 - i74.4
1942.15 55.2. - 6 2.9 144. 3 -	 164.2
1- X2.4 73.1 -	 85.2	 ; 20 7 . -1	 - 242.2
1942.5 64.7 -	 71.4 183.8	 - 203.033.15 p(14U -	 +2220)1
C
94
20 13: 2	 9 47.2 31:	 -
L-2
A5
1S17U May 19 pp 55 pp
^14 V A -1120.11 218.2
1122.1 19.7 -	 ! .2 118.4	 - 171. 11
1 112.5 25. 1 - 4.9 20S.2= 7566 6 -1112.15
^1 1• i. 1	 - 4H.ti
IV7U .luAe	 id 1C8;.gS 12HH 11(l t,.	 -200 02.2 114.2
	
- 126. jj2C0".5 91.S	 - 10?.02001.65 811.7	 - 98.4
2004.6 119.6
	 - 155.0
2004.95 81.7	 - 89.6
2009.6 49.1	 - 67.5
1 9 70 July	 1.1 1943:31 1?b:0 = HI:
1b41.5 1SH.A	 - 114.
184 1.14 118.1	 - 11 1. F1P42.2 167.9 - 205.A1841.2 9; 110.5	 - 141.21P43.S 118.6	 - 128.51844.2 100.8	 - 111. 71844.4 144.5	 - 106. A
1844.5 ^6.1	 - 104.4
1NWe. 1s - 8.1	 - 119 .a
191U idpta-wour N 111444 8 4.4	 - 141.9
115.2 11 t`^: i-
> 173.8	 - 2U^+.211 24.6524.95 58.2 - 82.11t30.H 68.6 - 80.41131.4 73.8 - 87.71s31.55 77.2 - 90.21231.7 72.3	 - 84„1
1v71 May	 j ^u12:1j 30. 1
-1	 7: 1`^itI - 170.81411.4 151. 1	 - 16 	 P
1411.7 (45.7 -	 r,4.5) 124.1 -	 147.7
1971 august	 11 09u:^ Av :4 - J5:^
+ N^ 1-tey covereg^+ et this tine (st ye tart).
or	 relaat,le herd X-ray and microwave s;•acti,.%.
	
The
pareswters characturizinl these.) two bursts are presenterd in
;atrlt 4-1,	 which lists fcr eac=h peak within the bursts the
t ♦ Wet of the 1 - ray leak; the hard X - ray flux from 14 to
154 keV; the tlux at the Feak of th. microwave spectrum; thy•
turnover tta.luLncy f T ; the best - fit temparat uro and em isston
Wcasure of the hard X-ray spectrum snd the reducod chi-
squared of the fit;	 and the corresponding magnetic-field
vo.ue, derivtrd frca f  and T es descrited in Section 4.2.
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.br hard X-Lay tine - intecsity profiles in the nine energy
chauneli Letwean 14 and 254 kKv fcr tho September P event
dre rnowh in Fiyute 4- J.	 Zhu microra y .• records of this
ev.d[it at 5 dl+d 15.4 GHz,	 ottained by Gatlamore Hill,	 are
aljown Lt, tiquLO-3 u-4.	 The different phasou of microwave
ipectuil evo. ,l tlon, shown in Figures 4-'ia, 4-5b,	 and 4-Sc,
ale dencteu in Figures 4-3 an,1 4-4 by the sections labeled
"o", "L1", and "c", resptctively.
	
In pl,aso " d" the turnover
treyuencies range fLCm 9 to >11 (:Hz. 	 The ipectr l jm seen at
1L2`1.b5 UT appears to ircreAse monotonically with frefluency,
uV to the niyhest observed fLequency,	 15.4 GHz.	 This
bpectrur also could consist of two components, however, as
would rebult Lrom addinq the spectra resembling those of the
j,Lrceding and tcllCwrny	 Eeaks ( at 1229.5 dnJ	 122`) . 95 UT).
Although the high-frequency Eorticns of the spectra differ
ii, slope,	 the turnover frequencies both lie botween 4 and
b Guz :ii tue nu xt tvc phases.	 The inf e rred magnetic-fiel4i
btrenyths raUye from ii > 120 G in phase "a" to ,about 7! G in
the lattr phases, as detailed in Table 4-2.
the event of 1969 May 29 exhibits spectral chanyes which
uiiter qualitatively from those of the September H event,
L)ut whicn loud to similar conclusions. 	 The hard X-ray and
the microwave tim.I studies of this burst, ::horn in Figures
V-b and 4-7, are Jivided into ^'aases "a",	 "b",	 and "C"
currespondiny to the microwave spectra shown in Figures
4 - ba, 4- 8b, and 4-ec.	 During phase " a", the turnover
LLequencies are approxiwately 4.5 GHz.	 in the next phase,
however, a "double - humped" structure appears in each of the
micLowave spectra, for which two turnover frequencies can he
Louud: 5-5.b dnd 12-13 GHz.	 The existence of two turnover	
• AN
LLequencieF cot each peak in this phase is equally
cunsistent with source Farameters of two magnetic fields or
two tenjeratures cr both. 	 Because a two-temperature
aistLibLtion can be neither ruled out nor verified on the
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Figure 4-7. Microwave time-intensity profiles at 4995 and 15,400 MHz for the
1969 May 29 event. Portions labeled "a", "L", and "c" correspond
to Figures 4-8a, 4-8b, and 4-8c, respectively.
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toasis of tat' available hard X-ray suectra,	 the peaks in
psiese • t" are assumed to be character . ed by t het be;it-tit
slyyig temperature listed in Table 4- ,	 Thw correspinliny
soynetac-tield values are, on the averaye, SO G in phase
and b3 oud 200 G in phase "t".
I ind 11 y, to phast' " c• , t ht- micro wave spectrum re rumes a
iiaylu u- type shape ( Guidice and Castaili 197S)
	
with a
turnover at approximatel y 12 GMz.	 No X-ray coverage exists
90L thib phase, which includes a single microrave peak at
194j.1 u1. .t tats source of this peak wore at a temperature
1u tht' tangv 34-b0 kt'V, as is ty;ival of phases "a" and "b",
then for turnover fre q uency of --12 GNt wo 'ild yield a
m4yuetic-tiold strength is the tango 140-220 G. 	 This is
consioteat with the higher of the fields appearing in phase
"U".
4. 3 Q1a^tS^Q.FSi41+_I.11t_5^41^SS^4^14!!^
As st,uwn La the
bursts can exhibit
at d i fLUraat tim08
tc,+eu arxads 1s, do
the mast burst loc
fiariny reyiunsi
pet'vious section, some multiply-impulsiyt'
widely different magnetic-field strengths
in their luration. The question which
these ditterout magnetic, fields appEar in
ation, or are they features of separate
Accoidlny to the	
.h1. bicSaj__2Aifl Prom; t and
4.umprrht.nslvt ► Reports	 ( 196-4-1972) ,	 each	 impulsive hurst
C4iLralatec in time with only one H-alpha flare in a specific
active tvgiou.	 This fact, in conjunction with the short
time scalev between the ccnsecutive chases of magnetic-field
evoluticn, implies that if separate sourc::s exist within ent'
bULUt, they sust to located within the same' active Legion,.
Ubseivatlonal evidence on flare-associates magnetic-field
,.al,ges is amuiJUOUE at best, and often contradictory (Dust
95
197ba,b1.	 Although astenniwe observations of the
J-hotosF+herie field have teen *ado over the past 20 years
(Yj lj , ho, Ad and @abcock 1960; Howard and Severny 1962;
4uvuLur 19611; Atchard 1971; Narvuy anO Harvoy 1976) , almost
ua 14tiot8at1uu h,.s been ottained on the tomporil evolutio:.
akd spatial dtructuce of the fislus in the chromosphere and
cotoua, wherw soot of the hard x-ray &nil mierewave bursts
uccut.
	
it,-Y available information,	 most of it indirect,
iwads tc the conclusiont t!at the sayuo±ic fiell in a single
loca tiot, does not change during flares by factors of 2-3, as
wuulu be eequlre.l to fit the present observational.
	 The
exist..tncu of homologous flares, which are nearly identical
eventb eceurting withir hours cf each other, strengly
buyyNsts ttwt . oo sagnotic featurob of o flaring region art,
not debttoyod, even durin g large events (le Feiter 1974;
svwstka 1979; Lirin 1978).	 1te persistence of magnetic
stLUCtures &Lore active regions is ispliQ,1 also by the
PtebVDCe of "elementary burst structures" both in hard X-ray
and it, 91CLUwaYt' vVvntS (van Hoek, de Feitar, and de Jager
1914; de J&4eL and de Jonye 197H; Miehl 1979) . Magnetic
rwconnectiou itocesses, which are thou ,lht tc ltovide the
utteryy tot tt ►e is1 ulsivo Fhaso, convert at most 5% of that
awbieat sayuctic-field energy into h2stiny and particle
accrleratioo (Baum and Bratenahl IS76; Schnack anA Ki 11Pun
1977, quoted by Spicer 1478) .
	 It the racounection Frccess
imsults teon a driven instability (jam Spicer 1978), the
sayLetic energy will be replenished at the samo rate as it
is released, for the duration of the flare.	 Thus the
datitnt Held strength should remain constant,
	 on the
averaye, and not change drastically between the esis4ion of
oc.e 9LOUp CL b jike_ and the next.
1st sain conclusion is, therefore, that the different
Laynetic-field strengths t3long to separate regions in the
Liar* area.	 The idea that come lex, impulsive structures ir.
tiatrs. originate in	 ditfert-nt areas has 114wen proFoss•,l by 96
many authors (L&1„ Eeigman %I-4ila	 1961; 1149en ani Neidi9
1 y 71; Anderson and hahonoy 1974; 1lorpahl 1176; T.irin 197N) .
Iais g uy9ostiois has t.efen suFForted primarily by evidencr of
an ioditect nature.	 Zirin ani Tanaka (1971) observed gooA
tespctal coetelaticas betseun hard X-ray spikes and H-altha
brightenlays during the 1972 August 2 tlate.
	
Nobts VI-Al,
(197J) and Alissandtakis and Kundu (1975) obser y «4 impulsive
n icrowave bursts with the NiAO interteroseter at 1.7 anA
11.1 ca.
	 iney found evidence to', discrete small-scale
t.:atutvs witi.in the bursts, with sizes of a tow arcavc.
Uatisy the VLA inter teroseter at 4.ti MIZ, Marsh, Zirin,	 an'1
hurtotJ (1979)	 obPervei microwave vvNnts with impulsive
c;os(:curnts cAearly lccated in regions a taw aresec alart,
but with a 	 hard X-ray coveragee
	
sisultaneuus
inteitetomettiC-sictcwave and hard X-ray obswrvationi of a
binyle impulsive event, occurring on 1979 February 1', have
Loeen interFreted in terms of a migrating double-source model
(hosuyi 19du).	 Al: of these otservations art! consistent
with the existence a stall-scale spatial features aithin
impulsive flares;.	 Circumstantial support for the existence
i ut ditterent source regions in the turrst of 1970 Septesti p r P
ib provided by an analysis of periodic hard X-ray emission
in laryt bursts seen with USO-S (Lip& 1979) .	 Of the 2A
uurbts btuditd,	 crly 2 exhibit no siyns of periodic
t,ahaviour in their time-intensity profiles: 	 the 1970
September 8 event, and a non-impulsive event. This lack of
pericuieity puzzled the authcr of this earlin work, because
the intensity structures of thess evvnts are not arpteciably
difiereat fres thole of tho pulsating events. 	 In the
context of the present research, however, the aFerio4icity
ut for beptember A event alEears to be a natural consequence
UL the multiple rcurces present in the flaring region.
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The dis,.*uee between the sources within the bursts
presented here cannot be determined accurately from the
available data. Certain assumptions can be madev however,
welch unable one to Estimate this separation.
If the sources were causally related, then the time
between successive manifestations of different nagnetic-
tield strengths would equal the time required for some
triyyering disturbance to Frcpagate between the two regions.
1c,is r e ldtiouship provides a distance estimate only if there
exists such d sequential connection between the component
sourceb.	 uudt- the assumFtion that the disturbance travels
at of near tae Alfv#n speed VA , the distance ?) between the
individual suurces can be ex1resEcd -s follows:
D	 V  ^,t = 2.2x10 6 a ne - o.s pt 	 km	 0	 (49)
where ne is the local electron density in cm- 3 ; B, the local
I(Agnetic-field strength it gauss; and 6t is chosen to be the
time between the last hard X-ray peak in one phase and the
rirEt ptak in the following phase, in seconds.	 For the
relevant values of n and B, the Alfven speed ib found to be
-J50C ka s - t for the September A burst and 2700 km !;-' for
tee May 29 dutst. :he tNsporal separation for the September
d event is Ot ,=v 12 s, yielding a source separation of about
4.1x10 • #La.
	
The corresponding values for the May 29 event
are Ot = 30 s and D = 8.1 x 10 • km, reEpective ly.
Another technique for deriviny the source se Faration
requicus a qudntitative model for the functional dependence
oc the local magnetic-field strength on height in the solar
atmosphere.	 The main cb:tacle to isplementing this mf:thod
is that redaistic models of the magnetic-field topology
within flaring regions are not available.	 For simplicity,
the potential dipole model of Takakura and Scalise (1970)
Ldr_
q!1
has teen used to illustrate this technique.	 : he true
distance is uniorestisated because no horizontal separation
can bd to ken into account. Ta k inq tho photonp heric
 field
strenyth b. a1d00 G, after Castel li Yl
_
jkla ( 1974), tho model
yielua tho following vxpre*:siun:
	
h • (1.2alo sF IR) MI'll - 1.`1x10 4
	k n 	 (50)
I he vortical di: . t a nce bettteen ( he sources, t het et ore, is:
)o.ssi - (I.lxlU st/ p I ) oiis 	 k n 	 (111)
tut the Septest'er A event, the vertical separation ilorived
iti this sanner is All : ,1.7110 4 km, which its comparat . le to tho
brat estimate. For tl'e May 2 q event, the vertical dintanep
16 AhdJ.dx1O %
 ke, only half the first "stimato; thin woul'1
by cunuistent. with the existence of a siyltiat ic4nt hoti vontsil
supatatiou between the regions.	 Again, it su g t he stressed
teat, whilr tho actual values o. the distances ,lorived ahovt
ule only Ws ti,[ ates, tho	 fit toronce in	 m,%gnetic - tio,11
utre p ,lthi. at &11 sttcnyly tul,festF a dif fort , no t, in location.
.hu dit.tatices e y timatell	 by mare of the	 AltvAn -speeil
s_;susj 1tlun fall well within the aroas voporto l tot thu H-
411 1 ha t Tares associated with these hard X-ra y hursts (4111_qL
li3:SLL(iYiitlSi^^^^lS1 Prompt anal Comprehonsive Roll-art s,
l y b y-1972) .
.it cuncluaion,	 the present analysi s of hard X-ray an,1
mlcrcwavu hulsts has identified a class of vultiply-
Impulsivv uO.41- ovonts which consist of haatic impulsive
... p:keb,
	
yroups ut which uriyinate in local : ze,1 flarin,t
L. ylottb. tutther invostigatiun of the t ino structure within
teyicns ptoducinq cceplex flare •	will henotit greatly from
the use ut ubservational oquipm.nt with good tvaloral and
beatial rvsoLutlon. Coincident cbsecvationz• with hard X-ray
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is ,Agiuq instruments and interfornmeters operatinq in this
microwavv raiikjo are nrtb iled particularly to resolve the tamic
ispuluive w1wo s ntr in these tursts, thoreby increasing our
ui,derstandinq of tht undetlyin ,l lhysical prorob-tv.s.
Chapter S
1 HL SOLS OF bITAT/C• ACCILERATIOM 11 CONPLL• t SOLA N BU iSTS
As is shown in Cheptet 4, the sultiple-spike burster
cum, ti, two dijtinct class*s: events rhosu cot Eonent sFikn::
apparent! y of i linate in one locaticn, 	 anu eveeats in which
gtoul-s of spike:; appear tc 	 se ftom noparate Legion-; which
fate sequentially.	 Thu	 r came is discurq*d in det-iil
iu Ltiapter 4, using two ific burst-; to illustrate the ►
ChaLaCt9rl8tIC:3 of the greul). Ttee first. part of the preeaent
chapter is devoted to the ► former class of events, focussinel
on the see aLca for the cauese of multiplicity in emissions
ttos a tingle source region.	 in the second part of this
chapter, the al • plicability of a rl*, cifie sodezl, inititrlly
chosen as a possible explanation tar the 1 ►reperties of the
multiply-impulsive emissions, is evaluated in the context of
Lue sure evml: le► x,	 cxtendeed flare emissions.	 tar th: • most
part , modwIs which attempt to account for the intensity
vdrlat.ceis	 it011 in all tut the simplest bursts are
yualltdtiv%,	 and do not provi,le quantitative nothodr. etf
evdluetAn%) their hypothcse e s.	 Several reports of
pwrtudtetties or quasi-pericJieities in fl are► -a_:sociat ed
hard k-ray	 an,i nictcr,tvr eris.sicnz	 have .il-rearrI	 in the,
lite► tature	 Maxwell and	 Eitzwilliam 1971;	 Hoyn(1,
btOw p ,	 and van Beek 1976; lilid 1978) , but the theories
htoposed to explain these phenomena have been speculative ►
rathett that, analytical (Suds, MCLeail SS_Sj s	tg lt; wild and	 t
bbQL d t y ll) .
Thee biaplQbt uxplanaticn cf intensity vaLiations within a
Gard A-tdy burst is that each spikes represents a new
geleetroa- acceleration ev e nt (see Chapter 3) .	 Multiple
acculetations coulee result either from energizing of a
- 100 -
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separate population of electrons to produce each spike, or
tLom repeated reacceleration of the same electron
population.	 The former case is SOLO comes tible with pure
thick-target or thin-target models (&,Li
 Sections 3.1.2 and
J.1.3, respectively), because in Loth models the electrons
are "loot" (by collisions or ty escalle) and are tot
available	 for	 reacceleration.
	
The	 latter
ca ge - LWdCCYleraticn - necessitates a trap situation, in
which tte initially-intrcduoed distribution of energetic
Wiectr01 . 8 loses its n esters sufficiently slowly that
repeatea reacceleration can persist throughout the burst
duratioi;.	 the reacceleration hylcthesis is attractive
because it does not require larg e numbers of electrons to
eccvunt LoL all the intensity peaks. However, the erergy
LeguLrements are the samo for both successive accelerations
oL tresh electrons and reacceleration of a single electron
population.
.n a trap model invclviny reacceleration, the analysis
relies on Lower unknown luantities than in models invclvinq
d 1bC:L etf " injections" of accelerated electrons: once the
eaectrou Spectrum and nuater density are set at the
beyi o niny, they can be 1vtermincd at any other time during
toe burst.	 FuLthermore, bccause the single source location
lies, the upj^er loop)	 must be consistent with the
properties oL a trap (see Seetien 3.1.4) , 	 tho physical
conditicus in the source can be assumed to remain constant.
oL to evolvt , in a wall-defined manner. The symmetry inherent
iii moot trap ao.lels also allows the propagation of periodic
or quabi-peLiodic disturbances within the loop.	 In
contrast, the models which a. sume separate accelerations of
separate electron distributions to account for each
1r.tersity peak require as many 3lscrete sources as t ►hete are
intersity maxima; these models also lack I tAerent symmetries
to account roe periodic tEhaviour. 	 .0
tot
The first serious attempt to incorporate the features
nwatioued above in a quantitative trap model, and to apply
it to an otserved hard X-ray burst,	 wazi made by Brown and
Huyng (197!)) .
	
Intrigue(t ty the nearly periodic araci nq nf
autursity m4xima in the complex flare of 1972 Auquat 4,
urowa and tiuyn,l proposed that a quasi-periodic disturtance,
causiny repeated accoldcaticn of trapped, X-ray-emitting
electruns,	 might explain the cbserved behavicur.
vascillatsons in the maynetic field of the trap appeared to
be the moot likely mechanism for inducing continual
reacceleration of the traFFed electrons, according to Brown
(1973) .	 brown and Fcynq sFecitically chose ma,jnetc- acoustic
wdveb, whica travel along the field lines at approximately
tae Alf On speed (f,ji Section 4. 3,	 L luati ors 50) .	 I he
	
,I
auteraction of the oscillating field with the energetic
VleCtror.s results in "41S11LU-19CL118CAi.12l1 of the particles,
bu nab d Dtcause this Fr©cuss is responsible for
dcceleiotiuy particles in betatron machines. 	 The term
"uetatrcn modal" will be used henceforth for tht , model
avveloptd by brown and hoyny, and for tho adaptation applied
in the Eres.rnt restarch.
.n otder to clarify the logical sequence of the material
cum ►
 ribiuy Luis chapter, a trief preview of the results is
F+resenttd here. the purely impulsive events were fcun,l to
st.ow no brynb of tetatron acceleration, according to the
critezia described in Section 5.2.2.	 As a result, the
L)VtdtLUI. motel cannot explain the existence of periodic or
nun-Eerludic multiply-peaked structure in complex impulsive
burbts. Zhe serendipitcus inclufion, in this iritial study,
ut two vvents which mdnitest eaissicns of both impulsive and
uun-impLisive ,;haracteriatics, also desiynateJ "two-stage"
bursts (sae introduction and Section 5. 4), 	 lei t o a more
excitiny discovery: during the initial tew minutes of the
becoad btage, the non-impulsive X-ray emission al , pears to ho
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consistwat with the predictions o' the betatron-acceleration
model. To wvdluato this preliminary result morn rigorously,
se:velal intwuse two-stay.., events,	 also selected from the
..QL-5 data, were subjected to tte aFpropriate analysis and
comparison w,th the test criteria, as wa3 done for the
8ultilil-impulsive events. The results of this study firmly
t-btatlish the identitication of tho betatron process as n
viable mechanism tot ErcJucing the early second-stage
Waissioc., and verify the absonce of betatron action in the
impulsive btdyd.	 Faradcxicdlly, while attempting to
evdivatt the bet 4tron-acceleraticn mechanism as a possible
orlyin Lor the multiplicity of ispulsive emie:siens, we hwvo
iueutitivd, ±nstead, a mechanism which is conspicuously
au,aunt la thu impulsive staye.	 furthermore, this mechanism
dk,pedrb to bt! a characteristic of the second-stage
caissioI&s, and the unique signs cf its prosenc4 , may serve ws
d	 i zi rc.ve u' riethod of idtznti tying ncn-impulsive X radiation.
The totdtion model is described in Section 5.1, after
ulown dnd Noyay 11975)	 and Hoyng (1975) .	 The analysis
technique dnd criteria for testing the model are discussed
in bection 5.1. Section 5.) and 5.4 comprise the results of
the application of the betatron MoUl to the multiple-spike
burbts and the two-stdge tursts, respectively.
	
In Section
5.5, the inter protation of these results is presented.
	 The
conclusions on the tcle of tetatton accelerdticn in solar
tldres dle bumearizid in Section 5.6.
The yener.il features of the b.Aatron model,
	
as t hey
ditect the burst evclution, are deFicte,l in Fiqu.e 5-1. The
Labic Chdldcteristics of a simile magnetic trap, 	 as
desctibtd in Section 3.1.v, apEly. 	 For this model of
eiectroa acceleration, the na.lnttic field is a:;suned to be
bj , dttally unitor n tut temlorally var v iny. Aaynetic loops on
r y
I	 INJECTION OF IMPULSIVELY-ACCELERATED ELECTRONS
INTO A TRAP (LOOP)
t
2 OSCILLATIONS IN MAGNETIC FIELD PROVIDE BETATRON ACCELERATION
OF TRAPPED ELECTRONS
roz-----^
3. FINAL STAGE = DECAY OF EVENT, REFLECTING LEAKAGE OF
ELECTRONS FROM TRAP, EXPANSION OF TRAP. ETC.
o^
Figure 5-1. A pictorial representation of the betatron model, ~hewing the plivsical
evolution of the X-ray source region.
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the Su ►. actuelly exhibit tipolar field topologies, with the
Livid lines ccnvorying at the fuoti.cints. The as g uaption of
constant sagnatic field in the trapping rogion is satisfied
only it, the u)per part of a loop, where the expan:;ion of the
field ib scat negligible.
	 Por this assumption to apply,
tueretOLe, the esittit ► g electrons seat be confined tn the
toj of d loop.	 Under these sisplified conditions, one-
diseasicnal yecoetty is adequate.
:be particles are accelerated by the electric field
associated with the changes in the longitudinal magnetic
Livid (that is, time-dependent oscillations of the magnetic
Livid) . 1hLCU,jhout the betatron phase (sow Figure 5-1), tho
et,tiLv trapping region oasentially expands and contracts, as
would result from the passage of a magneto-acoustic
dibturtance through the loop.
	 It is reasonable to arsume
that the scale length of the magneto-acoustic wave;
tLavelliny actoss the magnetic field of the trap is such
ytrater than the gyration (Lar nor)	 radii of the energetic
electrons, and that tCe frequency of field osrillaticn is
Muci ►
 less than the gyrofre.luency. Hence the changes in
e/ectLOL, eneigy associated with their transverse notion is
drtersit ►ed by the adiatatic invariance of their magnetic
Moments (k&A&f Krall and Trivelpiece 1973, Appendix I.7).
Thus,
1	 A:/W10 : E/ B O
 .
	
(52)
whWLe W10 and W ` are the electron energies duo to motion
transverse to the magnetic field when A O and B,
respectively, are the magnetic-tield strengths.
	 The
quantities .i0 and E  represent the initial values of the
transverse energy and field strength, immediately tefore the
	 }
onset of betatron acceleration.
	
Throughout this chapter,
the subscript "o" denotes initial values of the relevant
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parameters. The effect of the tie?d variations on th. o total
wnetyy, we is given by the expression
r	 r A • r+„
• (8/8 0^ 41 0 	 0
W0 ( 1 ♦ bb1Q /W 0 )
	
0	 (f 1)
wher y r w as the electton energy parallel to the magnotic
Held, and
b • (B/©0 	- 1	 (5q)
5- 1
	VL9"OE 4Ql3
iu bnow t.'e et feet s ct t he betatron m.^chaniam as
mdnitestwd in t;%e hard Y-ray armisbion, the behaviour of the
e,Loctroc bpucttum it-sultiny frcm this process must he
e;.tatlished tirst.
	
Ihoc, by adopting an appropriate
us.isbicc model, the slocacific behaviour induced by betatron
action on the elocttons can be identified in the coincident
t)uhdviuur of the! x-ray fpejctrum.
	
The predicted X-ray
chaLact41L1St1CS Are exl • ret sed in terms of parame!tats which
can be coskare J directly to X-ray observation3 of selec.tel
events. Ina Y-ray data are interpreted Ly means of the same
enibbion model as is adopto . l for the hotatron-model
calculations, to enFure ecnFisteney between the format of
the model predictions and that of the observed spectral
ptoptttI eS . the division of this section into two Farts was
uictate:u by tho need to introiuce theso basic parameters,
which aie common to toth the observational and theoretical
aualyset, uetoro entering the dotailed larivations of the
avasurat,u e!ttects E redicted by the tetatron motel. Hence,
section 5.1.1 is devoteki to a ,tescriPtion of the analysis
tvchniiuw applied tc the x-ray data for each burst,	 whip.
L -
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jectiot. 5.1.1 cceptiser. at In-40[tl 	 derivation of tho X-ray
cattacturisticm predicted by thu betatron sodt-1, ani the
suthcd for testing these predictions for consistency with
the X-ray %mission tics cesllea tutsti.
5- 1- 1 MAA24111111
to investi44t% b the , temporal evclution of the 	 X-ray
usission tot a large set of evonts, it is necessary to 44opt
., model for the vsission process: which allows both
Consistency with the tenets of the betatron nodal 4nd
calculational tractability.	 1ho actual choice is not
crucial, so lcny as the sane process is retained throuuhc,! t.
In a trap,	 some cceple: combination of thick-target anti
thin-target esissicns most likely apFlios;	 however, vithin
the confines of this analysis, 	 the simplest case which is
ai.alytically tractatle will suffice. In choosing between
taick-tatyet and thir-taryet repiesentationa, it was noted
tnat the thick-target care 1rovides tho similoat means of
rc, ldtiny the election epectrum tc the photon spectrum: 	 the
iustac.taneou: esinsicn is independent of the density in tho
trap (lsy=, the target region), and does not rely on the
temporal evo.ution of the electron energy distribution (see
section:; 1.1.1 and 3.1.3) .	 in a sense, tho selection of the
thick- taryet ca.-;e provides a self -con.tistent means of
characte ► lziny the electron and photon spectra, 	 at vach
&osunt, without necessarily reprtsentinl the actual physical
bitustic ►i in the source region.
The thick-target Farameter F (Y l ) ,	 intraf ucei in Soction
J. 1. 2, is used in the ptesent analysis to characterize the-
ObbUeved k -Ldy spectra in terms of the emitting (-lectrons.
Thib parameter is defined as follows ("t - ,luation 21) :
}(m l ) • 2.0i10 JI A (Y-1) r 9(1-1/2,1/2) M 1 -1	 8	 (51%)
YOM
whdte t (Y 1 ) is the number flux of accelarated electrons
injected into the target region, with energies greater than
a 1 , in units of electtons a- 1 ;	 , the hard X-ray spact ► al
Ludes; A, tue noraali:ation constant of the power-law I-ray
spectrum, a  defined by I IF) _AN- Y (see Section 1. 1.2) ; and
b(Y-1/1,I /1), the beta function, defined in Equation 10.
ine low-vueryy cut-Ott, Y 1 , is taken to bee 25 k«v, slightly
beluw the lowest energy of the hard X-ray observations used
uare to detwrainr the AFecttus.	 3ul:stituting M 1 S 25 k•-t into
hyuatioa 55 yields
k(25) a 1.0=10 3• A (Y- 1) : BO-112,112) (25)- If .	 (4t6)
	
for the hard X-ray bursts stuIied,
	
[ ( 25) and Y were
calculated for each 0.2-seccni interval t,y seanu of thr
c:swputer program listed it AFperidix A.	 Although a least-
&.,j Ud L e b tittIa)
	
routine ( as	 vas i .d	 in the analysis
JaacLlbkV its Ohapter 4)	 would provide the most accurate
deteiminatiuub of the stectral index, Y , and tho
normalizati ol, constant, A, this procedure is far too timP-
coabusiny to be practical for analysis of thousan,in of
bpectta.	 A less precise tut adequate technique wag
ioplemet , ted, wherein
	
is the weighted mean of the rjpPctral
ii,Jiceb uetersincd to Each fair of energy channels: showinq
biyuiticaot elux stove the noise level; a pair consists of
,^hane:vl 2 and cne of the higher-energy channels (see Chapter
t, :ab.e 1-1).	 to avoid systematic errors induced by the
pvit,t-tc-kci:, t 	 vaciaticn in the tighost -energy channel
contai4lny siynit icant flux,	 the spectral index was
calculated uLinj data from Channels 2, 1, and Y only.	 The
conbtvnt a wAs .lotermit , ed from the flux in Channel 2,
	 I(2),
the scar er.ecyy of that channel, E(2), and the previously-
ca leula ted v.. Iu.3 of Y ,	 according to the following
exprek,sion:
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lC, T)
r !,Lally, 1(25) was calculated using the relevant valuox of
41/d A 4nd &yuation Sb.	 A plot showing the+ Ovolution of
i 1lti)	 verra,As Y then was yesurated for each ovent, and
awarchwa tot indications of the patturn characteristic of
bwtotrou acceloration (see neat subsection).
5.2.2 wNSA t-14[-12alLa9-1< l^^tl^II44_II4fll1
In utoei to relate the as pr essions derived in Stction S.1
to the changes prcduced in the flux and spectrum of the
q uery.-tic eAoctrons, tte original relation :ehip botweon the
tlansve[aa and total energies must be known, as well is the
A- toy tlux and spectrum at that instant.	 The former
tequirement corresFords tc deducing the initial pitch-anglo
distribution of th e. electrons when they where "injectad"
U&VA0 thw primary acceleration)	 into the traF, a
chdiacteriatic intrinsic to the physics of this initial
4CCU1VLdtXO11 prccess. In the absence of def initive ► v ide•nco
t,,vur,iny d ;articular model for the brief initial process,
bt ow 4 and hoyaq ( 1915) adopt acceleration by a In rqe• - scalp
eAecttic hold as a Flausible choice.	 Un ►1pr there
c:onditicus, M does not change with the action of this
ptA p ary electric fiel d on the electrons, and is treated as a
coustdnt for the entire pctulaticn of high -ener,ly electrons.
%be oriyinal betatron model thus is ptedicatad on
infecting electrons with a particular anisotropic pitch-
dliyle distribution intu a trap. 	 Althouih direct electric-
Heald dcceletatlon is th o most common example of this type
of mechanism, it need not be the cnly possibility. 	 Cther
yus5iblt acceleration mechanisms, including thoso which
yield iSOttopic Fitch-angle distributions, are considered in
section 5.5, with eaphasis on the applicability of the
}	 betatron modem uider these alternative initial conditions.
i
i
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!hu absusition of a directed electric field,
	
or any
process which results in the sale aninotropie pitch-angle
distributiou, as tte icitial accelerating mechanism is a
pivotal aspect of the mcdel.
	 9ecauso electric-field
accalstation results in smaller pitch angles for the hi(lher-
eaetyy electrons (Hoyny iS75), their electron energy is due
pradcminately to action iarallel to the magnetic fieli
UAXA, Y„ »d l ).	 Tte betattcn-acceleration process,
however, acts only on the transverse olectron energy (al..
i.yuatioe 52).	 Consequently, the change in enorgy in the
5aae tut all e1•+Ctrons, tut the fractional change in total
energy, •, 1+ less for the highor-energy electrons.	 As the
magnetic field increases, t he more numorous lever-energy
eleCtLOLS are accelerated proportionately more than those At
higher anutyies, so that the power-law olectrcu xpectru n
steeFeha while the instantaneous electron rate required to
account for the x-ray flux increases. 	 The opposite
corrardtiou obtains when the field decroa::es: the lnver-
ea.etgy electrons are decelerated most, resulting in spectral
hardening and decrtasinq electtcn flux. 	 Thus,	 a plot
a.uuwinq the tehaviour of the instantaneous electron rate
va:taus kpecttdl inJex,	 re-sultiny from ti,e hetatror-
dcceleratloh Ntccess, would exhit:lt a curve of corrtlaticn
ttaccd ttom low values of the electron rate and spectral
index to high values of teth parameters. 	 he :spectral
bvhuviour ascribed to the oscillating stt eryth of tho
maquetic field, as descrited above, c%.)rre3j , onAs tc periodic
e motion' up and dcwn the Eredictel correlaticn path.
it &&jio is necessary to relate the hard x-ray photon
:,pectrub to the parent eloctton spectrum. 	 Because this
as.atysit is focussed on evaluating variations in the
ovaerved Llux and spectrum, rather than ab-iclute values, the
choice ut a particular tots for the electron distribution is
not of critical injortance.	 Fcr simplicity,	 the work
	1 	 1
p&vseated here adoFts tho, power- law electron number Spectrum
u4vu by brown and Hoyng:
f 0 (a 0 ) = (60
- 1) (N0/Vi1 ) (W0 /W1) -60 	 0	 ( S d)
it, ut.ltb of electron * per unit energy.
	
NO	 is the tctal
initiai huauer of electcon3 with energies Treater than the
low-eLeigy cut-off,	 W1 (SPE Section J. 1.2) ,
	 such that
b 0 = f L 0 (60) dW 0 , and 60 , the initial electron spectral
index .
w^
 If continuity is assumed, the combination of
dyuotions 53 and 5P produces an expression for the spectrum
of the trappou electrons at m y time during the tetatron-
dcceleration phase:
L (b, b) = t 0 ( W 0 ) (d40/dW)
(60-1) (N0/W1) [ (W-bW io )/Wl )- 60	 (59)
It is asbumed that ccllisicnal lcsses are negligible, over
the lifetime of the betatron-acceleration phase.
The tuts• number cf elect tons above enery y W l , N ( b) , anJ
their affective spectral index, 6, at any time, are obtained
tLUW c: yuatlon 59 as follows:
00
N (b) = WJ f (W,b) 1 W
= N O [ 1-(bWj-o /Wl) ]-6 0 .1	 (60)
cecduse the sFfctrua given by Equation 59 is not quite a
power ldw, au effective power-lab index, 6(b), is defined to
ctiaractcrize the actual electron spectrum.
	 Following Hoynq
(1975) ,	 6(b)	 is Jefine) as the logarithmic point slope at
the lowest energy of cbsezvation, E l . Thus,
6( b ) = 60/[ 1 -(b W , O / f l ) ]	 (61)
I
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The spectrus defined by lyuatioas S q and 6 1 describes the
electLOn dAstribution in the traF and its spectral index, at
each sosont durinq the betatron phase. 	 Because th is
distLlbutlou as assused to he cnly w«akly affect. , 1 by
collisicus with the backyroun ,l plassa in th ►- locF, the I-ray
we&ssiou cdu be derived directly from this vIectr:)n
specttux, witaout the modifications required by the thick-
target soJel (Be* Section L 1. i) .
	
Accord inq tc ercwn
(1971), the eleetrcn spectral index, d, and the resultant
hdrd 1 -Lay spectral index, ^, are rrldtol by the follevinq
WXkLvs83un:
d a Y -1 / 2	 (!^l)
'Itiv %tibtant4neou.4 vlectron rate, F(1i 1 ) , an,i the total nnmhor
oL vlectrou:: above tho cutotf on% , rgy W I , n (h),	 obe y the
tollowin•l pra^ortiondlity:
l(11l )	 a (Y-1/2) n N(b)	 ,	 ((j3)
Wh MI L 6' a 1s the au&ivnt particle density is tho trap (nee
also bectio ►► i. 1. 2,	 iquation 22).	 It is conv.-nient to
exit rtib tuts relationship tctvt • en F(w l ) ani N (h)	 in terror- of
the LaktiU G ut betatron-phase paramoturs to the initial
values; that is,
k ( it 1 )/k 0 1 0 1 )	 l 0- 1/ 2 )/ (), 0 - 1/Z) 1( ► ii'n0)( 4(b)/No l	 .	 (1,U)
waUrc the S ubMC Lipt "u" denottva initial values, as before.
the assumption of one-dievnsional geomotry imllies that
1./11 0 - ti/ 10=1•b.
.n older to derive F/F O a:: a tunction of Y/10 el one,
iotatt then of b,	 an t?1jLessicn r ►• latinq
	 b and Y is
rvquired.	 zyuatiens o 1 and 62 yield the quantity 11 aN a
Itil
LU1,Ction of Y, thv lcwost energy of cbs%# rvstion, E l , and the
&hitial tcaubvorsv •lecttcn energy, W 10 , a3 fellows:
b • P
Is nc
	
luation 64 can
L.yuatioub 60 and 65, as
l^ 1 )	 (Y-.l/2)
f 0 l ho l )	 (),D - 3/2)
	
-YD ) E l / (Y- 112) W10	 0(f,5)
	
be reexl ressed,	 Witt, tht . ail of
fellows:
'Y- YD )	 (Y - ),D ) El	 - Y0 •are
(Y- 1 /2) W 1 	 (Y- 1/ 2 ) 1i
tur cunt1st0ncy With tht , work of thorn en,l Hoyny and with
toe thick-taryet param.-t.ar , F ( W 1 ) ,	 dotined by d-)uat ion 56,
tIle low -energy cut - ctf,	 Y l ,	 Wa:	 set at 25 ktx V.	 In the
conte xt ut tae USO-5 observations, this is a roasondble
cauice Lecau.e it iml lies only a minor uxtrapolat ion telcw
tht enetyy tdn,je of thi- hard X-ray spectrometer. 	 the low#:t
channel used iu tke USO-5 data analynis is Channel 2,
s j anniny the enLry y ran le 2e to 55 keV (j( i Table 2- 1)
uence, 'L 1 =1H kvV. Thoe initial trinsvorso enorgy, 1'10 ,
ieadius a free parameter which can be varied to ottain the-
best pobbiLle fit tc the data (swv Section 5.4) . 	 With tho
auuvtmt-btioncd values for k  and h l substituted into
-qu„tiou 66, the ( f,), )	 relationship used for comp a rison of
tue betotcon model with the CSO-5 hard X-ray ohservations is
f (l`)	 (Y-!/2)
	
(Y-)') 28	 01 -y0)	 -YDeai:
------ _ --------
	
- -----(1.12)	 -	 (67)
t 0 (1S)	 (Y0 -3/2)	 112) to 10(Y-112)
Wt,erta Yi0 is in units of keV.
for cdch event studiel, the results of the (F,Y) an,ilysis
of t he hard X-r.ty data	 (section 5 . 2. 1)	 and	 the (F,', )
114
correlation predicted by the betatron moat-1
	 (Equation 67)
..te 116461 4 Jointly to teat for the presence of a Fhnee of
t,atattot ►
 acceleration, in the tellowing manner.
	
first, we
puts that toe relationship exlressed by Equ.sticn 6l
dvaCtibes a curvo in the (f,), )	 plane, from low values of
t (t5) and Y to high values of both parameters (nee, 1"A.,
tayutrs S-3 and 5-6). 	 The IF t'! plot characteritina the
t► utst ulbotvationb then is erasinel for visible evidence of
such a curve, as a proliminary indication of the possible
ptdsenct of tetatrcn acceleration during some pertion of the
event.	 lhose bursts which show no signs of the IF,Y)
cuctclation curve detined by E.juation 67 thus ere idcntifted
ea ncn-Letatcun events, and are not candidatos for further
.At.aIysib.
.host bursts for which the (1,Y) Flot s ox hibit the uniqu.,
1)4& tteLn indicative of betatron acceleration are denoted
betatron evotits, end are investigato-1 further to establish
the teltvant pt:opNrtie;c of the letatron stale. 	 For each
t,utst which exhibits a letetron r• taSs, the parameters t0(25)
and Y0
 ace detormincd observaticnally, from the hard X-ray
tlux Alid sksctrum at the mcment when the betatron action
a !'k' attntly start!; (see Section 5.1.1). 	 :n the actual (F,Y)
i•Aota, the tttatrcn-induced pattetn appears as a genctal
ttend of sovihq,
	 tram point to point, up an.l down the
patticu,ar curve; accordinq to the wodol,
	 this brhavicur
rrtlecta the rise	 ir,l fall of the aagnot.ie-field strength
outing the traF oscillattcils. As a result, the beyinninll
(ut end) of tho betatron phase usually is distinguishable is
tilt' Eoitt whdrQ the obs1Lrrvr,1 (s,)) Eath chinyes to (cr frcm)
the test-tit prodicted curve.	 To determine the (F,),)
correlation curve which tort fits the observed totatron
"Le-itutt•" iu the (!,Y) plot,	 the relevant va lnes of F(1(21%)
and 1 11 are substituted into lquation 61,	 M1 i various viluos
ut the tranbverse electron energy, W,(1 , are tried.	 In this
llti
mdunwr, the start time and duration of the betatron action
it. thest rvuuts,	 as well as the initial value of the
uieCtru ►a enttrgy perFendicular to the m.sgnet is field, are
iuentlf led.
5 - J	 ItZ_DRH1T
A set of 20 n ultiplr- ispulsive hard x-ray bursts were
Sk2 .e.'CtVd from the CSO-5 data, 	 for testing the betatron
Wudeil.	 These events were chosen from tho larger not of
multiply-impulsive bursts, initially selected according to
the criteria outlined in Section 4.1,	 by requiring
Sutticient X-ray flux to allcw determination of the thick-
tacyet Earametors F(75) and Y throughout most, if not all,
ut the *.vent.	 Title 5-1 lit:ts the bursts and they
 time
peticds over which they were tested for the Fresence of
betatrut, sccvleraticr.. 	 The test period& denote the time
span for which the flux in .' or more channels was above the
►luise level,	 although minor "breaks" due to low flux above
Lhaniiel l are included occasionall y.
Nu example of the (F,Y) plot ubtained for a multiple-
spikt burst, the ?vent of 1970 March 26, is shcwn in Figure
5-2.	 :he smuuth, curved path predicted by the betatron
Wudel (tee section 5.2.2) is absent in this Flot. Of the 20
events ftuuled, only 2 evinced definite sijns of betatron
acceleration in their (F,), ) Flot::	 1969 April 26 ani 1969
ha y 6.	 Th., (F,Y)	 plot for the April 26 event is shown in
figure 5-3 , with the test-fit curve predicted by the
betatron model (Equation 67) superjosed or. the relevant
pottaon of the graph (Figure 5-3, Part 2). 	 Due to thw large
range of	 about 3 orders of magnitudo, the (F,) , )	 plot
tot this event is presented it two parts, 	 roughly
currespundiny to the two stages of the burst.	 The
cliitererce Letween Figures 5-2 and 5-3 is obvious: 	 Peen
without considering the tetatron model, the immediate
1
. a
1 16
TABLE 5-1
MkoL2A.YLo-SP:KE EUFSTS TESIEa FC& PEIATFON ACCELIPATICN
Latt Times Fan of Test	 Period
1909	 E e t uar y	 11 20: 12: 44 -	 20: 1 1: 35
Match 21 19: 4 3:36 -	 19:44:29
MaLCh 22 06:04:04 -	 Ob:45:40
AJ^Lil
	
20 23 : 02:58 -	 23:09:00
May	 b 02: 38;48 -	 02:44:142
May	 29 19:36:17	 -	 19:39:00 19:41:47	 -	 19:43:01
June b 16:C6:01 -	 16:07:28
1970	 MdLCh	 1 Ori:01:2b -	 05:03:51
Match	 1 13:59:10 -	 14:02:11
March	 1 20:C3:59 -	 20:06:01
Ma LCa	 17 05: 27: C6 -	 05:2 7:50
Md Lca 20 1 7: 27: 1 1 -	 17:27:55
May	 20 11:2222:15 -	 11:23:57
Jure	 2d 20:00:29 -	 20:05:29
July	 23 18:42:05 -	 19:46:31
August
	
18 22:C7:08 -	 22:08:03
SeltewueL
	
8 11:28:59
	 -	 12:30:04 12:30:39 -	 12:31:59
1971	 May	 3 14: 12:05 -	 14:15:13
August	 21 09: 34: U1 -	 C9:35:114
August
	 22 07:50:09 -	 07:52:0C
implication As that the April 26 event manifests a physical
phenceenon, evident in Fart 2 of Fiqure 5-3, which is
completely assent in tho March 26 event. The (F,Y) plot for
the May 0 burst qualitatively resembles Fiqure 5-3, hilt is
chaLacterized by a different value of the free parameter
.10 , the initial transverse electron energy, for the test-
Lit betatron - action path.
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The next question is,	 of course, what differemtiatet;
taus* l e.at,ta from the other multiple-spike bursts? 	 From
lnbpectiun Oc Table 5-1, one distinguishing feature+ is
apparent: toe timesFans over which the 2 bursts were tested
fur Letatron action Loth exceed 5 minutes,	 whereas the
ma jurity of the remaining events (12 of 11)	 were tested for
pwLiods less than 2 minutes. However, this is not unique to
toe two uvWntu which evince betatron phises: 	 six other
multiply- impulsive bursts had t*st durations cf ovor 2
minutes, yet did not show sign* of betatron acceleration.
Lunseyuentiy, the longer duration of the betatron events may
t,t n "necessary but not sutficient" coalition for tho
pcebenct Of the betatron Etacess.
An additional characteristic must be found which
uitterentiates between the betattcn and non-betatron events.
.0 Identify the underlying cause, 	 the nature of betatron
acceleration was consideceJ, with particular emphasis on
urs.srvatle •anitostations of the related physical Frocesses.
the most promising line of investigation proved to be the
iuentiticaticn of other flare-associates emissions which are
evWeucc, for the presence of the magnetic-field oscillations
tuc,uamentat to the betattcn process.	 Such oscillations
could tebuit from Fhctospheric activity, such as tw.tsting of
the tootpoints of the magnetic trap, or from the passage of
ail energetic disturtance, such of a shock wdve, through tho
tLap.	 the lack of H-alpha coverage with good spatial and
temporal resolution during the last solar maximum Frevented
further evaluation of the former hypothesis. The latter
hypothesis, however, provides a clue to another feature
distinguishing the tetatrcn Events.
The flare-absociated ptenc nencn scat commonly interFrPted
ab evidences for shock waves is the radio type 11 burst,
yrn«ally observed at frequencies telow 600 1Hz (Kun-iu
120
IIb5).	 Matter -rave data were available for 15 of the 20
events studied; copies of the dynamic spectra were
graciously jupFlied by Drs. Maxwell (fort Davis), Stewart
(4-ulgoora) , and Urtarx (Weissenau) . 	 The radio r,&coids were
searched for evidence of type II emission, resulting in the
luentiticdtron of tyFe II bursts accompanying 7 of the 15 T-
ray events.	 Ot these 7 events, 1 burst included the start
of the type .; emission within the test period: the April 26
event.	 The 10-580 MHz dynamic spectrum, obtainod by the
tort Ldvib (Harvard) Radio Station, is shown in Figure 5-4,
together wltu the • ise-intensity profile of the hard I-ray
burst.	 1ho tyke II burst began at approximately 2305.5 UT,
with fuuddsvL tal emission at 120 MHz,	 while the stage of
betdtroc, occatleraticn apidrently started at 2305.7 U1.
.indirect Evidence for the existence of a periodic
Verturbation daring the April 26 event is provided by the
lc.urler analysis of the hard X-ray emission (Lips 1978), in
winch brvetol significant periods ranging frc n 22 to 71 z
weLe identified.	 11so seen in conjunction with the April 26
event were a boccession of chrcmospheric brightening, to
the i dst of tue aidin flare, 	 anJ oscillations of a nearby
t.ilament, suspeiideJ -10 % km atove the flaring regicn
(fide vey, Martin, and p iddle 1574) . These authors affirm
that ont shock wdve was reficnsitle for both the radio anti
tL,e optical ihenomena, lending additional support to the
propcsed asscciaticn of a shock wave with the two-stage
evert under consideraticn.	 Unfortunately, no moter-wave
coveragt wdS dvailatle for the ether betatron event,	 196Q
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lyure 5-4. Hard X-rdy time-intensity profiles for the 1969 April 26 event,
together with the 10-580 MHz dynamic spectrum.
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S. Y AUJI"Al"L24_ Ijl L212=22"E A1515
the absociation of a tatatron phase in the hard x -ray
eainsiva of an apparently-impulsive event with a rater-wave
type li burst complicates the interpretation cf comFlex
ro ♦ur events,	 because type II esissior, traditionally is
classitied as a seccnd-stale phenomenon (gj j	Frost anI
urnnis 1911).	 The conceFt of the two-stage nurst has
staudard otrservetional cor.notaticns, and is used, as such,
tniuu96cut cue Fresent work.
	 For, clarity, a procise
definition of the two-stage phenomenon is presented here.
she	 distinct	 temporal
	
characteristics	 and
4nterrelatioushi ps c 
	
tho f lard-related har i X- ra y,
n lcrowdvt • 0
 arid mater-wave emissiona were identified soon
octet the iJvt#nt ct cocrdinated observations in all three
w4AVVIeuyth rdnges (sev, g4y., g ild, Smerd,	 an,i Weiss 1963).
adbed on tat: observed duration and tine structure, the flaro
emissions each were assiqued to one of two categories:
impulsive emissions, including rapid and "sl.iky ►►
 hard X-ray
acid microwdVQ event$, meter— save type II: bursts, and the
"explosive" or "flash" phase seen in H-al, lha flares; and
ycadudl emissions,	 including slowly- evolving hard X-ray and
sictcwnVe eveuts, type 11 and type !V muter-wave bursts, and
butt k-Lay events.	 A ccrrelatien between the cverall
snynitude or d flare and its component .emissions also was
noted: bma4. 1 .event_ tend to tf characterized only by
impulsive emissions, while large flares often include both
impulsive dnd ,gradual emissions.	 Ike fact that, for these
larye events,	 the impulsive emissions invariabl y were
observed bctcre the gradual emissions led to the division of
tnese evtent3 into impulsive and gradual Ph3gLVj or 21ggg2.
tierce, the ttrs "twe-stage" deactes a burst comprise i of
ootu impulsive and gradual (second-stale) emissions. 	 In
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current usage, a two-stage hard X-ray ev e nt consists at the
initial, impulsive -phase radiation, yens+rally accompanied by
other impulsive esissiene (yt1s,	 typo ZI: bursts and
Lapu;aiwe microwave events) ,	 followed ty second-Rtage
radiation,	 ienerally arscciate.f with type 11 and type Iv
emissioc.
Thor tultI ly-impulsive bursts, introduced in Chapter b,
vvre solactal solely on the basis of the appearance of the
oaid A -ray time-intensity ptofilas
	 (gji section 4. 1)
without consulting the cciocident coverage at other
vavelenythb. a3 noted in the previous section, howovoc, the
p.tebencv of ty(oe II emission appears to be critically
A:,buc1atwd with both second-stagw emission and the prozonce
or Ietatrou acceleration,
	
so a closer look at the
motphologically-chosen rultijle-spike bursts is required.
Accotdity to the criteria outlined abovo, the ovent of 19h9
April 1t is a two-stage event: 	 the initial phase of X-ray
.mission. is associated with type III busts,	 while the
becoud Mayo of X-ray activity is closely associated with a
typU 11 burst (see Fiyuro 5-4). Unfortunately, the lack of
sCter-wave cuvErage for the Pay 6 burst pruhibits a similar
procEdULe toi observational verification as a two-stage
event.	 .t is evident that the mcrihology of the time-
ititetsity profiles for hard X-ray events 	 not a reliable
iodicatcr of the impulsive or non-impulsive chiraetor of th *
-e&isiions; toe April 26 and May 6 events "look" as ispulsivi-
ab the cther hard X-ray kurfts denoted sultiply-impulsive,
ar,u do not resemble the "classic" two-stage bursts (for
eldWi le, Figure 1-1).
'.he relationship between the two stages of flare-rclated
usibsior,s and the underlying physical processes is poorly-
uaderstcod,	 at present.	 The terms "impulsive-stage
acceleration" and "Second-stage acceleration" have been
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aaopted, pernaps too eagerly, to denote the partiele-
euergising processes in which the ispulaivo-phase and second
stage emissious, respectively, otiginate.	 The LeFlieation
of a one-to-one corresiondence between acceleration
bechaniLas and temporally-associated eci ssions say not ho a
viablw point of view, considering the complexity of the two-
stays phenoawua.	 As xut19estN1 ty the above Jiacussion of
the April to event, "spiky" esissicn structures are not
necessa 0 ly characteristic of the canonical impulsive-phase
ticculexatiun ptocesses alctie (see Figure 5-4). On the other
nani.	 tlarws which produce tyro 11 bursts do not
i&trceSL;iatily product siyniticant amounts of associated X-ray
esissioo, attributatle to second-stage acceleration.
:he Letatton process is arplied hare• to reacceleration of
cue Y-ray-wmittiny electrons, of energies below a few
nunaxed KOV.	 It is crucial to note, therefore,	 that the
uwtdtron-acceleration mechanism considered hero is not being
testeJ as a candidate for the elusive "second -stage
aCcelrtatiOn" Fiocess, which is the hypothetical physical
6ccitai.ibs responsitle to vary energetic electrons and ions
ubM,eLVVo in interplanetary Brace, in associaticn with large
sbldr tiarwat.	 The possibility that a connection exists
nttween the cetatron process and the' mechanisms responsithle
tut acctierdtinq electrcne and ions to energies in excess of
I neV aid 1 Pew,	 respectively,	 is not ruled cut by ths,
pteatent study, and is an intriguing subject for future work.
:o ttttir eitatlish the conn•r.tion between betatron
acceleration and second-stage esissicn, 	 a nuoter of large
two-btaye bursts were selected trim tho OSO-5 hard X-ray
adtd aiad subjected to the same analysis as the multiFly-
.m k ulbive event n (ice_, aE described in suction 5.2) . 	 The
burst belecticn wdf aided by K. Frost	 (JSFC),	 who had
iuentitiel wavy of these two-stage events previously in tht-
Nal
I
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cuurse	 his own reF rch	 ( =y= , Frost 1969; Frost and
NNAnib 1911) The events chosen, and the t ise ;eric(ts over
wuich ttay were tested for betatron accoileration, are listed
aG .able 5-1.
TABLZ 5-2
IWL-SLAGS BUhSZS :'_S7ED FOR Bl:A WH ACCZL13AIXON
Lv ell t Jate ',est.	 Tieespan (OT)
1 1969 February
	 24 21:12:20 -	 23:15:56
February	 27 13:56:55
	 -	 13:57:58; 13:59: 30	 -	 14:14:58
3 Md ra1,	 1 2 1: 40 :4 0 -	 2 1: 49: 26
Mdreh	 21 01:49:42 -	 01:59:06
5 Mdreh 3C 02: 4 7 :08 -	 03: CO: 00
6 April	 26 23:02:58 -	 23:-9:00
7 (1a y	 6 0 2: 38: 4 8 -	 02: 44 : 42
d November
	
24 09;14:08 -	 09:27:!2
9 November
	
27 19:30:19 -	 19:39:12
lu 197U July
	
20 11:21:22 -	 11:32:19
1	 11 August	 12* 20:18:26 -	 20:28:!6
1! November
	
5 03:17:10 -	 03:35:00
13 o1ecember	 11 10:27:35 -	 10:31:02
14 1971	 January	 24* 23:19:15 -	 23:36:00
because the 1969 April 26 aril May 6 bursts have been
reciassatied ds two-stdye event: (see prev iou:; section) ,
tuey are included in the tables and in the discussion of
tnis section to ccmpleteness. 	 Ihr. events denoted by an
asterisk were observed only for part of the entire flare,
uue to the s,tellite entering or leavinl the Earths shadow
while the fldres were in frogresE.
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tAbUL1S t:l bl IM N ANAIYSIS AND AlLArlD CNA4ACTIRI51ICS
..vent
mart	
JZm^t(U	 9eittrt T^tv ue s^OT) cto	 t-fity l►^ e - M+riodicT
1 ! i 1 1. 5 13:11:09 100 ---
1 1-004.3 14:04:23 75 No
! 1141.0 ;1:4::;9 100 Tars
Y 0150.0 ---- --- Yep;
5 J150.5 01:50 :;4 100 Ye'
6 13US. 5 21:05:56 50 yea
7 (nu coverage) 01:41:04 100 ---
8 (uu	 covoraq%') 09 :1N:34 100 ---
4 14l2.0 14:31:	 1 14 75 Yes
1U nullut ( see 	 test) 11:.'	 1: 54 7S Yes
11 1015.0 ---- --- Yes
Id Ul14.0 01::4 :46 100 VO's
13 1UJU.a -	 -- --- Yes
14 1315.6 ---- --- Yes
.able ,-3 summarize s the rosults of the tort of the,
uetatrot. w ottel for the tvc-::ta .1r events.
	 Tho event numbers
.%Lf used for convenience., an,1 rotor to rable 5 - 2.	 for Mach
.vent, iab.e 5-1 lists, where at Ilicablo: the Etart tine of
the &ssLciotwU type II emission; tho approximate start time
au.1 boat- tit value c  W10 for the betatron phase: and the
ktestnck of teriodicities found t:y Lipe (1 1118)	 in the hard
A-cay g lg issi4^11.
	
Those event:, to	 which there is A IA-,he,1
ii ue 1 n t he ""o ri odic 7 N column weeo not analyzed by L  pa
(i 9lt+) .	 AI A. Cut one of the 14 hart! X-ray events,	 thAt of
1470 .luiy 1U,	 ware accoo fanie t t y type I: bursts.
	 't is
iutei.•stiny to note that type III drift pairs were reported
tUr this evont (^stla>;^Y^latY: is^41^sS^ Proall heports,
li%), a toature which closoly re soebles weak tYw-Ir
ecission with ^horrintlbon." ::t ructure (Qj= Kun lu 1465) .	 Poe 0
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to ttio scatter of the (t,Y; points throughout the betatron
phaiia, the boot-fit start tiles and values of Wi0 are
empirical estimates only, and should not be taken as prcci:st,
parametet:s (site Section 5.5) .
:o ,ltustrate tte prolerties of the two-stage bursts
wtiicb ccutdln a stale of	 t)4,-tatrcn acce+loration,	 the (F,Y )
plot tot tvout 9, 1569 Novembor 27, is shown in Figure 5-5.
A uchematic representation of the general
	
(F,) , )	 path
outlined durin-) thi: burst is included in the uptor-left
t:utnt:r ct ki,aure 5-5,
	 for ease in inturproting tho more
cuspiox sdiu graph.	 Thu timo-intousity profile for this
event,	 g ummed over they
 nine 4-ne•r ly channels from 14 to 294
keV,	 ib shuwt. in Figure 5-6.
	 The impulsive stage,
	 from
11:30:19 to 19:31: 19,	 i g dist in5uis hed ea :;i ly,	 in figure
j-b, by the ldck cf the (t,Y) correlation path in,f scat ive of
vetatrou detion, an:l by the overall trend., with time, of a
srgnificaut dccrease it they
 value of Y acccmFauying a
b6dller changt3 in F (i5) .The character of the plot changes at
dpEroxim.Ately 1931.3 UT, coincident with a minor 1 1 tak in the
♦ -rd y intensity (see Piyurte 5-6) .	 The th; t-e n i icd peaks all
tall within a narrow rar•1t of F(25) anti Y, 	 followed by the
ut vto to j sent ut a smuoth path leading from low to h i ,1h vAl ties
of both k(25) and Y.	 The period identified as a phase cf
betatLOtl action, chdrdeteriztd by the variation of F (2R) and
Y uF dt;d down this Fath,	 beSins at apprcximatoly
1 y :31:15 u:,
	
and ends at	 19:3v:56,	 a duration of
	 3.h
Aluutes.	 Also marked in Figure 5-5 are two (F,Y)
	
paths
ptedictfd according to the betatron model (Equatior, 67) , for
which the tree Faratetet W10	 equals 50 ant	 100 koV,
cespectlVely.	 thereafter, the Event decay is reflecte(l ty
ttat overall ten,iency towards lower ?(25) and hiChvr 7,	 with
the flux redchina the noise level at
	
19:j9:12 U':.
	 with
shut variations, this pattern for the overall evclut.ion of
(	 tiie (k ,Y)	 path is exhibited by the other nine betatron
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evurte as well.
	
!vent 9 is someihat ztyEeical, however, in
that tt.r LetatLon stage aiparer.tly began before the
assuciated type lI burst (sere :atle 5-3) . 	 7his discrepancy
Way Leflect the uncertainties in the tetatron start time,
which iF vstiaated ty inspection of the intensity structure
dud of the (r,1')
	
ilot,	 and the uncertainties in the start
time LekurteJ for the type :1 burst, which is often obscured
by tithe[ seter-wavelenyth Lmitstuns and is a function of the
uighest frequency cf obsetvation.	 As is discussed in the
Lolioving suction, howeveL, this gap may be real, but does
nut necessarily conflict with the requirements of the
L)etdtLor nojel.
FOUL of the 14 bursts show no Signs of betatron
uc celerdtion during their evolution.	 Two of these non-
uetatroL events, 1570 Auqust 12 and 1911 January 24 (!vents
11 and lu) apparently began during satellite night, so that
the beginning stages of the hard X-ray emission were not
observed.
	
The tine-intensity profiles for both bursts
indicate that only the decay phases were observed; thus, the
presence of s betatron stage at earlier times, when X-ray
cc.veragc wns not availatic, cannot be rule;l out.	 For the
l y 7u Deceauer 11 Event, a definitive teat for the presence
of tetatron acceleraticn cannot to performel, 	 due to
itIstLUmeutnl effects.	 The time-intensity profile for this
event it shown in Figure 5-7, demcnstrating the rather
ui.igUe properties of the hard X-ray emission: an cxtremoly
Lapid it.itiai spike, with the largest peak flux of any OSO-5
hard a-Lay uutst, is followed ty a genardl decay stage of
auch lower intensity, containing several quasi-pericdic
peaks. .he associated type 1I burst began at 1030 UT, well
.iito the decay phase.	 Between 1031.0 anal 1031.9 UI, 	 a qaP
occurred in the hard X-ray coverage, so that the Fresencp of
bertatrot. actIcn during this time cannot be asce.taine(l. 	 As
uiscusscd in jection 5. 3, a test-periol duration of >2
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Figure 5-7. Hard X-ray time-intensity profiles for the unusual two-stage event
of 19?0 December 11.
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vinuta+a ad  be required for tho affects of betatron
acceleration to beccmo apparent, in the analysis technique
ubed heLe (Section 5.2).	 If the start time of the type II
dmibuion n iynt to assu3ed to indicatr Louqhly the inception
of the betatron acceleration phase, thk• n a def initivo test
cdni,ot be made for the Cecember 11 event, because X-ray data
W Lk' obtained only for 1 .inute after the beyinninq of the
type ♦ a bULst.
Tot' remaining non-betatron event, 1969 March 21 (tvent
4), dots not present an ancmalcus time-intensity profile,
not dons it sufter tram data yaps, so the apparent lack of a
betatron stage cannct be attributed to instrumental causes.
Upon detailed investiyaticn cf the x-ray spectral evolution,
a uniqut: cnatacteristic: emoryes:	 altuouyh the
	 flux in
Chancel 2 (aud,	 incidentally, the flux in Channel 1)
exhitits a gradual stag y of emission which reaches raximum
.utcnsity at apprcximatel y 0157 UT,
	 this feature is
I,Ldctically non-existent in the upper channels. 	 thus, the
spt:cttaa evolution of tte hard X-ray event changes
uLastically at 0154 UT, more so than in any other two-stage,
L,uists aitalyztI tfLe. 	 1he coincident nPter-wave data
EI LOVide fuLtuer clues as to the origin of this unusual
btihaYloUL , anJ hence, a reascnatle explanation for the-
absence of betatron acceleration in tee hard X-rdy source.
ubin'4 the bo-MHz Ladioheliogra[t, 	 159-.41iz interferometer,
and 10-s00 .thz dynimic spectral otservatior,s obtained at
culyccra Otservatory, Steeart and Sheriden (197J)
	 analyzed
ti,e cowklex tyre :: and type Iv emission associated with the
CaLcb 11 eveut.	 :heiL wcrk indicates that the type II
efilsblU4,	 which Megan at 6150 01, 	 ant a moving type IV
bULSt, begii.ulty at 0154 u:,
	 both were excited by a ccroson
shock wave ejected ircm the flare region.
	
Of particular
interest in relaticr tc the present work is the advent of
ti,e xoviny type IV emission, which is temporally coincident
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with tee sheet of the " t,eculiar" herd X-ray phase.	 It
appears that this gradual X-ray omission Peanatesi from the
roviug type-.v source,	 and not ftcs electrons which area
enUryizad ty typical svccnd-t;tage acceleration processes.
:sum, be tatton accel«ration, which acts on electronv in n
e.tabiv aaynotic traj , would not be expected to apFly in the ►
uuusuai cucuastancas of the March 21 event. Moving type IV
bursts also are associated with Events 1 and I (196v
rebruary 24 as,J March 1) but, in both case, the radio event
be:yan lcuy attar the en4 of the hard X-ray emission (Riddle
lv7U; achmahi 1971) .
S. S 2".r.W114M
:he tetdLLon model haE ba-en shown to be ,generally
cousibteut with observations of several two-stage bursts,
aad particuiatly identified as a soconi- !.tAge phencmenon.
1h this section,	 the quantitative Ftoperties lerive-1 for
tuese events,
	
according to the model,
	 are critically
evaluated. the E tesent discussion is concentrated on •hrwt-
ubpects of cue betatron test results: the significance- of
tar presence or atsenco cf Fericdicities it, the tetatron-
phase Y -Lay emissicn; the Juraticn of then betatron stage;
ai.d the ccaE)atiEon tetween the? onset of types II em issicn and
the btatt of betattcn action within tho associated X-ray
p LDUUrce.	 1he:se rtEults alsc are ccnsidered in ccaFarison to
the "Uriyinai" betatron event, tte great flare cf 1912
Nuqust 4, using the results retorted by Brown acd Hcyng
(1975) , hoyug (1975) , and hoyng, Etawn, an,t van Beek ( 1576) .
At the tied of this secticn,	 the	 initial ccntiticns end
k,clmary acceleraticn mechanism assumed by tho original
I	 betattct model are ditcusstd, and alternative hypotheses art-
critically evaluated.	 Brief attention also is devoted to
the post-tetatron Fhase ct the events undor consideration,
and to the interpretation of the changes in (r,)') 	 behaviour
which ctaracterite this final phase.
i
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Ai u(,tuu ii. Section 5. 3, the d:isten:e of periodicitles
la the Durst a sissicn Ezcvides further support for they
L)wtatrou hypothesis.	 Multiple Feriods were iAentifl*d for
coos* wve-nts studied by Lipa 	 (1S78), generally within the
ranye 15 to 90 s (see Table 5-4 for relevant events).
unrortunately, Lipa's aralysis was not well-suited for
%:VdlUatlnq tue detailed dynamical evolution of the periodic
oehaviour;
	
the 14-254 keV fluxes were analyzed in
consecutive 190-s segments, with no systematic atte• Ft to
partiticn the butstf according to physica lly-meaningful
criteriis ("AjL , into impulsive and non-is( , ulsivi- phases).
ne tNbclts ct these Fourier analybes were reported only for
15 of ti.e: 1d *vents Ptudled (Lips 1979) ;	 thus, peric-IF are
.ivdlldLie fol only 5 of the Cetatron event,, 	 although Lipa
tepotteu the presence of Eulsaticns in all but cne of the 10
t,utotroi. t ldres.
for Lvents 3, 6, 9, and 12, the betatron- acceleration
btagr it include) in a single- 110-s test segment, thereby
a,Llowiny uetecmination of the Fulsatiou fraqucncieg
speCltlCdlly when the bet atrcn rfctan ism was operating. Tho
ruporteu perlcls range from 12 to 77 E, an! usually lifter
Au vaiue and/or phase trca the Feriodicities tound during
tae 14011-betatron Erase of the same event.	 Event 1C,
nuwevNr, eanlbltcd periodic behavicur before,
	
Cut not
suring, the Detatrcn phase.	 This event (1470 July 20) is
dncsalous In *nether respect:	 no type	 tvissior
accompanied the X-ray evert. type IV ra!io emission, a
large irterplanetary-Frotcn event, and a micrcwave post-
burst increase all were as-,uciatEJ with :ve pit 10, inlicating
that it is, otherwise, a classic two-stage burst.	 event 2,
lvb9 Fvtrudry 27,	 is classifie,i as a nan-pt-riodic event Cy
.1Fd (1 y 7d),	 but was accceranitd	 ty a type 11 burst.
1 1S
.n4iysia of a larger sari of events, with coincident m eter-
wave coverage, is ntcessacy for further investigation of tho
Leyuiresentb aal lisitatione of the betatron-acceleration
wtcuanism.
Hcyny, krowa, and van Beek ( 1976)	 performed a i ynamic
tuurieL analysis ct the X - ray emission Juriny the August 4
event. ! uwy found significant periods in the 41-53 koV flux
oL approximately 30, 6J, aLd 120 s Juriny t ho early stages
of the i-rdy evon t, with the lcwef t f re luenc y (-120 r)
PCLUibtiny toL about 5 minutes. 	 Fourier analysis o f the
bpectral evolution also tevealed similar periodicities in
tats fpoctral index, Y .	 Afsuning that the laryeot period
equals the time required for the initiating disturbance to
ttavcrLe the trap ( see Section 5.3) , Hoyng ( 1975) delucei a
scdl e ltnyth o L -5110 % Kr for the August 4 event.	 In
Coal dr:bull, the large s t period found for a two -stage
uetatton event, 77 s,	 yields a scale length of -3x10'3 km,
dbbusiny tnex same Altv#n speed; 	 the other betatron #vents
exhitit smalier periods, and thus smaller dimensions_
	 The
two-stage events are shotter and iesf intenso than the
wuyust 4 uuLbt, so it is Plausible that the region in which
f	 thtt A -1dy -es.ttiny electronF art trapl"-J might	 he sm,iller
I`	tot the two-stage events as well.
ideally, tae periods Evident in the hail X-ray time-
ii.teu r.sity ^roiiles Ehould be apparent in the (F,Y)	 plots as,
well.	 Tne bcatteL inhorent in the derived p4razoters,
however, allows yress estimates, at best, of •iny periodic
varidticn of k(25) and Y during the betatron pease. Aecause
the magnetic-field oscillations may change in amplitude from
cycle tc cycle, as was found for the August 4 event (Brown
aad Hoyng 1975), the maximum "excursion" of the (F,Y) points
absociated with each oscillation also miy vary; as a result,
the eXibtecce of keriodic behaviour is obscurel further in
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tae actual (F,Y) plots.	 •lthou^lh the (F,), ) Flots themselvos;
cannot be used to establish the existence of periodicittes
in the k-ray parameters,	 son* indication of periodic
behaviour car. to obtained free Flets of the evolution of tho
individual juantities, f(25) and Y, as a tunction of time.
for the repreuentative events for which such plots wers-
mode, visual inEpection yields appxoxisate periodicities, in
both E(i5) and Y, which are consistent with those derived by
Lips (1S78) trom the X-ray intensity along.
It must be noted, however,
	 that the presence of
pwtiodicitius in the X-ray emission do*-; not Sij"AASiiY the
pLehenCe of eetatrcn action.	 Events u, 11, 11, and 14 do
<<ot appear to iuclude betatron phases, yet all were found to
vahitit periodic tehaviour in their X-ray emission (Lips
1976) .	 turt.aersore,	 six cf the multiply-inpulsive bursts
.isttd in laDle 5-1 were found to be periodic (Lips 1978),
but do not iuclude betatron ftages. 	 It is clear that the
relationship Letween X-ray Eulsations ani the betatron
mcchanism ib mere ccmplex than initially supposod, 	 and
cannot Le uuoarstocd thorcughly within the confines of the
s.&&ple Letatrcn mcdel as originally proposed by Brown and
huyng.	 'nib prchlem awaits toth theoretical and
obsetvation.il efforts tc inccriorate more realistic physical
conditiciis and effects into the betatron solel, 	 and to
ctuvelup sore rigorous criteria for its api1icability tc
r elu VAtlt solar phencmena.
S. 5. 1 74i^4Il1 _Pp 1^Si4H §OOPS _4^ _^^e_^^4Dfl=^9g^_^!1.^s14IIs
for tae iJ two-steye events found to include a betatron
stayc ' lahl y 5-4 lists the duration of the betatron-
accele ratiois phase, and the difference between the onset of
ty ps: 1. vm_ssion and the start of the betatron phase, both
II, w lbutUs.	 A negative value for this difference indicates
that tht betatron action began before the appearance of type
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1i emission.	 CosFaring the betatron-phano durations to the
total a-tar-esissicn durations, and to the durations of the
Ly^40 I. esissicn, yields no ccrrelation between these
tI at, bc a IQ a.
1AH1E 5-4
LHr..rLltdaiIICS Of TWO-511GE CETATbON EV*N75
btatt pf	 B ftaijej jha#a - Dura	 ion r Beat on
..v all t start o[ t_e_IZ	 • nd ms ? aso
-;---------- ----------------------------- 1.6
^. 
q-----------
C.1 4.1
0.5 1.7
5 -0 5.0
6 0.4 2.0
7 --- 2.0
U --- 2.7
V -0.7 3.6
1U ( 11.40) 5.4
1^ C.N 2.4
.km uistribution of betatron-phase durations supports the
contention, otiglnally suggested in Section 5.2, that the x-
ray event muat last at least 2 minutes to be identifir,tle by
tuts tre&ent seans of analysis. 	 the shortest betatron stage
lobted Lor 1.7 mit,uteE (Event 3) , perhaps implying that an
event ut sooiter duraticn might not to capable of sustaining
a:.y tetatron bction.	 1he lcn ,jest tetatron- stale duration,
y . 4 min( Event 10) , 	 provides a measure of the lifetime of the
ttappr,j electrons, btcauEe the lowest-energy particles must
tesain in tnr trap as long as the betatron phase is observed
to last.	 T he absumpticn cf a ccllisionally - dominated
litetime for the trapped electrons gives an upper limit on
toe trak density (Jja Hoyng 1970: for a 30-keV c lfrtron,
toe tetatroo-phast duraticn of 320 s yields a trap Aer.sity
1)8
of 00 12210 6 cm- S .	 In comparison, the densities derived for
tae ainyle-spike impulsive events by Ctannwll s s_ls (1978)
Lange tium :x10 • to 5210 9 c11- 3 , inJieatinl that the single-
bpike busts otiyinate in samewh,it denser loops than do the
two-staye betattor events.	 1 posaitle explanation for this
dittervoce is that the sinyle-spike bursts are located
luwet in tho corona than the two-stage betatron events,
.,ace a hiyaer density generally imilies .treater depth in
tad solar atmosphere.
	
On the other hand, the spike-turst
sources miynt to denser locFs which coolist at ccmfarnhlp
at• lyhtb vita the less dense loops of the betatron events.
Coincident analysis of hard X-ray anJ microwave emission
piovidea density estimates for the aimple spike bursts
btudis:J by Ctannell tj_jj. (1978). 1he application of their
to- caniyue to several cultiEly - imiulsive events ( jigs,	 of
.able 5-1)	 indicates that the compon e nt spikes of the
6,u1tlple bursts originate in regions whose densities are
cs.spatable to those found for the single-spike events.
	 For
the two-ataga event of 1969 April 26, on tho other hand, the
ua:obitiaz detivel fcr the sourcef of the inpul4ive pecks are
cvubisttnt with tte upper limit cn the Jensity of the
becond -btayv source region, accordiny to the r.eirementioned
coliisicn- tise aryument.
	 The difference I& Jensity thuf
rtvvideb a possiblo explanation for the the apparont
rvstricticn QL the letatrcn 1roccas to tho twc-stage tursts
n^uc,t: the grodter densities tcund for the multiFle-61like,
nutbt5 lay F► tohibit the tormaticn and maintenance of the
Det&troh- aCC elvlaticn sechani;s,	 within the arpropriate
boutce Legionb.
tot the august 4 flare, Brown and Hoyng ( 1975) found that
the ketotron pl,asc lasted f°cr
	
rearly the entire event, 	 .'
~2U min, and tnat thi- duration isylies a trap density of
ac S4xlU v cm- x .	 the	 mited evidence a•:ilable on large,
Lvaind-the-limb flares sugtests that the X-ray emission
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duLICg ii.t ";lilt,	 lcn-l-enlurinq bursts ori(rinatos at coronal
huiyttb uL 1u,000 km oL acre above tte photosphero (Kane and
uonntll) 1 y 71; Foy an! Datlove 1575;	 Hudson 19 1 8) .	 lhuF,
tae low upteL lieit on the trap density, indicatirg an
unubual.y ghat height fcr the X-ray source region,
cunListcnt with tt.c, larco saynitule, overall, 	 cf the Auqu4t
4 tl&Lt`.
Tive tetatLcn mcdtl can be evaluated in the context of
other physical processes in flares, on the basis of the
relationship Letwecn the onset of type II emission and the
start ut the uetatrcn phase. 	 flow.ver, some caution must he
exuLCiseu in .uter[retinq the value: liate.l in Tables 5-3
ai.d ^-4 for the betatron - phase start times and durations.
lhe actual start tive of the betatron stage often was
ditircuit to detervine, so that the reported value may he
rnaccuLate by as much as 3C second£. 	 The start times
reported tor type 1I tursts also are uncertain by a
cumparatle amount, for the fullcwing reasons.	 The luoted
type- Ii start times always depend cn the highest fre,luency
oc obseLvdticn;	 for example, the Culgoora obseLvatory
yeneLclly reported start times at <200 411z, 	 while the Fort
uavls coverage yiclde,l start 	 times at <990 Uz.
Furthermore, certain observatories report start times only
to the nearest minute,	 for putlication in the §yzl.,l>t=
Sis^ Std L1Ca^1S^^L,ts S s F e F o r t s. 	 Sensitivity limits also c o m p o u n i
tae ditticulty cf quantitatively afEociating type II tursts
with other flare emissions (st^e,	 , Smerd and Dulk 1971);
a weak type II bULSt may not be detectel at all (perhmns,
Wig=, the 1970 July 20 event), or, if the intensity of the
meteL -wave emission incr•,asNs with time, the event may riot
appear in the dynamic-spectral records until well after the
actuai start timo
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adopting tho stsn value, 0.4 rain, as a typical interval
betvver, thu onset of type tI dsinxicn and the start of thA
udtattol- p:w3a+,	 for the two-3tago betatron ovrnts, three
posssiblie Fhybicai Eictures veorge:
1)	 It the type- II turst ant the oscillation causing the
butatror ► icceleraticn stot fto n a cossun shock front, then
titre bhoek wave first sots off the tyre II uaission, travels
tut -24 b,	 t bat n initiates the- vagnetic-field oncillation4
Lebpcnaible for acceleratin,) the trapped elertrens in the I-
Lay aoutce.	 :f the shock travels at the Alt y # n speed,
-,xtoj ks s-t , then the type 11 turst and the betatton -phA.-ie
k-tdy oaission originate apl:ro:iraately	 10 % ks apart.	 Thi-
dlttutt r,t durdt ion s	 of tho intt-ival	 hetwt-t • it the-	 tyE 1 r II
oil bevt ., ud tht .	Dot atron -phase onset t hu g wau Id	 in4icatt- a
cutcrapct'din,l range in distances tetwecn tree regiun in vhich
typo :- esibslon first occurs and the I-ray source.
1) It the tyew II hurst and the- magnetic porturbat ion of thi-
loop origiut► te simultaneously, tten tho 0.4-minute interval
between the st,irt cf tho tyre :Z burst ant tto onset of tho
butt,ttot► pha.ae wculd correspond to the .luration required for
the t.3totrou action to significantly affect the character of
the cbstrvcd a-r iy vvitssicn.
!)	 1hv snocit w.ivte anti the loop escillat ions could be Caused
by 11111"gus _ni'ulses, but relattd by a common origin.	 An
.,r-4lotluus situation apparently r e sists	 for m,iny .-vents with
which btth type Il and tyre IV esis:,ions ar y associated: the
type	 dud type Iv bursts cften travel at significantly
dittetrt ►t biac.is and	 irt,	loceted at	 wi,tely-separate)
aoCdtiuns, yet both at-tor-wave lhenomena seos to have been
iaitiattd by the sash flath event (Riddle 1970;	 Stt-wart and
jut.-tlddr, 19"1J;	 Robinson 1178) .	 As applied to the betatron
st,del,	 this 1tyiothesis JeFlies that the s;in flare triggers
h +
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Loth a suock wnve, .hich initiates the type ZZ burst upon
oc ill evit►y tae rNluisSte ht , i4lht,	 and a slower-Loving
ulsturLdiL. cr (Xiyi , an hlfvc-n wave)	 which is rerpon:iible for
tau c4cillaticns of the loos containin .l the X-ray-emittinq
electroi.b.
.t.e limited sorsitivity and tenjottil resoluticn of tho
availaule w utor-wavt datd doe3 not allow a definitive
couclui,ion as to which exilanaticn is most consistent with
UL)beLvdtions.	 we nete l , hcweve r, that the ubserved s freza(l in
UULatlOW, UL th e' intcrval botweier start times is loterltetpd
1hubt easlly Ln terms of the third hyl'othesit,
5.5.3 ^3^^I^^g^I4D^S.
h^_1QiSi41_^9^_11991_^le^SI4D
kor the 10 bursts tound to include betatron phases, the
be:. • -cit values of the initial transv e rse f:lectron en--rgy,
0 L , Latiye t Lum 50 to 100 keV (sfe Iable 5-2) . Due to they
Le:lativ4e inse Lsitivity of Equation 67 to tl .e v,ilue cf M10,
tt ► e unctttainty in the bOEt-fit values of this par imeter nay
be as much as 50% et the .(ueted figure,
	 particularly for
ibi0 - NO kesw.	 According to Huyng (1975), this parnmoter
demotes the ae4ti kinetic energy a_sscciated with the motion
oL the electrons perpendicular to the magnet is f ield
.whvdLdte iy pLior to the tetatror phase, possitly regultinq
LLOm latye-Scales electric-field acceleration. 	 In other
woLUr, W10 reprefents the mean transverse energy cf the
electruns ticceleirated duLiny the	 impulsive phase,	 an.1
aubsiqutntly "injected"	 into the tLal l wherein betatron
ac:celeratioa occurs. As mentioned in Chapter 3, the hard X-
ruy va lksicn oriyinateE predominately in electrons with
etuesryiees between 10 and 100 keV.	 For the impulsive events
at.alyzed in c.haptcr 4,	 the peak	 temperaturos,	 which
essentially represent the mean electron energy during the
impulsive l.hase, ran.le frcv 20 to 70 keV.	 Thus, they
 range
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oL W10 Luund for the betatron ovents, 50-100 keV, apFears
somewhat hiyuer than is typical for th o
 multiply - impulRive
uv IL,
 ntS. the aforementioned uncertainty in the values of W
.-^.tiaatad tot tho tvc-stage events,
	 however,
	
preclulPF:
attrituting any signiticance to the apparent disparity
ba:tween the sultille- sFike turst energies and the energy
represet,ted, for the two- stage bursts, by WiO.
for the Auyu:,t 4 event, Brown and Hoyng ( 1975)
	 found that
bust dyree• aOut with	 observations for Y10 = 15 keV,
:,iyniticantly lower thin was found for the two-stage events.
.nis uisparity highlights a problem intrinsic to the
of iyina 1 betatrcn scdel, concerning the► interFretation of
M,0 in the cut.text of the y
 character of the bremsstrahlunq-
tibitting electrons.	 if 	 a. stated previously, Wi0
rwpreset ,ts tte scan value of the transverse electron energy,
then the specific anisotropy of the assumod electron
disttibutiou guarantees that the total energy cf an iverage
eAectrut: cannut be less than W HO .	 Occaust• the low-encryy
cutoft c.L ttiu electron eFectrum was chosen to bed 25 keV,
values ct 11 10 which exceed this linit by more than a factor
UL l ace incumFstible bith the hasic properties of the
puwear-ldw electron fpectrum.	 For W1Q >>
 
100 kev, additional
diilicul tieS arise trcR the imFlied inclusion cf i
u.Lgniticant number of relativistic vloctrons;	 the non-
Lelativistic: uct ms! t tali luny forxulat ussd in the present
ai,a,ysis would bet invalid for such a distribution. Within
the contincs of the criginal betatrcu model, therefore, it
i:- uicOLtdii, whether the teat-fit value s, 4i0 - 50-100 keV,
Luund bur tic twe-stage events accurately reflect the
ehysie:al characteristics of	 the injected electron
dirtributicn.	 This uncertainty mi,aht be resolved through
Lurther reovdluation of the tetatron motel, a task which is
b y yond the scoje cf the present Bork.
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. b y aost ccnaor vati vt ► non-tht-real emission model, th•-
thick-target interpretaticn, requires that the acceleration
awctidniss n ubt to very of ficient (C,j1 Section 1.1.2) . This
cuttbtraii.t /isits the Fussible impulsive-phaso acceleration
pLOCWsbtz. to either direct 	 (inducfd)	 electric-field
.,cceleLatica or wave accoleraticn by a n o le which manifests
aOst uL Its *-'manly in ttd electric tiel t, such as electron
plasaa ►eves (Smith 1980).	 Tho- pitch-angle distribution of
tnt tlectrous acceletdtod ty PitheL mothod generally is
expected to to anisotropic, dlthuugh they plasma turbulence
aj,vaiiatly dsbucidted with currently-ptoposed mcdels for the
primary energy-release Itocess may induce temporary
iscttol.izaticn (aLs Spicer 1576) .	 Poth types of impulsivt►-
:.teyv acceleration mechanisms have been o- valuated by Spicer
(148U)
	
drad imith (14110),	 to determine whether the maximum
vLticier.cy dttdinatle in either case is sufficient t 
account for the requirements of non-thormal flare models.
At wdti tound that C.1% or less of the energy released is
i&latttd to energetic electrons, for both direct electric-
field and pidsvd-wave acceleration mechanisms. Thus, non-
tnersal emissicn mcdels may to untenable for the impulsive
phast, due to the obvious inefficiency of tho possitle
dccele:ratieu m.!thods	 (set also Section 1.1.:,	 for other
problesb with non-thermal models).	 Ali alternative
acceleration prccess,	 hulk eneryitation of the amtient
electronb, initially y1olds a predcminately isotrotic pitch
-augle dIStLibution; inevitably, this tecomes anisctroFic as
d result of the loss-cone instability and other plasmm
eLtects (SI.cer 1976).	 within ttt cunfines cf the original
betatron model,	 it is not feasitic to consifier the
rasificaticns of the fcrmdtion anti aaintenince of a loss
cUne, ttcduse Rr:.vn and boynq assumed an "i ies l" trap
witncut precipitaticr..	 It is et interest, nevertheless, to
iuvestiyate the ftfects of a ditterent pitch-angle
sistLibuticn (that is,	 cne other than that specified by
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a^susins a mean Wt0 for all injected eloctrons) on the
oubervatle eanitestatlon4 cf the betatron process.
to demon4trate the results obtained for the diametrically
oppoEite a.Ltuation, a conEtant value for 
w, 0 , representing
the suat initial energy of the injected eloctrens parallel
to the saynet ic-field direction, is adopted. The de rivation
UL tquatious 51 through h7 than is repeatod, taking into
ac%;ount that assumption of constant Y,/O , to arrive at a
rwault which can be compared directly to the original model
predictions.
'ibv initial EoweL -law electrcn i(ectruw (Equation r)H) anti
the formula for the total energy, per electron, as a
tuocticc of b and W,, O
 (2yuation ^l)	 yieltt the following
expression tec the eloetton spectrum resulting from the
butatror, action on the initial electron distribution:
t' ( • . b ) _ (60-1) (N0/wl) ( b•1 ) 6 0 -1 1 ( W+bd ,, 0 ) i w 1 ) -60 	 .	 (68)
wi.ure the p4LdI2*?ters b, 6 ,
	
N o#	 and Y 1 remain as dtf ined
pL..I vioubly.	 'thus, after Equation 60,
N , (t) = N0 (b*1) (5 0 -9 [ 1 ♦ (bW//O /w I ) x-6 0 . 1	 (69)
.t is evident, fres Equation 6H, that the exponent of the
et.er9Y-dependent term in the new electron distribution,
L' (.,b),	 is identical to chat derivod for the original
bewtrcu w olel (Equation 59).	 Therefore, the Same gen.-ral
expression applies for the definition of the effective
spectra ♦ index, d , found ty aEproxisatinq the electron
:.pectrue by d power lair; that is,
6(b) - 6 (1 /[ 1• ( bii 110 / E 1 ) )	 F	 (70)
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wt,ere t  is the lowest energy of observation, as befora.
briny E(justion 62 and 70, the quantity b is expressed as a
function of Y, E l , and W„O, as follovs:
b- (Y-YO
 ) E 1 / (Y- 1/2) W11 	 (71)
Mute that tuis expression differs in sign from Equation 65.
A,yudtiuns 64, 4)9,	 and 71 thus yield the predicted (F,Y)
curt Elation for the "revised” betatron model, in which the
initial election pitch-angle distribution is peaked in the
d^teCtiUD perkundicular to the magnetic field and can be
char acttrized ty a fixed h,,O
t ( M 1 )	 (Y-3/2)	 (Y-Y0)E1 0 tr	 (Y-Y(1) L 1 -Y^ as
------ _ -------- i- --------	 i- ---------	 (72)
Y01)	 (YO-3/2)	 (Y- 1/c') alb
	
(Y-1/2) 4!
substituting the values G =28 keV and W =25 keV, as before,
ii,to Equation 72 provides the following formula for the
predicted behdviour cf F/F :
F (l 5)	 (Y-3/2)
	
(Y-YO)28 0 -1Cr	 (Y - YO )	 -YOB
------ - -------	 1- --------	 1- ------- ( 1. 12)	 (71)
t 0 ( 15 )	 (YO - 3/ 2 )	 (x'-1/2) it,,o	 (Y'1/2)
,.cmparinq equations 67 and 73,	 we note that tho middle
terms of the two expressions differ significantly: the
'Y-dependent portions evince opposite signs, and there is an
exponent of (YO -1/2)	 ir, Equation 73 which is absent in
bquation b7.	 The first and last terms of Equations 67 and
7.f are identical, however,	 except for their respective
initial paraimeters, klo and W//O.	 The constant-W,,O Version
of the tetatron model differs from the original version in
two crucial dspects: the now correlation curve (Equation l3)
defines a path from high values of F (25) and low values of Y
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to low F (15)	 and high Y; and, aF the magnetic field
incrtasts, the spectral index decreaEes (equation 71).
the important question is, of course, which case providon
better agreement with the X - ray obst•rvat ions?	 To
ir,veatlyatr this issue, the procedure for deter n ininq the
applicatility of the betatron model to the X-ray data,
de• scritEd in section 5.2.2, was &Fplied to the 10 betatron
events, using Equation 13 instead of Equaticn 67 to
characterize the model predictions. 	 ?or all 10 events, the
otiyinal modal was fount to yield significantly butter
agreement with the (F,))
	
[lots derived from observations,
tryatdltss of the tested values of Y,, O .	 A combination of
ttie two cabers cannot to ruled out entirely on the basis of
tt,e ).relent dialysis, however,
	
and may provide a reascnable
t.Lt to the data for score events.
The signit.icance of these analytical m.tnipulations must
be evaluated, in the ccntext of the implications for the
impulsive-phase acceleration mechanism_	 As stated atove,
the spectral behavicur which would result frum the injection
e,i	 an iait.al,	 ar.isotrcFic pitch-angle distritu^ion
cnaLncttLized by a constant value of Y,/O doos riot agree with
tue lardmeteis derived trcm cbservations, for tee tvo-stage
events btudled; thus, any acceleration process which in je cts
electrons with a Fitch-angle IiEtribution of this tyro is
iucompatible with the X-ray observations. This anisotropic
uittributicn also is at variance with present-day attitudes
tuwards theoretical treatments appropriate to the impulsive
stage;	 current models cf impulsive-stage acceleration
aachanisms yeuerally discount the possibility cf Froiucing
patch-aeyle listributionE which arc strongly directed
perpendicular to the magnetic-field lines.	 A corpletely
isotrcpic d..tribution cannot yield the observed curvilinear
corrtlatioa cf F (25) and Y,	 because the betatron-
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dccolaratioa, ptccess merely will chan , )o F(25) t)ut not the
si,w:tral iadex. Henco, ot,ly the initial dlectrcn population
Ch4LaCteLi96,I by a constant y10 yields agreement between the
predictions of the tetatrcn •o,lel and the derived Frcpertios
ut the cbsaLvad X-ray emission.
.he tud of the betdtror phase often is delineated, in they
(t ,Y) E1ott, as clearly as the onset of the betatron action.
.hib detinite change in the observed X-ray charactrrietics
must rkprese:nt a ccrresionding change in the omittinq
eiectton distritutioh, sue to alterations in they underlying
pnybical process or in the trap environment itself.
	
'IhN
:volution of the Fost-injection electron population can be
interred from tte tehaviour cf F(25) and Y durin g ant after
tue betatrons phase. A qtadual trend aeon in the (!,Y) plots
for teveral Ot the two-sta9c events, comprising a systematic
"tlatteniny" of the apparent correlation path during the
ldtet pertious of ttc idertitied betatron phase, 	 thus might
be attributable to some progressive and non-reversible
change in tae trapred electron distribution. 	 This trend
yeuerally is tollowed by a distinct "decay" ( phase, .luring
which the a-ray intensity decreases monotonically and
slowly.	 In the (F,Y) (p lane (see Figure 5-5) , the decay is
delineated by a trend toward lower values of F (25)	 ant
higher values of Y. Although this stage is not essential to
tue mdin thrust of the Fresert work, it is of interest to
speculate briefly on the possitle explanations for the
obsetved behaviour.	 Collisional losses from the trap,
overall expansion of the traF, and Fermi acceleration of the
ttap(ed electrons all have been shown to induce 	 (F,1')
pdtterhs which differ markedly from the observe) decay-phase
path (!; .L,. brown and Hoyny 1975; Erown and McClymont 1476).
:he only reds^nable mechariso which can produce the observed
(t,)')	 behaviour is continual leakage of the high-energy
electrons iron the trap, which would cause the total number
1oP
of trap j*d electrons to decrease as the spectrum softens.
hithin the tontines of the present work,	 thu concepts
develojed above cannot be tested further. How 4 % vor, theno
ldeab provide a foundation for future invoitigation of the
betatron model, particularly for studying the relationship
bc-tweeu the impulsive-phase acceleration mechanisms and thy•
et,buing betatron-acceleration process, for those events in
which the appropriate physical cendltions obtain.
5.6 "YS "A1St N s
lbrough tna aaalyees pre-SOnted in Sections 5.3 and 5.4,
tav asb(.ciat.on of tetatrcr acceleration with second-stayo
1-fay emission has teen cstablishe,i.	 As shown by the
applic,AtiOu of the criteria for the presence of betatron
action to a ste t of sultiply-impulsive events, this process
is Act krwsu"Ist in the impulsive stage.	 The absence of
betatLOL acceleration in the impulsive phase was verified
IUIthei by the application of a sisilar Lost to a set of
two-btage event::	 the impulsive phases of these events
srowed ho tigiis cf tetatrcn accoleratioi ► .	 As a result, the
betatron-deceleration mechanism cannot account for the
muitij.I)- pe.,KC 1 structure observed in impulsive, events.
'_c,nvrzsely, for the Qajority of the two-,talc bursts
stuuied, the soconJ-stage emission inclu les a phase which is
ecusisttnt with the predicticns cf the betatron model.	 They
ptuber.t stuay thus provi-ios strong support for the
applicability of the tetatron noJel to second-stage
acceleration l.rccesses. whereas t!e on line 1 betatron model
(oruwr, and dc:yng 1915) was diplit i only to a single b , irst of
somewhat anomalous Froi:erties, the analysis presentoi in
this chapter has successfully identified the presence of
betatron action in a set of	 10 hard X-ray event s, all
clastilled as twc-stage cr "e:tcndid" ("L	 dcyng 1475)
uursts.	 furthermore, the presence of betatron acceleration
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dueiby the first few sinutes of the second-stage Nmlnaion
suggwuts a	 ndamental association between betatron
sccelerati( oral tie physics of the seconJ stage. Thw study
wt several two-stage bursts, found to to consistent with the
uetatron nujr1, also er.atled the detailed invoitigation of
the nature ut tLe trtatton process and related Ehercsona, as
actually occur under solar-flard conditions.
.t ib to be homed that the present remults will provide
the imletus for further investigation of the applicahtlitr
ut betatron occeleration tc second-stage pheaosena. The
LeCVDt advent of hard X-ray data with better teororal anI
a.Nectral rusoluticn than %as available during the previous
sulat noxious,	 costined with imprcved radio coverage,
vl.abiea ., wore rigorous test of the bet 9tron hypoth ps is for
a iatyet bet of events. Ccincident, but indepenuNnt,
estilate:. of the densitlrs in the sites sost likely to
cuntain maquetic trap.^. also would prove invaluable in
ueteitaluiny whother coniitions in the Solar atmosphere
actually are tavcratle to the betatron process.	 The
ie:lationship Letween the pulsations idontified in m.%nv of
thy: Letotrct, events and the oscillaticn.3 rPyutred by the
betatron-acceleration mechanism also must be Established,
preteratly thrcugh analysis cf ccincident X-ray, 	 microwave,
ec.d setCL -wave data.
Un." important . spect cf the betatron mechanism was not
cunsid-Wd in the original model, and, hence, war, neglected
III the present work:	 the effects of the betatron-
acceltLatio:, process on the seccnd-sta ,)e microwave
ea,IbfIcrs.	 the nature of the relationship between the
a::bociated norl X-ray and micrcwav* bursts in hiq..ly
controversial,
	
particularly as regards the relative
lucbtions ct tte respective ncurce regions.	 The
iamiiicaticns of tte betatron mechanism for second-Stale
0
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n ictowave radiation are oqually uncertain:	 if the hard X
rays and microwaves originate in a cosmon source region,
tuen one siyat expect that the betatron action could produce
coincident attects (f" jL , periodic intensity and spectral
variations) on the emissions otserved in both wavelength
Lauyes. Thu hard X rays emanate from lower-energy ealoctrons
tt.dn do tau microwaves (see  section 3-2.3); 	 becausN the
t,wtatrun process accelerates the higher-energy electrons
hropertionatwly less than those at lower energies, the
Wayuetic obcillaticne might not yield any measurable PffPcts
is the micrOwave observations. 	 On the other hand, the
yyrotyachrotLoa intensity, itself, is a function of the
,Local maquetic-fiw1l str(-ngtt (ate, 	
_Vsjs,	 Equat ion 4(:) ;
consiyutntly, tie sicrowave eriseica may exhibit periodic or
quasi-periodic variations as a direct result of the loop
oucillationb.
.t it clear, trcm those tentative rugye sticnn, that
iutec.sive tn.ioret ical research into possible manitost4tions
ct the ietatron process in Euconl-stage microwave emission
ib a ec A-'bsaLy tor extended evaluation of the- hetatror^ model;
co mpariaou oL the resultant predictions with high time-
Lubc;lutiou n icrowdvt: data and with Fisultaneous hard r-ray
ubuarvdtions them will allow more ri,yorous testing of the
mvdol ic.t coabistency Witt actual solar e vents.	 the second
stage of l.article acceleratic:n is p oorly -1nderat cot] , at
pLFStnt, des(ite nearly three decades of theoretical A nd
oL)se rVdtI011ai research.	 :t is cruciai, therefore, thae any
rLOmibiby concepts,	 such as tte betatron soiel, be
ContideLed seriously as potential explanations for this
cowl lei eneanomenon.
Chapter 6
CODA
•♦ he	
0
^re t tr:jed y pf jcitnje -- the uleyinq of a beautifulG) putovra s Uy n	 1	 a.
:.h. Nux.e:y, p eli4eantct ial address, British A.A.S., 1470.
la the pressont work, as so often occurs in scientific
rerreatch, raw questions have arisen nearly as rapidly an the
aLigir.al yuestione have keen answered. 	 :h is summary is
.&t.tended to recapitulate- the ititial problems and the
isoluticta p[ojosed through the y
 research lificusne4 in
L.haptera o sou S, as well as to outline those new areaR of
tt,yuiry iudlcate4 as presisiny	 aubjee*7ts for future
iuva lit iyatioua.	 These remarku particularly attain timNly
isportat.ce iu relation tc the currently -operating 3clar
M.,xisum disi;ion (SAP) satellite, and the coordinated ground-
tjoscd okservaticak organize4 under they aegis of	 the Solar
Ma ximuew Lear (SMT) .
Iwo irisary questions, of fundamental relt-vane to
s`EulSiv% solar phenomena, were addressed in Chapter ts: what
ate: the caubkh of sultillicity in impulsive emissions; 	 anti
uuw do the pnysical svchanisns reeFonsible far the y multiple3-
bpiker bursts ccmEa [ e with those asscciated with their simple
cuuntertarts, the single: -spike bursts ( Crannell 21-11s
147d)7 in the context of these questions, the investigation
was foc:usbel on the kehaviour of the emission sources within
a set of impulsive eventa, selected from the 030-5 hard X-
tuy dat.,, with ( : articular attenticn to potential indications
of "(tlesentat: y" structure or structures analogous to
tue "elementary flare bursts" of van Beek, tie Feiter, and dr
Jaget 1974).
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As desc[lUe4 in Chanter 4, the aAgnetie-field structure
and bunco, the spatial structure of impulsive burst sources
0411 to inferred through joitt analysis of hard X-ray and
microwave emissions. 'Thu approach utilised in this work was
uvcwasitatwd by the lack ct pertinent observations with Any
spatial resolution during the previous solar cycle. 	 Teo
clauses of multiply-impulsive events have been identified:
evwvts wheue component spikes originate in a sin,114,
location, .nu events in which groups of component spikes
originates in separate locations.	 for the latter . ss of
vver.ts, s prime causa cf multiplicity has been established:
the separate groups of esissicn peaks arH due to separate
source regivab, flaring sequentially.
	 For the former class
of eventb,	 snJ fcr each individual group of spikes within
the rveuts with multill•- fourcaa, however,
	
an additional
secheniss ib re ,juired to explain tte observed multiplicity.
lit pstt,	 the impetus for the analysis described in
c114ptac 5 wdJ tha necessity of finding an Alternate process
capatle of ir.ducinq multiply-psaked emissions.	 In the
present wotIL,	 the tietatrcn-acceleratLon hypothesis,
OLiglnally rtofJsed to account	 for the cbterved
CAdLractatibtics of the 1971 August 9 event (Brown and Hoyng
1175), wds choseu as a prosisini candidate for explaining
suAtaplicity in these ialuIliv(- events without	 multiple
bvutce locdtioau.	 As :;tdte,l in Chapter '), it was found that
the t,s:tdtrcn modal is not con3istent wit h the obse_vei X-ray
etoparties of the multiple-spike tursts, 	 therefcro
eiiminatiny this mechanism as a viable means for obtaining
wultiplicity in impulsive X-ray fmissions.
the initial qucstionF regarding the nature of
multiplicity thus have bean answered, in pa:t, and
u1tdl,bwered, in part. 	 by eliminating the Cetatrcn hypothesis
a:, a cause ur multiple tsitsions from a single source
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re:ylon, progress has teen naie towards identifying the
phybical processes apFlicable to the unsolved portion of the
initial queries. Curing the present solar maximum, critical
ttsti or the results of the study presentel in Chapter u, as
well as extended, investigations of other mechanisms for
aultiplicity in imiulsive ev issicn:1, can be performed with
yreater deFta than before. Suggestions for new observations
and theoretical a(.prcaches fcr stud • ring burst multiFlicity
are outlined in the following Fara,3tephs, with particular
reference to relevant,	 recent reeult.= from SMM and SMY
Cuvt:rayt.
Microwave interferomotry now irovides the capability to
dctutair.e tue spatial structure of maItiFly - imFuIsive
cver,ts, vita arC-sEccnd rescluticn, as well as the evolution
ur this structure, with at least 10-second time resolution.
crelrtuinory results, presentel at the Stanford SZiJ workshop
(!► uyust 19d0) by G.A. Dulk, G.J.	 Hurfor 1, and M.f•.. 	 Kundu,
indicate that imiulsive xicrowave events do,
	 indeed,
cumprisc the two categories identified in the present work.
unforturately, X-ray imaging at energies above 30 keV is not
0Vd1lub1e oc present; the hard X-raj imajing spectrovoter
(hLiS) on board the SMM satellite can obtain burst images
over t1it energy raa5e 3 tc 30 keV, but only the host intense
events car be detected tith certainty at the highest
eneryiet.
in a sec ► ie,	 the HXi' observations and coincident
nicrcra%.: interferoretric coverage "bracket" the energy
ronyt must relevant to the hard X-ray-emitting electrons;
si,atial intoi: mation thus can be ottainel for the electrons
at energies below 30 keV and above	 100 keV.	 Caution must
exercised, however, in naively interp(-lating between
,ese two sets cf Fositioral and spectral data to infer the
)catioLs of the associated hard X-ray sources. 	 An
.
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.utriquiay case, ahich also illustrates potential pitfalls
of ouch data interpretation, was the subloct of lively
dotbates dt the recent SERI workshoF: an impulsive event,
observed with the HXls	 instrument and the VLA
iutwrterometur, exhibited d single microwavee source locate;i
between two,
	 widely-separated Fources of l to 30 kev
eaissioa.
	 iho source of the afsociated hard X-ray hurst
cuuld be: cu- spatial with the microwave source, with one or
both of HX.j sources, or ever. located separately from both
the radio and the scfter X-ray rources; tha ohservation4
simply do not give sufticient j1rS information to resolve
this issue tot the event un.ler considorat ion.
	
The
tIleULeticdl possibilities are equally confusing:
	 if the
8icrcwdvk,s wore asitted from the top of a loop, and the 3 to
10 kev a r4y from the tootpoints thereof,
	 then some
W.-chdnism Must exist whereby the highest-energy electrons
(> 1uL; ke v)	 would to cont incd strongly to the uppeE portions
UL the arch,	 while thet y
 lower -onet ly electrons would he
peLsitted to Stream freely down the legs. 	 Brown, Melrose,
and Spicer (1970) , however, hive shown that the the op fosite
situaticu is wore tiasiblc:
	 the• most energetic Plectrons
will not tro trapped, if the initial flare heatinq occurs at
the top of d loop.
	
cne Bust keth it mini,
	 also,	 that a
"typical" flare does not exist, anA that it is dangerous to
generalize tree a single event, 	 as is so frequently done,
iu1 tx.,xple, with the flare of 1572 kugust u.
.t is eavideut that they issues of multiple source
.► ucatious died co - spatiality of impulsive omissions is far
from L• ting LeSOlvekl.	 the philosophy behind the S M M
satellite and associated ^MY coverage ideally ) tuvid( I S the
west pLUdUCtiVe aFFroach for unravelling the spatial
cumi lexities of solar activity.	 Luea to the pre sent 1 ick of
bular-dedicated experiments designed to spatially rosalvo
hard a-LSy emissions, however, these questions Frotably will
I  ri
trmdiu unauswc , re 1 at the and of the present solar maximum.
I1b pciuted uut by the Hard x-ray Imaging facility Cefinition
',ears (gj_	 tiurford 1977) ,	 tike teck.nological capability
exlbts, dt Ftesant, to build instruff-vatation suitable for
►Yuniturl[►g sclar flares over tho energy range from tons to
►► uudtedr: of KvV, with arc-second spatial resolution and goo:i
tr•perdl resolution.	 It is to be hoped that such
e1petiwents w111 be prime candidates for inclusion in future
111strument pdckagts designatad for the Space Shuttle
progtd0, or even for operations based on orbiting space
pldttorms.	 cull eemprehension of the complex,	 evolving
btructure underlying emissicn structures in flares can be
dchieved only through coordinated observations ever the hard
.- ray, microwave,	 and ether pertinent portions of the
^lectrcaaynetic xFcctrum, all with ccmlaratle spatial and
tumpordl r esolution.
The tetattcn-model analysis of Chapter 5 provided a
bridge between the abovementioned issues of imFulsive
wultlplic:lty and the broader prcticm of intorpreticq both
lwklulsive d ►► d associated gradual emissions within a self-
consistcnt L[dmework. 	 The tetatron-acceleraticn process is
au dttroctive candidate fcr apilicdtion to complex tursts,
roe two reasuus: a mechanism for obtaining periodic, or
,luasi-periodic, multiple emissions is an integral feature of
the xodel; dad, tte low-density environment and repeated
Leacceleratlotis ctatacteristic cf this process prcvide
ravordble circumstances for the production of large, long-
enduring events. The first feature (}_^ _, the Froduct ion of
multiplicity) suggested applicatility to the multiply -
iapulslv^_- eveuts; as mentioned Freviously, however, it was
round that the multiplicity of the complex s p ike bursts
c:ant,ot to attrihutcd to the hotatrcn Froce-ss. 	 The 4econl
feature (i•e, =,	 the capatility of supporting ex tonied
emisfior,$)	 yielded more intriguing, an,l more significant,
i
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results, thus necesfitatinq a shift in the emphasis of the
iuquirieb upon which the model evaluation was focussed.
The following questions, of basic relevance tc complex
bolar bursts, were addressed in Chapter 5: what physical
prcx;ebb (or processes)	 is respcnsible for the observed
pto j .crties of thy • intense, extended, hard X-ray emission
csbiacteiiziug the two-stage events; and is there A
relationship between the associated imp,ilsive and gradual
eW.lbsiur,s,	 indicating a mcre fundamental relationship
between the physical mechanisms involv.: in the respective
pnabks?	 To investigate these issues, the applicability of
tt,e tetotrou-acceleration process to gradual, second-stage i
hard A -ray emission was tested qualitatively, fox several
two-stage events observed with 050-5.	 As a result of this
eL deavuur, tae betatron mechanism has heen identified as a
viable explanation for second-stage hard X-ray emission,
particularly during the iritial few minutes of that stage.
In general,	 the distinction between the impulsive and
jladuul 425161:1011  stages is delineated quite clearly by the
absence or presence, re--pectively, of this process, thus
yicidiny a ciassificaticn method which is far more accurate
than using morFhclegical criteria alone.
New questions have arisen, as well, in the course of this
wurK. The research described in Chapter 5 was handicapped
by the limited coverage ar.d Foor (or non-existent) temporal,
spatial, and EFectral rescluticn of the observations
obtained durin4 the previcus solar maximum. These problems
have been aileviated greatly by the improved instrumentation
►.ow 1mFlemeL.tEd at many ground-based observatories, and by
the state•-ut-tLe- art	 ii.strumer.tation anil	 pc,..:.: q
capatilities of the Shh experiments and the spacecraft
itself.	 Hence, cbservations of two-stage events obtained
during the present solar maximum will enable a more
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cumprehta&ive evaluation cf the betatron hypothesis, and
*urea detailed studies cf those aspects of the model which
could nct be investigated thoroughly in the present work.
.tl partic:ulat, several vital .)uestions are outlined in the
tollowluq paragraphs, toy p thor with suyyest ions for timely
Uobervational theoretical aFprcachev for attacking these
pict,tCWE.
.ith the .;amnia-Ray Bxieriment (t;RE)
	 on board the SMM
satellite, the behaviour of both electrons and ions at
atieryiet Lt, the range frcm 100 keV to tens of Mov can be
ltsvekitlyated.	 Several ev.-nt!: which exhibit hi,lh-ener(ly
"tails" exteuding into the MeV range have been observed to
udtt: (J.	 Ryan, presented At the Stanford SERF wcrkshoF,
huyubt 1980) ; these events are of particular interest to the
twu-btaye issue, because they do not necessarily obey the
classical cuncalt of two-stage emission implying two stages
ut 4CCeletdtlon.	 The URc cbscrvation.i thus can provide
114LUrmdt1011 crucial to evaluatiny the connection between
t,rtatroa acceleration and the elusive second-stage
acceleration prccess, bolieved to be responsible for the
vtry hiyh-energy inteLl-lanctary Earticles.
	 In the context
ut the t.iyh-enwirgy as):Ects of the betatron model, it i4
lapurtart to determine the ictential effects of the betatron
wechani_m at, the nuclear particles which produce gamma-ray
11ne and ccutinuunt emission, and to Extend the cbscrvational
at.alyslb of two- sta-le betatron and non-betatron events into
the gomaa -ray range.
1he t.elatlonshif between the betatron-influenced x-ray
ph&Ee at,d tae associated emissicns at other wavelengths,
such as extended microwave bursts and type II events, has
been treated only briefly in the present work. 	 The
ellEteace of a connection between the impulsive and gradual
puases cf emission, in the context of the initial conditions
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of the betatron hypothesis, also remains an open question.
the derivation of the betatron model implicitly includes a
uepeadence on the form of the initially-injected electron
ui kit LI but ion ,	 thus ihtrcducinq a dependence cn the
impulsive-acceleration process into the physics of the
tiecond Ltaye.	 Thesc. issues can best be addrorsed through
use of hard i-ray, victowavf, and meter-wave coverage of
both impulsive and gradual esissicns to investigate
t. mi.oral,
	
spatial, and spectral relationships between the
oabuciated raliaticns, thus ottaining information cn
pussiblt relationships between the underlying acceleration
Wechanisms.
:he kreseht work provede p :%ignificant clarificati-.)n of
thQ Fuyficai mechanisms responsible for multiplicity in
impulsive emis y ionE,	 and introduces	 thv betatron-
dCCe1VLation mechanise as a viatle second-stage phenomenon.
It is hoped that these results will provile both a stimulus
and a tseLUI tCUnddtion for future research into the
is scinatihq Ehysicr of complex solar-flare emissions, durinq
the cur Lent solar a,iximum and beyon,l.
Appendix A
A LISTING OF THE PROGRAM USED TO CALCULATE F(25) AND
^, ►► +++++*THd PROGFAM ":ALGAMA" CALCULATES :H2 INSTANTANEOUS** *+****+
L ► ** ►*VALUbS OF THY SPECTFAL INLFX,GAM THE ELEC'IFCN PRODUCTION+**
L+ 0000 *bill s ( z T t ANC ThE ENERGY LEPbSIT:ON RATE R4 E T) DUFINc;*****C ► 000++ ►► • •js*ii*
 i EARL X-RAY EVENT.• ► *• •**• ►► *** i**i **^****•****+*
atAL*4 LT
VtMLNSiLN NJ 	 L( C B (9 ,(C)B (9)i , C ( y Ct AL (9) , E(9) ,P (9)
NO,&L: ifliO FOLLC hM1N9 )
 GALUF5^ OF ( Cl^.^Ae7E )
 FUR IVENTS
bikuui 26 OCT 69 ONLY!
uA'&A L,%L 0.097 O.UO119,7.4i2-4,6.34E-4,O.00050,6.96E-4,5.41E-4,
C	 Ad.94E-4,B 23E-4/
C	 NOik,: Idi FULLC6%G VALUE:, Cf CAL ARE FOfi EVENTS
V	 Akatu 26 CCT 69 CNLY!
uA/A CAL 0.371 0.00131,7.42i:--4,6.34E-4,0.00060,6.96E-4,6.41F-4,
Id.94t -4 13 23E-(4/
uAlA A.31i
I-IIAL)15,41 EENL MENDS: ND
4 ILAM: ( 212,F5.r)
Mi^a1L(6 ) 1k HENL MINL,-)END
1 kLk+MA1
1. ahi; kaEk& " u A ri&0 7 ES THE UNCERIAIN:Y IN A VAbIAELE.
C	 Cil (J) = dALKGkCUNG IN PHUTCNS/CM2-3EC-KEV PER CHANNEL .1
C	 N ( ^,P (J) 
1 
= CCGNTS PE& CHANNEL J 	 )
L	 L J -6 t,
	 COLNIS PER CHANNEI J ABCVB BKGD.
^.	 C,Ll-LiVc Ti Mc 'N MiLLISECONLS,aECONDS
ikkAu (5,5)jCE' jJ	 J= 1,9)
5 fwmAI(9(177.5 1 (),
2 kLl%MA, 	  (f	 , 1 X
i 1,% 4. (5, 6)	 1ACP llJ) ,J= 1, 9)
6 FCaMAI (9 (F6 C 1X
3 kLEMA. (	 ) )
Gk=U.3^
l;k l=^k + 1.
7 MiIit((b 990)
990 f UtMAT i,40
11 atAJ (L, 10,'EN^,=331 HCUF MIN, SEC FASA"f Q 1N (J^ J = 1 9)
I 	 kLrMAA (8X,=3 I2, 15.2 7f A1,f3X,f4.0,4^?51y,21^,4I^1)
ik M 1 h.b?,.MW GO :b P
.k SrC.GE.SEN GO :0 33
31 C(. Tlcruk.
.k1PLF,AM.EQ.A51;) GC TC 11
NAlIr b 40	 ,E/i+ SEEC,PA?A",	 N 1 ,J = 1 9
,#U FUi3,MA j (iHO,Hx IHCCo3,.2,f5.2,7i(,A1,sf,(U%,4Y,5:L,2_3,4I2)
ik (N (3) . ^;I. N (^)) GU TO 7
JL 1 J = 1 9
12 L
p) OF ILA ( N ( J ) )!L61=Li: (2^ 4 1,	 (2) *5.
Z= (F (2) /L1) *C AL I2^
It 1tJ1.^ Z) 6	 10 7
JMAX=1
kJL 14 J=1E9
&,L J ) JQ^l P J) /LT*CAI J
C ^ ) ) (r (JILT)(»^ AI 2 J) CC ^^^ •2)
if ^J j r.,j. 1; GC
IkC J) -i,C(J)) 16 it 15
to ik JAw.N%.1) GO 10 15
JCAX=J-1
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GL 1u 14
15 DL J = JL J)/C (.1
A. (Jt!r^. E^. 1. AN L. J. I^. 9) .1 MAX=9
14 CGM1iNuF.
MbS'ar,0 1401 Jnax
140 YI. k.MAT (id	 JMAX=' 12)Wailtjb,69fJC^J)=1
W&iac o 69 	 L (J ,J=i,
b9 rLLMAI (^H
	10.4
A. (J A AA .LT• )) GO 0 7
L 1 =L2.
t 2 =JU.
z 3 =65.
t 5 =11t.
c	 =151.
1:	 =179.
E 8 = 2 1 u.
c 19 =23b.
L CALLuLAad THE :NETANTANEOOS" MEAN SPECTrAL INDEX,GAM•
L	 USi ►G UNLI LHANhHS I ANC 4.
IF (JM,%A.Ga.3 JMAX=4OL 6.i J=iRJMiX
AA.L = AA.UL; (r.2)/E J )
LGr(Jj A S ^1.O/A SE DC (^))/AIf.
63 LLdliNue
	 ( ))
LiAM! = u.
 U
G6M=u. o
uL b4 J=3,JMAX
G.;= 1 .O/ J„ J(JL * * 2
GaM=GAA*G VIM A (J) 0 GGGMf=GuM#GG
b4 LLNTiNuE
6eMs6AM1GG`1
CALL G,1hMA (0.5,GX,IEF)
=GY
CALL GMMMA (GA (",,GX 1, IER 1)
Y=GAM-.5
LALL ;MMIA Y ,GX2,IEf 2)
Wr.&IL (o 330) GAM GXI,IEFI , GX2,IFH2
330 kCrMAa (ill , F 10.^)
b11A =A*GX2/GX1331 F'LbMA.(111
	 ' E1TA=1,F10.4)
WLi1t(6,311) FEIA
• ((	 ') **GAM)k=2 Ur.^33*A*8E7A* ((GAM-1.) * *2)/ (25.* *GAM)
z%-4.0z.
	 GAM-1.^81:11t6,70	 (I: (J) ,J=1, )n ta tL ^o 7 1 	 A
71 FUt.M6 ♦( " ,' A=' E10. 3)
70 rCi rlAa 1H ,' MILP61N1 E EidGIES='
L CALLuLAIi TH7 LEGREES CF FRLELCM N^
9F9.2
^FE A J Cii1**2 VAITIES
L FLt 1HL MtAN TEMFERATJbE AND PEAL SFE6TRAL INDEX.
NkAf =JMAX-3
LHI2G=U.LH12=0.
i	 a	 ) GO TO 29AiG( 18J=30JMAX 
WbITL (b 21) J GAMMA (J) ,DG (J)27 FLaMb1 ((
	 'CUMMA_(' it ')_' F6.2 1X '4/- ' F
	 2)
L8 LHI2G= ` H,	 • (GAr7-
'^,
AM^1a (J^ **2/HFR /DG (J) 4^3C t'CbMAi 1110,' 	 GAM = FB. , ^(,' CII:2G-', 9.2
l9 LLN1iNuLWtil 't 6, 30) CAM CH12GW&	 6 3321 F J
332 FLuMAa (SHO, F (L,T)=',E9. 2, `_X,' S (E, I) _' , E9. 2)G (. 1 u 7
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